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ABSTRACT

As a part of a main program in environmental fatigue on ores
sure vessel steel at 288 °C, tests have been Performed in demineralized water at 93 °C on these materials with the purpose of
obtaining crack growth rate data and information on the environ
mental mechanisms at two different temperatures.
The effect of the oxigen content in water was studied, two
oxigen concentrations were chosen:
a)

'

0.01

ppm (de-oxigenated water)

b) 5r6 pYm (oxigen saturated water)
The obtained results show that an oxide layer forms inside the
crack at the higher oxigen concentration; that oxide layer causes a kind of "crack closure", which is resoonsible of anincrease
of KMIN and R ratio. It is therefore necessary to correct the
applied K value with a calculated "effective K".
Because of the imposed loading wave form (ramp with fast reset), the nresence of the oxide can easily be detected by a
double slope in the specimen mouth opening vs time.
A few thousand cycles are necessary for the formation of a de
tectable oxide layer. The oxide formation is probably related to
the deformation rate at the crack tip: at high deformation rates
(end of tests, higher frequencies), the oxide effect is less ap
parent. At higher R ratio (0.7) the oxide stills
forms, however
its

effect is

less detectable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of fatigue crack growth rates on pressure ves
sel steels is an important part of water reactor safety research.
Environmental fatigue tests are performed at CISE in both simulated LWR environment and low-temperature (93 OC), low Pressure
(.01-. .015 MPa)demineralized water, which also simulates transient conditions for a nuclear reactor.
In the second environment, a set of tests was made,
to outline the effect of oxygen content in water,

aimed at

at different

loading rates and R-ratios.
The obtained data show that an high oxygen content causes the
formation of an oxide layer on the fracture surface. The main
effect of the oxide layer seems to be a modification of the load
parameters at the crack tio, causinga phenomenon similar to

ing

crack closure.
This paper describes the tests and the results; moreover,
real meaning of the observed modification in the data is

the

anali-

zed.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

(WATER CELL)

The water cell is a testing device aimed at to perform tests
at a temperature under 100 °C and Pressures below .05 MPa.
A picture of the water cell is shown in Fig. 1. The flow-sheet
of the hydraulic plant is shown in Fig. 2.
The pressure in the Plant is maintained by a gas blanket in the
feeding thank. The blanket is -mantained by bubbling continuosly
the gas, namely oxygen when the tests are in oxigen saturated wa
ter, or hitrogen when the tests are in de-oxigenated water.
The environmental chamber for a 2T CT specimen is shown in Fig.3.
It

consists of two shells where the water is forced to circu
late through the notch of the specimen.
Two glass windows allow the optical reading of the crack length
d~ring the test. An LVDT is monted on the specimen mouth and gi
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ves a measure of the crack opening during the test.
The load is applied to the specimen by an MTS 50 tons servo
-hydraulic'machine that may be controlled in load, stroke or
strain. The loading wave form can be chosen between sine and
ramp, with or without hold time.

3.

DATA ACQUISITION AND REDUCTION
During the test,

the crack mouth opening is

continuosly re-

corded and plotted together ý1th the applied load. After the
test is completed, the specimen is open broken at liquid nitroqen temperature, and the value of the elastic modulus E is calculated from the final crack length (measured value).
The values of crack length (a) as a function of the elansed cycles (N) are calculated by means of the polynomial method Propo
sed by Saxena and Hudak [I], with coefficients corresponding to
the LVDT location on the specimen mouth. The values of da/dN vs
AK are calculated with the "incremental polynomial" method [21

4.

EXPERIMENTAL
A summarv of test conditions is

shown in

table 1.

Tests were

made in de-mineralized water on 2T 'CT snecimensof A533 grade B
pressure vessel steel.
A couple of tests was performed for each set of loading para
meters, at two different oxygen content in water:
a) low concentration (% 10 npb);
b) high concentration (5T6 pom).
It was pointed out [3] that the environmental effect on the
crack growth rate is more pronounced at loading frequencies of
around 1 cycle per minute; for thIs reason frequencies were
chosen in this order of magnitude (1 to 2 c.n.m.).
The loading wave form was a ramn (!which has a constant derivative with respect to time) followed by a fast reset. The im-
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portance of the deformation rate at the crack tip was pointed
out by Scott [4] and Thrr6nen and al.f
' also if its role needs
to be better clarified.
The pH and conductivity of water were measured during the
test, by periodic sampling. A chemical analysis of water was
made at the end of each test.

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The obtained data are shown as a vs N curves in Fig. 4-5-6,
moreover da/dN vs AK curves are given in Fig. 7-8-9. For each
couple of data, a vs N curves are compared starting at the same
values of a, so that the loading conditions of the crack tip
are consistent. The general trend of the data is that the crack
growth rate is higher for low oxygen conditions . In the a vs N
graphs, a change in the slope of the curve is observed after a
few thousand
cycles for the specimens tested at high 02 level.
For a high oxygen test, plots of load and mouth ooening as a
function of time are shown in Fig. 10; the mouth opening shows
a double slope, which does not appear during the low oxygen tests.
This anomalous behavior may be due to the oxide which forms
inside the crack; the oxide layer fills
the crack, so that the
loading oarameters at the crack tip are altered, with the mechanism shown in Fig. 11a and 11b: when the load approa6hes
maximum, the crack is open with no effect of the oxide;
when the load decreases, and the contact between the surfaces
is reached, the inside of the crack tip beqins to feel a compres
sive load. The value of K min is increased by the sunerimnosed
traction load due to the reaction force at the crack tip. The
difference, in terms of AK, is shown in Fig. 12: it is possible
to calculate the effective AK value bv means of the effective
R measured from the LVDT output.
The correction has been applied
to the da/dN vs AK curves, and the difference between "low oxvgen" and "high oxycren" data has become smaller (see Fig. 13, 14,
15). It is of interest a discussion of the obtained data with
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reference to the theories about crack closure. Richtie did find
a similar effect F6] during environmental fatigue test at higher
temperature,

and reports it

several autors

(see f.e.

as a bare crack closure.

Elber,

7)

However,

indicate more properly that

crack closure is a fenomenon due t6 the variation of plastic zo
ne size around the crack tio, which causes a residual compressi
ve stress at the crack tip.

For the snecimens here examined,

the oxide effect

is

detecta

cycles. At that point, the
ble
only after a few thousand
crack growth (see a vs N and da/dN vs AK olots) slows down and,
the observed effective value of R begins to increase;the value
of R reaches a maximum, and decreases very slowly at the end of
the test. This behavior suggests that:
a) a time several times greater than a single cycle is

requested

to bild up an oxide layer thick enough to provocate the pheno
menon;
b) as an increase in

c)

frequency results in a higher value of da/dt

for the 2 c.o.m. test the oxide laver is active after a number
of cycles oreaterthan for the 1 c.n.m. test;
the increase of R as the crack grows shows that the position
of the contact roint between the fracture surfaces ,moves
together with the crack tip;

d) as R decreases at the end of tests,

the influence of the

oxide-free, new surface created became more evident,
the crack qrows faster than the oxide is built up.
A first

test has been completed at high R ratio (0.7).

effect of the oxide is
mum applied load is

6.

there less noticeable,

because
The

because the mini-

quite high.

CONCLUSIONS
Both data and discussions shows that it

is

necessary to have

a grate care in observing all aspect of row data in

environmental

fatigue test. The true effect of oxygen on the crack growth mechanisms at the crack tip, seems in effect to be almost comple-
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.tely masked by the macroscopic one due to the oxide.
At the environmental conditions examined in these tests,
oxide formed is

the

very tick. At the service temperature of water

reactor pressure vessels (288 °C) the oxide fokmed is compact
and thin. It is possible to assume that in LWR simulated condiiton the oxide effect would be different. A set of tests in
these conditions is

necessary to verify the hypotesis.
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TABLE 1

SPECIMEN

WAVE

02

NAME

FORM

level

W3-1

1 c.n.m.

0.2

Low

W3-2

1 c.o.m.

0.2

High

X1B1

1 c.o. m.

0.2

High

X1B2

1 c. T.m.

0.7

High

X1B3

2 c.n.m.

0.2

Low

X1B4

2 c.n.m.

0.2

High

X1B5

1 c.or.m.

0.2

Low
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Fig.

1 - The water cell.
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Complete plant.

WATER CELL
HYDRAULIC PLANT FLOW-SHEET

It'
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Fig. 2 - Flow-sheet of the water cell hydraulic plant.

Fig.

3 -The

water cell.
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Environmental chamber.
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Fig.
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-

a vs N curves for the specimens XIB3 and X1B4.

The

arrow indicates the point where the growth rate de
creases.
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Fig.
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)

a vs N curves for the snecimens X1B1 and X1B5. The
arrow ;indicates the noint where the growth rate de
creases.
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Fig.

12 - Effective AK vs aPmlied AK at the crack tiD.
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A MECHANISM OF ENVIRONMENTALLY-CONTROLLED CRACK-GROWTH
OF STRUCTURAL STEELS IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE WATER
F.P. Ford
General Electric Corporate Research and Development
Schenectady, New York 12301 USA

Abstract
The slip dissolution model is used as a working hypothesis to explain the variations in
environmentally-controlled cracking susceptibility of 304 stainless steel and SA333Gr6 carbon-steel in
water as a function of oxygen, temperature, and strain rate. It is shown that the model is able to
predict quantitatively the observed crack morphology and propagation rate of sensitized 304 stainless
steel in H20/0

2

mixtures at 100 *C, and the blunting kinetics of SA333Gr6 carbon steel in the same

environment. The variation in crack-morphology in the spectrum of straining modes covering static
through high-frequency loading is also understandable. The model is able to explain qualitatively both
the anomolously high cracking susceptibility of various iron-based alloys that is noted around 200 *C in
water with low oxygen contents (e.g., -(<0.2 ppm 02), and the relative crack propagation rates of carbon steel and stainless steel in water at 288 *C.
INTRODUCTION
It has been amply demonstrated in laboratory experiments that sensitized type 304 stainless steel is
susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion (I/GSCC) both in high temperature oxygenated water
(288 OC);0I-11) and in lower temperature (< 100 *C) water,(114,19) provided the oxygen content is in a
specific range. It has also been experimentally observed that transgranular stress corrosion cracking
(T/GSCC) can occur in both sensitized stainless steel( 8 ,1 1,16,17) and in carbon steels(18) under specific
environmental and loading conditions in high temperature water.
The object of this paper is to present recent constant extension rate data on the variation of stress
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corrosion susceptibility for both sensitized 304 stainless steel and SA333Gr6 carbon steel in water as a
function of oxygen, temperature, and strain rate, and to evaluate whether the slip-dissolution model of
cracking can explain quantitatively the changes in cracking susceptibility and morphology in these alloys
with different environmental and stressing conditions.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The line diagram of the water loop (Figure 1) used in these experiments indicates the flow pattern
of solution to and from the test autoclaves.

Deionized water (conductivity <0.4 jmhos cm-1) was

delivered from a mixed resin bed to a 450 liter stainless steel reservoir. Aeration or controlled deaeration was accomplished by saturating the solution in the tank with either synthetic air (21% 02, 79% N 2)
or argon/oxygen mixtures. The solutions were pressurized by a Pulsafeeder pump to 10.3 MNm-

2

and

delivered through a primary header system of stainless steel to the various testing stations, where the
solution was introduced to each 1 liter 316 stainless steel autoclave at 20 cc minexchanger.

1

via a coaxial heat

Automatic analytical facilities for pH (Beckman model 940B), conductivity (Beckman

Solumeter) and oxygen (Beckman models 7001 and 7002) were used, via appropriate valving for both
inlet and outlet solutions; the oxygen content was double-checked by colorimetric methods.
The 304 stainless steel used in the experiments had a composition 18.38% Cr, 8.6% Ni, 1.68% Mn,
0.6% Si, 0.22% Mo, 0.18% Cu, 0.12% Co, 0.017% S, 0.025% P, 0.07% C, and balance Fe.

Tensile

specimens were centerless ground from solution annealed (1100 °C x 1h hour, WQ) stock to 0.635 cm
diameter x 3.81 cm gage-length bars.

These were then encapsulated in quartz tubes, evacuated to

10-6 torr and furnace-sensitized 600 'C for 24 hours.
Following the furnace sensitization treatment, the gage length of each bar was shot peened with size
550 ceramic shot at 0.012 A intensity to give a hardened surface layer. The objective of this shot peening was to lessen the initiation time for stress-corrosion cracking during the subsequent tensile test.
Previous experiments have shown that when the shot peened samples were strained •<3%, the hardened surface layer mechanically failed to give shear cracks of -50

Am depth; these cracks may then

act as nucleii for subsequent propagation of I/G stress-corrosion cracks which are superficially observable at x50 magnification by 6-8% elongation.(19)
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The SA333Gr6 carbon steel used in the experiments had the composition 0.22% C, 0.8% Mn,
0.009% P, 0.015% S, 0.18% Si, and balance Fe.

Tensile bar specimens were centerless ground

(0.317 cm diameter x 3.175 cm gage length) from the wall of the as-received pipe, with the tensile axis
parallel to the pipe-length; as with the stainless-steel specimens, the gage-lengths were shot-peened with
550 ceramic shot at 0.012 A intensity.
The specimens were mounted in the autoclave and were strained at between 2.1 and 2.7 x 10-1 s-1
in either an Instron model 1131 or 1125 tensile machine.
RESULTS
The effect of oxygen on the crack-growth rate in sensitized 304 stainless steel at 288 °C is shown in
Figure 2. The propagation rate is defined as an average crack propagation rate, calculated from the
largest observed crack penetration and the time from the attainment of 3% strain in the tensile test to
final fracture. The present results are compared in Figure 2 with other data(20 ) obtained under faster
extension rate conditions (U = 211 x 10-6 s-1) on a different heat of sensitized 304 stainless steel
(0.063% C). Although all the cracks in the present work were intergranular, there is an indication from
other workt

6 . 7 20

1'

)

that at lower oxygen contents and higher strain rates, the cracks may be transgranu-

lar. Also shown in Figure 2 are the results" 5 2, 1 ) for specimens under constant load either at 25 ksi or
the prevalent stresses in pipes which failed in service.
The relationship between the average crack propagation rates observed in sensitized 304 stainless
steel in H 20/0

2

ppm 02 at 288 *C under constant load,( 22) constant extension rate or under cyclic load-

ing(22 ) conditions are shown in Figure 3. These data are shown as a function of the crack-tip opening

displacement rate which (for the constant extension rate and cyclic loading conditions) may be calculated from knowledge of the applied strain rates or the AK, frequency, and R values. Note that this
crack-tip opening displacement rate is not known for constant load conditions, and the data points in
Figure 3 for these conditions are plotted at values which might correspond to creep rates. It is seen that
the crack propagation rates under these loading conditions are comparable, with the rate decreasing
monotonically with decreasing crack-tip opening displacement rate. At the same time that the propagation rate decreases, so the fracture mode changes from 100% T/G under high frequency cyclic loading
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to 100% I/G under static load.(22 ) Similar transitions in morphology and crack propagation rate under
static, constant extension rate, and cyclic loading conditions have been observed( 13) on sensitized 304
stainless steel in H 20/1.5-2.0 ppm 02 at 98 °C.
The effect of different oxygen/temperature combinations on the I/GSCC susceptibility of sensitized
304 stainless steel in a constant extension rate test are reported in Figure 4; the superscripts beside each
symbol indicate the average crack propagation rate in cm s-1 (x 10- 7 ). (It should be noted that because
the length of the test is limited ultimately by ductile fracture of the remaining load-bearing area of the
tensile specimens, the slowest crack propagation rate that can be detected by this testing technique is

- 5.8x 10-9 cm s-).

The high cracking susceptibility in the temperature range 150-200 'C in low-

24
23
oxygen water has been observed in other work on stainless steel,( ) low-alloy pressure vessel steel,( )

and carbon,( 27 ) and turbine( 25, 26) steels under a variety of loading conditions (Figure 5). It should also
be noted, however, that although other workers11-' 14,19) have observed the high cracking susceptibility
range at 100 °C in water within a specific oxygen range, the precise definition of that range in stainlesssteel is in debate and the magnitude of the susceptibility is strongly dependent on the degree of grain
boundary sensitization. (28)
The constant extension rate data obtained on SA333Gr6 carbon steel indicated that a degradation of
tensile properties occurred at specific 0 2/T combinations similar to those observed on 304 stainless
steel. However, metallographic examination showed that, although at higher temperatures the ductility
degradation is primarily due to T/GSCC, the degradation at lower temperatures is due to a combination
of severe pitting and T/GSCC. The relative roles of cracking and pitting (in terms of the maximum
penetrations) are recorded in Figure 6. Although in some incidences cracks were observed emanating
from the base of pits, the pitting was not a necessary condition for crack initiation. Indeed at temperatures less than 200 *C, transgranular cracks became blunted due to subsequent pitting-at least at
oxygen contents > -0.2

ppm (Figure 7).

The average crack propagation rates at various 0 2/T combinations are shown in Figure 8, for both
SA333Gr6 carbon steel and (for comparative purposes) 304 sensitized stainless steel. The values with
an asterisk (*) in Figure 8 indicate pit propagation in carbon steel rather than crack penetration (cf. Fig-
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ure 7). Note that at a given 0 2/T combination, the average crack propagation rate for SA333Gr6 is
generally lower than that for sensitized 304 stainless steel under the specific constant extension rate
conditions used.
DISCUSSION
The objective of the discussion is to determine whether the slip-dissolution model for crackpropagation is capable of explaining quantitatively the effects of different 0 2/T combinations on the
cracking susceptibilities of sensitized 304 stainless and SA333Gr6 carbon steels in high-purity water
(Figures 4 and 8), the strain-rate effects on cracking (Figure 3), and the abnormally high cracking susceptibility at the temperature range 150-200 'C in low-oxygen water (Figure 5).
The salient features of the slip-dissolution model of stress-corrosion crack propagation, its applicability to corrosion-fatigue,( 29 30) and its relation to other propagation mechanisms (e.g., hydrogen embrittlement) have been described in detail in other documents.( 31-

39

) In brief, the advancement mechan-

ism relates faradaically the propagation rate to the total oxidation rate at the crack-tip, where the normally protective oxide is being mechanically ruptured by changes in the strain-field concentrated there.
Thus the crack-propagation rate will depend on the bare-surface dissolution rate, the rate of passivation
at the oxide-ruptured crack-tip surface, the periodicity of oxide-rupture and, finally, on the masstransport rate of solvating water molecules to the dissolving surface and the flux of solvated metal
cations away from that surface (Figures 9 and 10).
The average crack-propagation rate, V, may be predicted therefore (Figure 10), if the oxidation
charge-density is known as a function of time following an oxide-rupture event, and provided the
periodicity of oxide rupture is also known.
i.e., by applying Faraday's Laws

V=

M

pFn

(1)

_z

tf

where
M,p =atomic weight and density of metal at the crack tip being oxidized.
,q

=the valence change during the overall oxidation process, which will involve both dissolution
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and oxide-growth reactions.
F

=Faraday constant (= 96,500 coulombs)

Qf

=the oxidation charge-density passed in if, following the oxide rupture event

tf

=the periodicity of oxide rupture.

Calculation of the latter parameter,

tf,

will involve knowledge of the local crack-tip strain rate, i,

and the fracture strin of the surface oxide, ef, (i.e., tf = e/0) provided it is assumed that the strain
changes in the matrix are transferred to the adherant oxide.
The variation in oxidation charge density with time, Q, values may be experimentally determined
by a variety of techniques which involve either chemically or mechanically(40-51) removing the surface
oxide and measuring, under potentiostatic control, the resultant oxidation charge density transients.
Such experiments( 12) have been performed in dilute sulphate solutions on alloys of Fe 12% Cr 10% Ni
or Fe 18% Cr 8% Ni nominal compositions which simulate( 52) a range of chromium and nickel contents
expected at the tip of a grain-boundary crack in sensitized 304 stainless steel. By applying Faraday's
Laws, the penetration down the vector corresponding to Fe 12% Cr 10% Ni, i.e., the grain boundary,
may be compared with that down a vector corresponding to Fe 18% Cr 8% Ni i.e., the grain matrix.
Such a comparison(12) is shown in Figure 11 as a function of electrode potential in 0.01 M Na 2SO 4
(pH 5.8) at 98 *C. It is observed that in certain potential ranges the penetration down the sensitized
grain-boundary is calculated to be significantly greater than into the grain matrix; in these regions,
therefore, deep intergranular cracks would be predicted.

In other potential regions there is no

significant difference in calculated penetrations in the two directions and the morphology prediction is
for relatively blunt and shallow intergranular notches. Such predictions are, in fact, confirmed metallographically (Figure 12); the salient point being that deep I/GSCC is predicted in the potential range that
would correspond to the corrosion-potential in water containing -2

ppm 02 at 100 'C.

Thus it is not

surprising that I/GSCC in water at 100 °C is observed in the range 0.8-4 ppm 02 (Figure 4).
The crack propagation rate in the low temperature water, or dilute sulphate solution, may be
predicted by the slip-dissolution model from the Q(,) characteristics, provided the periodicity of oxide
rupture, ti, is known. This may be calculated (crudely) in a constant-extension rate test by combining
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the measured( 53) fracture strain of the oxide, 10-3, and the applied strain rate during the test, e.g., for
an applied strain rate of 2.1x 10-6 S-, the periodicity of oxide rupture is 476 s (= 10- 3/2.1x 10-6). A
comparison between the predicted and observed crack propagation rates is shown in Figure 13 for sensitized 304 stainless steel, strained at 2.1x 10-6 s-1 in 0.01 M Na 2SO4 at 98 °C at various potentials; a reasonable agreement is observed, the major discrepancy between prediction and observation occurring at
the more positive potentials where the observed cracks are blunted by pitting (Figure 12a).
The predicted and observed crack propagation rate variations with strain rate are shown in Figure 14
for the case of sensitized 304 stainless steel in 0.01 M Na 2SO 4 (controlled at + 193 mV she) and in
H 20/1.8 ppm 02 at 98 'C. The theoretical values have been calculated from equation I with if values
corresponding to the applied strain rate (tOf

10-3i-1).

As expected, the theoretical rate increases

monotonically with strain rate (i.e., oxide rupture rate) when an asymptotic value is reached, symptomatic of the creation of a continuously bare surface at the crack-tip and the associated bare-surface dis54
solution rate in a stagnant solution. (At higher strain rates, crack blunting can theoretically occur( )

due to plastic deformation under constant extension rate conditions, and the observed crack propagation
rate should decrease from the maximum theoretical value.) It is seen that there is again a reasonable
correlation between theory and the observed average crack propagation rate on wire samples under
applied strain rate conditions.
Under constant load conditions, the crack-tip strain rate may be correlated with a creep rate, and
indeed the observed crack-propagation rates under constant-load do correspond to the rate expected in
the appropriate creep strain-rate range.( 55) However these latter correlations must be questionable since
uniaxial creep data on relatively unconstrained wire specimens are not necessarily accurate for the situation at a plastically-constrained crack-tip, where matrix/environment interactions may well affect the
local creep rate due to surface dissolution,16- 58) adsorption,( 59) surface film formation,(60 , 61) and
periodic stress relaxation as the dislocations rupture the oxide film. (62) Further, data obtained in uniaxial creep tests on smooth specimens do not account for the fact that, in the case of a propagating crack,
the mobile dislocation spectrum at the triaxially stressed crack-tip is continually changing because of the
increasing stress field at any given dislocation source.
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Subsequently, prime importance has been attached to the fact that the stress field at a fixed point in
front of the crack-tip is changing as the crack propagates, and this has led to suggestions by Newman,( 63,64) Scully t
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) and Vermilyea( 66) that the requirement for continued oxide rupture is a specific

amount of crack advance, L*, between oxide rupture events (Figure 15).

Although the precise metal-

lurgical reasoning behind such a criterion is unclear, the logic( 53) is that L* may be related to a stressdependent increase in an athermal strain increment and a time-dependent creep strain increment at the
crack tip. Since the critical penetration distance, L*, may be faradaically related to an oxidation chargedensity, Q*, (i.e., L*

=

M Q*), the same formulation may be used (i.e., equation 1) to predict the
npF

crack propagation rate from the Q(t) characteristics as was used in the prediction of propagation rates
for constant extension rate conditions. The only difference is that, now, Q* is a metallurgically-fixed
constant and tf is dependent on the Q(t) characteristics which vary with the environmental conditions
(Figure 15).
The difficulty in applying such a constant-charge criterion for crack-propagation under constant-load
conditions is the uncertainty in ascribing, from first principles, a value of Q*.

It can be argued that Q*

should be related to a dislocation-source spacing-and, indeed, it has been shown'12) that L* values of
0.5-1 A.m, which correspond to dislocation cell diameters, do give a reasonable fit between observed and
theoretical crack-propagation rates in the 304 stainless-steel/Na 2SO 4 system. Values of Q* may also be
predicted( 53) to within a factor of two by employing an energy-balance argument which states that
changes in the elastic, surface, and chemical energies of the system as the crack moves forward by a
distance, L*, must be balanced by appropriate changes in the plastic energy concentrated at the cracktip.

Alternatively, a very simplistic linear-elastic fracture mechanics argument( 53) (based on the

t 67
assumption that, in order to have creep at a required rate, the activation stress for dislocation glide )

must be decreased by a specific amount) leads to the conclusion that
Q*= AK-'

(2)

where A is a constant that is dependent on crack length and the dislocation-source spacing, and K is the
stress-intensity. Indeed, such a relationship as equation 2 has been demonstrated for turbine steels in
caustic environments.( 53) In order to evaluate A in equation 2 for the present stainless steel/water sys-
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tem, a forced fit between theory and observation is required at one data point. Using such a procedure
leads to a good prediction of the crack propagation rate/stress-intensity relationship (53) for 304 sensitized stainless steel in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 *C, as shown in Figure 16. In this example the Q(t) data
in 0.01 M Na 2SO

4

at an appropriate potential (+ 193 mV she) corresponding to the corrosion potential

in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 has been used in conjunction with equations I and 2.
and theory at K = 27 MNm-3/ 2 yields a value of A = 1.6x 102 C cm-

2

(Force fitting observation

MNm-3/ 2). It is seen in Fig-

ure 16 that the theory has not taken into account the decelerating effect of crack-branching, but
presumably this may be accounted for by substituting K in equation 2 for Keff.
The intermediate conclusions concerning the present theoretical prediction capabilities for stresscorrosion cracking in the systems considered in this paper are, that the slip dissolution model is capable
of quantitatively defining the potential, strain rate, and stress-intensity dependence of both crack propagation rate and morphology for sensitized 304 stainless steel in water and dilute sulphate solutions at
98-100 *C.

Therefore in extrapolating these predictive capabilities to higher temperatures and to

carbon-steels, importance must be attached to the effect that these environmental and compositional
changes may have on the controlling parameters in the slip-dissolution model, i.e., total oxidation rates,
liquid diffusion rates, and oxide rupture rates.
Since the slip-dissolution model is basically an electrochemical mechanism, the data in Figure 4 has
been replotted in Figure 17 in terms of the average crack propagation rate and corrosion potential,
where the corrosion potential values for various oxygen/temperature combinations have been taken
from the work of Indig.( 68, 69) Note that in the following arguments it is tacitly assumed that there is a
minimal potential drop down the crack-length under open-circuit conditions and that, therefore, the
potential at the crack-tip is approximately equal to the corrosion-potential at the exposed specimensurface.

The narrow potential range for high IGSCC susceptibility, predicted(")

for 100 'C,

is

observed, but it is also noted that as the temperature increases so the potential dependence for crack
propagation changes.

(It is also apparent that at 150 *C the crack propagation rate dependence on

potential may be either high or low, presumably mirroring a transitional behavior in rate-determining
steps for crack propagation; the shaded regions in Figure 4 correspond to this particular region of uncertainty in Figure 17.)

A preliminary activation enthalpy analysis( 53) on these (sparse) data indicates that,
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in general, the activation enthalpy is low (-4 Kcals gm-mol-1) at higher temperatures and faster crack
propagation rates, but is much higher (>20 Kcals gm-mol-l) at lower temperatures. The inference is,
therefore, that at a given potential, the propagation rate is determined at lower temperatures by reaction
rates on the crack tip surface which are controlled by oxidation rate/oxide rupture rate interactions, but
as the temperature increases above -150

°C and the crack-propagation rates > 10-7 cms- 1, liquid

diffusion processes remote from the crack tip surface become rate-determining.

On this basis, one

would expect the crack propagation rates at a given potential, to increase with temperature according to
the dashed lines in Figure 18. In fact, it is observed that under open-circuit conditions, the propagation
rate in an environment having a given oxygen content follows the expected relationship at low temperatures, but deviates at higher temperatures-especially in lower oxygen-content solutions. The explanation for this deviation could be that the open-circuit corrosion-potential does not remain constant with
increasing temperature,( 69) and this is especially the case in lower oxygen-content solutions-as shown
in the inset diagram in Figure 18.

Thus, the 'anomolously' high cracking susceptibility noted -150-

200 °C in low oxygen environments is caused by competing effects of an increase in propagation rate
with temperature under high activation enthalpy conditions at lower temperatures, and a decrease in
propagation rate as the corrosion potential moves in the negative direction with further increase in temperature (and thereby slows down the oxidation kinetics). Similar arguments can be made, based on
the Ecor,1O2 /T relationships of Indig,(70 ) for the 'anomolous temperature' effects noted in carbon-steel
and pressure-vessel steels (Figure 5).
The slip-dissolution model for crack propagation may also be applied in principle to the carbon
steel/water system. In this case, however, there is compositionally no preferred crack propagation path,
as in the sensitized grain boundaries in 304 stainless steel. Thus crack propagation would be expected
to be transgranular since it is the matrix vector that the oxide-rupture rates will be highest. A major
factor that will differentiate between the carbon steel/water and stainless steel/water systems, however,
is the propensity for crack blunting in the former system due to general corrosion on the crack-sides,
Figure 19. In situations where Vt, the penetration rate at the crack-tip, is much greater than Vs, the
penetration rate on the crack sides, then sharp transgranular cracks should be observed. Such situations
are noted in high temperature water where V. is relatively low because of the protective magnetite on
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the crack sides, and under constant extension rate or corrosion fatigue conditions where the high
applied strain rates ensure a high V, value. Indeed it can be argued that, under these high V, conditions at high temperatures, the crack propagation will be under diffusion control similar to that
observed in stainless steel.

Consequently the crack propagation rates in the carbon steel/water and

stainless steel/water systems should be similar. (That is, provided the basic requirements for crack propagation are met by protected crack sides and a high oxidati.)n charge density at the crack tip, then.the
propagation rate is not material-dependent but is limited by solution hydrodynamics.)

Such a similarity

in propagation rate/potential dependence between the two systems is, in fact, observed (Figure 20)
under these required testing conditions. Note that, since the Eco,, value for carbon-steel tends to be
slightly more negative than that for stainless steel at a given oxygen content, this would explain why, at
288 'C in Figure 8, carbon steels exhibit lower average crack propagation rates than stainless steel.
At low temperatures and high oxygen conditions, where V, is high for carbon-steel and pitting
occurs, or under loading conditions such as constant-load, or low frequency cyclic loading, where V, is
low due to the lower oxide-rupture rates, then progressive crack blunting will occur and crack arrest
may be expected with time. This is in fact observed(7 1 ) on SA333Gr6 in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 TC, and
72
has also been noted under similar environmental conditions in other carbon and low alloy steels;( -

75

)

by contrast, in environmental situations such as H 20/0.1 ppm 02 where the V, value for carbon steel is
reduced, or with different alloys such as 304 stainless steel where V, is inherantly low in water, no such
crack arrest is noted (Figure 21). There is some debate whether the arresting effect under cyclic loading is due to the effect of chemical blunting on the actual stress-intensity value, or on the effect that
corrosion debris has on the extent of crack tip closure;s75 ) since both of these effects are associated with
the same phenomenom (i.e., corrosion on the crack sides) it is difficult to devise an experiment which
unambiguously differentiates between the two models. However, in Figure 22 the applicability of the
chemical-blunting model is suggested, at least for the low-temperature environments by the reasonable
71
prediction of the decrease in da/dN values, for an observed range of V, values.( )

It follows from the above analysis that the frequency, AK and R values during cyclic loading or the
applied strain rate during constant extension rate testing should all have an effect on the time dependent blunting of cracks in the carbon steel/water system, since these parameters all control V,, and
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hence the relative values of V, and V,. For instance the observed( 71) values of the environmentally
controlled da/dN values for SA333Gr6 are shown in Figure 23 as a function of frequency (for Kmax

=

22 MNm- 3/ 2 and R = 0.1 in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 °C). It is seen that, in common with many other
observations on iron-based alloys, the (da/dN)AX value increases with decreasing frequency. However,
unlike observations01 3) on 304 stainless steel in the same low-temperature environment, the (da/dN)AK
values decrease with lowering frequency for V < 1 Hz. This decrease can be explained however by thb
fact that, at these slow frequencies, the time-dependent crack growth rate is lowered to the extent that,
at the prevalent Vs values, blunting occurs.

The predicted variations( 53) in the (da/dN)AX values are

shown in Figure 23 as a function of exposure time and frequency.

It is seen that the predicted and

observed values (after the exposure times indicated by each data point), are in reasonable agreement. It
is interesting to note that, with current crack following techniques, it needs at least 45 hours exposure
under low frequency loading to make a reliable crack increment measurement; hence the measured
da/dNAX v v relationships for these steels under these environmental conditions will always have an
inverted U-shape, since crack blunting and deceleration will occur during the measurement time at low
frequencies. It is not surprising therefore that at very low frequency loading, or ultimately under constant load situations, that no detrimental environmental effects are observed in carbon steels (at least
under the environmental conditions of H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 0C), since any cracks which may
inherently be liable to propagate will blunt and arrest in a comparatively short time period.
Although these latter observations and theories relating to crack blunting have been applied primarily to carbon-steel in H 20 /1.5 ppm 02 at 98 °C, the general logic should be applicable to the situation at higher temperatures, where very similar da/dt v i and (da/dN) v v responses are noted.
CONCLUSIONS
" The slip dissolution model for environmentally-controlled propagation is able to predict quantitatively the crack morphology and crack propagation rate for sensitized 304 stainless steel in
0.01 M Na 2SO 4 and in water at 98-100 *C, as a function of potential and strain rate.
" The model may be used to quantitatively explain the blunting kinetics of carbon-steel and offers
an explanation as to why carbon-steel does not crack under the low strain rates associated with
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static loading.
* The slip dissolution model gives a qualitative insight into the reason behind the anomolously
high cracking susceptibility of various iron-base alloys in low-oxygen/water circa 150-200 'C.
The model also defines the experimental conditions where the cracking rates of carbon steel and
304 stainless steel are similar.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1.

Water loop.

Figure 2.

Variation in the average crack propagation rate in sensitized 304 stainless-steel in water at
288 'C with oxygen content.

Data from both constant extension rate tests,(20 ) constant

load,0'5 , 21) and field observations on BWR piping.( 15) Open data points denote transgr, nular cracking, closed data points denote intergranular cracking.
Figure 3.

Variation in environmentally-controlled crack propagation rate (ECPR) with crack-tip opening displacement rate (CTOD) for constant extension rate and cyclic loading( 22) conditions.
The CTOD for cyclic load tests was calculated from the change in CTOD per cycle divided
by the rise time; in the case of the multiple cracked tensile bar specimens in the constant
extension rate test, the CTOD was equated with the macroscopically applied strain rate
divided by the number of deep cracks noted metallographically. Observe that the CTOD is
not known for the constant-load tests.( 22) Note also the change in crack morphology based
on the data in Figure 2 and ref. 22.

Figure 4.

Variation in average crack-propagation rate with oxygen/temperature combinations for the
sensitized 304 stainless steel/water system.
conditions on shot-peened specimens (i

=

Data obtained under constant extension rate
2.1 -2.4 x 10-7 s-1).

Crack propagation rates

given in units of cm s-• X 10-7.
Figure 5.

Illustration of the high cracking susceptibility noted circa 150-200 'C in water/low-oxygen
23
environment for a variety of iron-base alloys in a variety of testing modes.( -

Figure 6.

26

)

Comparison between pit and crack penetration on SA333Gr6 carbon steel after a constant
extension rate test in water at different oxygen/temperature combinations.

Note that at

higher temperatures, the crack penetration predominates; whereas, at lower temperatures,
crack and pit depths are comparable. Units in cms x 10-2
Figure 7.

Transgranular crackingipitting in SA333Gr6 carbon steel; water/ 1.8 ppm 02, 150 TC.

Figure 8.

Comparison between the average crack propagation rate for sensitized 304 stainless steel
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(I/GSCC) and SA333Gr6 carbon steel (T/GSCC) observed under constant extension rate
conditions in water at various oxygen/temperature combinations.
shot-peened surfaces.)

(i = 2.1-2.7x

Data points marked (*) denote 'cracking' was predominantly pit

penetration (cf. Figure 7). Crack propagation rates given in units of cm s-'
Figure 9.

1 0 -7 s-1,

x 10-7.

Parameters of importance in the slip-dissolution (and hydrogen-embrittlement) model of
crack-propagation.(3 9) Solid lines denote primary interactions with dotted lines denoting
secondary interactions.

Figure 10.

Schematic variation of oxidation charge-density with time during crack propagation illustrating the parameters relevant to he slip-dissolution model of crack-propagation.

Figure 11.

Predicted penetration down the grain-boundary (of composition Fe 12% Cr 10% Ni) and
into the grain matrix (of composition Fe 18% Cr 8% Ni) following the rupture of oxide at
a crack tip in the 304 stainless steel/0.01 M

Na 2 SO 4

system at 98 °C.(

2

) The penetrations

have been calculated for 4 seconds after the rupture event; this choice of time is arbitrary,
but the conclusions do not alter substantially for times greater than -10 ms. At shorter
rupture times than 10 ms, i.e., high crack tip strain rates, there is no significant difference
between the penetrations and I/GSCC would not be predicted over T/GSCC.
Figure 12.

Observed crack propagation morphologies following constant-extension rate testing of sensitized

304

stainless

(a) +343 mVshe;
(e) +43 mVshe.

steel

in

0.01 M Na 2SO

(b) +218 mVshe;

4

at

98 'C,

(c) +193 mVshe;

i = 2.6x10-6 s-1.
(d) +143 mVshe;

Note the correlation between the observed morphologies and those

predicted in Figure 11.
Figure 13.

Comparison between observed and calculated crack-propagation rates for sensitized 304
stainless

steel

in

0.01 M

Na 2SO 4 at 98 *C.01 2)

Observed

data

obtained

at i

=

2.1x 10-6 S-1; theoretical data based on slip-dissolution model with tf = 475 s. Note that
the large discrepancy between observation and theory at +340 mVshe may be related to
the fact that the observed failure is due primarily to pitting rather than cracking; i.e., the
crack propagation rate will be slowed down by chemical blunting.
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Figure 14.

Variation of observed(12,13) and theoretical crack propagation rates for sensiized 304 stainless steel in either 0.01 M Na 2SO4 or H20/1.8 ppm 02 at 98 *C. Note that the crack tip
strain rates under constant-load conditions are not known; in this figure the data points for
constant-load have been placed at a crack tip strain rate corresponding to the steady state
creep rate observed on unconstrained wire samples in an inert environment. (5)

Figure 15.

53
Parameters of importance in constant-charge criterion for crack-propagation.( )

Figure 16.

t 3 ) crack propagation rate/stress-intensity
Comparison between theoretical and observed(

relationship for sensitized 304 stainless-steel in H20/1.5 ppm

02

3) Theoretical
at 98 *C.C5

values have been calculated on basis of constant-charge density criterion with Q* =
1.6x,10 2K-! 'C cm- 2 and the Q(t)

relationship observed

in

0.01 M Na 2SO4 at

+193 mVshe. Note the fact that the theory does not account for the effect that macrobranching has on the crack propagation rate.
Figure 17.

Data from Figure 4 replotted in terms of crack propagation rate and corrosion potential.
The latter values have been taken from work by Indig( 68, 69) on stainless steel in water at
various oxygen/temperature combinations.

Figure 18.

Variation of crack propagation rate in sensitized 304 stainless steel/water system for
different temperatures and oxygen contents (potentials).
tions at 2.1x 10-7

Figure 19.

Constant extension rate condi-

s-1.

Elastic stress function at an elliptical crack tip with major and minor Ixes, c and b, and
crack tip radius, p.( 76,77) Note that the maximum surface tensile stress o-Ym, will change
with time as the crack tip radius increases according to the relative values of V,and Vt.(

Figure 20.

72

)

Variation in the average crack propagation rate for sensitized 304 stainless steel and
SA333Gr6 carbon-steel in water, with corrosion potential at 288 *C. The corrosionpotential has been varied by altering the oxygen content between 0.08 ppm and 8 ppm.
Constant extension rate conditions: 2.1-2.6x10-7 s-1.

Figure 21.

Variation( 71,13 ) in (daldN) with time for SA333Gr6 carbon steel in argon and wa-

270

ter/oxygen mixtures at 98 *C.

Kmax

=

7.7 MNm-31/2, R = 0.1, 10 Hz. Note the crack

arrest in H 20/1.5 ppm 02, an environment where considerable general corrosion is
observed, and the lack of such arrest when the environment is inert or relatively benign
(H 20/0.1 ppm 02).

Figure 22.

Comparison(1") between observed and predicted crack arrest of SA333Gr6 carbon steel
during corrosion fatigue in H 20/1.5 ppm 02. Predicted values based on assumption that
crack sides are being corroded at a rate between 1.46 and 2.9x 10- 8 cm s-1, and that this
leads to crack blunting at the prevalent crack tip propagation rates.

Figure 23.

Variation(5 3, 71) of theoretical and observed (da/dN) values with frequency for SA333Gr6
carbon steel in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 'C;

Kmax =

22 MNm-31 2, R = 0.1.

The super-

script numbers beside each experimental data point denote the corresponding exposure
time. The theoretical da/dN v v relationships are also shown as a function of the exposure time, the decrease in da/dN values at slower frequencies being associated with chemical

blunting of the

1.46x 10-

8

crack.

(The

cm s-l.)
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V, value
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the calculated

curves
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TO OTHER TEST
STATIONS
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SP2

Figure 1.

Water loop.
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Variation in the average crack propagation rate in sensitized 304 stainless-steel in water at
288 *C with oxygen content.
load,(t-

21

Data from both constant extension rate tests.(20° constant

) and field observations on BWR piping.(' 5 ' Open dtta points denote transgranu-

lar cracking, closed data points denote intergranular cracking.
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Figure 3.

R

0.5

10-4

10"3

cms- 1

Variation in environmentally-controlied crack propagation rate (ECPR) with crack-tip opening displacement rate (CT 6 D) for constant extension rate and cyclic loading( 22) conditions.
The CTOD for cyclic load tests was calculated from the change in CTOD per cycle divided
by the rise time; in the case of the multiple cracked tensile bar specimens in the constant
extension rate test, the CTOD was equated with the macroscopically applied strain rate
divided by the number of deep cracks noted metallographically. Observe that the CTOD is
not known for the constant-load tests.( 22) Note also the change in crack morphology based
on the data in Figure 2 and ref. 22.
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Variation in average crack-propagation rate with oxygen/temperature combinations for the
sensitized 304 stainless steel/water system.

Data obtained under constant extension rate

conditions on shot-peened specimens (U = 2.1 -2.4 x 1O-7 s-1).
given in units of cm s-' x 1O-.
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Crack propagation rates
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Illustration of the high cracking susceptibility noted circa 150-200 TC in water/low-oxygen
environment for a variety of iron-base alloys in a variety of testing modes. (2T-3)
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SA333-6 CARBON STEEL (HEAT NO. D06200)
CERT =.6XIO-5min-1
t
SURFACE; SHOT PEENED 550 CERAMIC SHOT 012 INTENSIT 1L
*NO CRACKING; X T/6 CRACKING
I
I
I
I
I
I-.
50
250
150
200
300
TEMPERATUREOC

Comparison between pit and crack penetration on SA333Gr6 carbon steel after a constant
extension rate test in water at different oxygen/temperature combinations.

Note that at

higher temperatures, the crack penetration predominates; whereas, at lower temperatures,
crack and pit depths are comparable. Units in cms x 10-2.
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Figure 7.

Transgranular crackingfpitting in SA333Gr6 carbon steel; water/ 1.8 ppm 02, 150 °C.
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TEMPER ATURE,"C
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Comparison between the average crack propagation rate for sensitized 304 stainless steel
(I/GSCC) and SA333Gr6 carbon steel (T/GSCC) observed under constant extension rate
conditions in water at various oxygen/temperature combinations. (Q = 2.1-2.7xl
shot-peened surfaces.)

0

•r 5s-t,

Data points marked (*) denote 'cracking' was predominantly pit

penetration (cf. Figure 7). Crack propagation rates given in units of cm s-1 X10-7.
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CRACK- BRANCHING

Parameters of importance in the slip-dissolution (and hydrogen-embrittlement)

model of

crack-propagation.03 9) Solid lines denote primary interactions with dotted lines denoting

secondary interactions.
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Schematic variation of oxidation charge-density with time during crack propagation illustrating the parameters relevant to he slip-dissolution model of crack-propagation.
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g3

Predicted penetration down the grain-boundary (of composition Fe 12% Cr 10% Ni) and
into the grain matrix (of composition Fe 18% Cr 8% Ni) following the rupture of oxide at
2
a crack tip in the 304 stainless steel/0.01 M Na 2SO4 system at 98 °C.(D

The penetrations

have been calculated for 4 seconds after the rupture event; this choice of time is arbitrary,
but the conclusions do not alter substantially for times greater than -10

ms. At shorter

rupture times than 10 ms, i.e., high crack tip strain rates, there is no significant difference
between the penetrations and I/GSCC would not be predicted over T/GSCC.
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Figure 12.

Observed crack propagation morphologies following constant-extension rate testing of sensitized

304

stainless

(a) +343 mVshe;
(e) +43 mVshe.

steel

in

0.01 M Na 2SO 4

(b) +218 mVshe;

at

98 TC,

(c) +193 mVshe;

i = 2.6x 10-6 S-1.
(d) +143 mVshe;

Note the correlation between the observed morphologies and those

edicted in Figure 11.
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Comparison between observed and calculated crack-propagation rates for sensitized 304
stainless

steel

in

0.01 M

Na 2 SO 4

at

98 0 C.( 12)

Observed

data

obtained

at

i =

2.1x10-6 S-1; theoretical data based on slip-dissolution model with t. = 475 s. Note that
the large discrepancy between observation and theory at +340 mVshe may be related to
the fact that the observed failure is due primarily to pitting rather than cracking, i.e., the
crack propagation rate will be slowed down by chemical blunting.
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Variation of observed(1 2 .13) and theoretical crack propagation rates for senslized 304 stainless steel in either 0.01 M

Na 2 SO

4

or H 20/1.8 ppm 02 at 98 'C.

Note that the crack tip

strain rates under constant-load conditions are not known- in this figure the data points for
constant-load have been placed at a crack tip strain rate corresponding to the steady state

creep rate observed on unconstrained wire samples in an inert environment.(5 5)
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Comparison between theoretical and observed(13) crack propagation rate/stress-intensity
relationship for sensitized 304 stainless-steel in H 20/1.5 ppm 02 at 98 *C.(53) Theoretical
values have been calculated on basis of constant-charge density criterion with Q* =
1.6x10 2K-1 °C

cm- 2 and

the

Q(t)

relationship

observed

in

0.01 M

Na 2SO 4

at

+193 mVshe. Note the fact that the theory does not account for the effect that macrobranching has on the crack propagation rate.
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Data from Figure 4 replotted in terms of crack propagation rate and corrosion potential.
The latter values have been taken from work by Indig( 68, 69) on stainless steel in water at

various oxygen/temperature combinations.
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Variation of crack propagation rate in sensitized 304 stainless steel/water system for
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Elastic stress function at an elliptical crack tip with major and minor axes, c and b, and
crack tip radius,
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,

)

Note that the maximum surface tensile stress orm.ý will change

with time as the crack tip radius increases according to the relative values of V, and
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Variation in the average crack propagation rate for sensitized 304 stainless steel and
SA333Gr6 carbon-steel in water, with corrosion potential at 288 *C. The corrosionpotential has been varied by altering the oxygen content between 0.08 ppm and 8 ppm.
Constant extension rate conditions: 2.1-2.6x 10-7 s-1.
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Variation( 7 1, 53) in (da/dN) with time for SA333Gr6 carbon steel in argon and water/oxygen mixtures at 98 *C. Kmax

=

7.7 MNm- 31/ 2, R = 0.1, 10 Hz.

Note the crack

arrest in H 20/1.5 ppm 02, an environment where considerable general corrosion is
observed, and the lack of such arrest when the environment is inert or relatively benign
(H 20/0.1 ppm 02).
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Comparison"7 ') between observed and predicted crack arrest of SA333Gr6 carbon steel
during corrosion fatigue in H 20/1.5 ppm 02. Predicted values based on assumption that
crack sides are being corroded at a rate between 1.46 and 2.9x10leads to crack blunting at the prevalent crack tip propagation rates.
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Variation( 53 ,71 ) of theoretical and observed (da/dN) values with frequency for SA333Gr6
carbon steel in H 20/1.5 ppm

02

at 98 'C; Kmax = 22 MNm-3/ 2, -R = 0.1. The super-

script numbers beside each experimental data point denote the corresponding exposure
time. The theoretical da/dN v v relationships are also shown as a function of the exposure time, the decrease in da/dN values at slower frequencies being associated with chemical blunting of the crack.

(The

V, value used in the calculated curves was
I

1.46x 10-8 cm s-1.).
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Device for Investigating Subcritical Crack Growth

of RPV Steel Specimens under BWR Conditions

(To be presented at the IAEA Specialists'Meeting on
"Subcritical Crack Growth" in Freiburg from 13 to 15 May 1981)

D. Anders,

J.

Ahlf

GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht,

Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

An experiment is

being prepared to investigate the subcritical

crack growth of RPV steel specimens under cyclic load and under
the environmental conditions of a BWR with regard to primary
water and irradiation.

The experiment will be carried out in
which is

the VAK reactor* Kahl

a boiling water reactor operating at 71 bar,

2860C and

generating 16 MWe.

The experimental

setup is

composed of an open frame to which a

string consisting of five compact tension specimens (40 mm
thickness)
is

and connecting links is

fixed. The specimen chain

set under cyclic load by a pneumatically actuated bellows unit

which is

attached to the frame top.

Specimen strain and crack

opening are measured by linear differential tranformers; for
temperature distribution measurements in the specimens thermocouples are applied.

*Versuchsatomkraftwerk
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1. Introduction
For the design of reactor pressure vessels the crack growth behaviour
of the steel selected for the vessel, of welds and heat affected
zones is of great importance. To characterize the material in that respect
L is measured against cyclic stress intensity
dN
AK in a fatigue test.
crack growth rate

Crack growth rate is depentend on temperature, water chemistry,
form and frequency of load and -possibly- on neutron and gamma
radiation. The combined action of these environmental conditiong
may result in synergetic effects. To study this, an irradiation
experiment on compact tension specimens set under cyclic load
is prepared, which will be inserted into the boiling water
reactor VAK ("Versuchsatomkraftwerk Kahl").

2. Experimental setup
The irradiation rig will be placed at the core periphery inside

the core shroud (s.

fig. 1).

The outer dimensions and accordingly the maximum size of the specimens are determined by the place available at that position.

The design of the rig is shown in a simplified manner in figure 2.
A string composed of five compact tension specimens of thickness

40 mm which are linked together by yokes is fixed to a tractive
mechanism at the top and a lower fixture. Auxiliary yokes confine
the crack opening to a maximum value; by this measure the experiment
can be continued even if

one of the specimens fails before the sche-

duled total number of load cycles has been reached.
The tractive force F is applied by a piston on the one side of
which the reactor pressure is acting; the other side is set under
the working pressure which is controlled according to the specified
load sequence.

A bellows system separates the reactor medium from the

-2-
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working medium of the loading device in an elastic manner.

To measure the loading force a ring is
the deformation of which is

built into the specimens string,

measured by a linear differential transformer.

Differential transformers are also used for measuring the crack opening 6.
Two gages are fixed to the front of each specimen.

From the readings of

the gages the crack length a can be inferred from the compliance curve
61/F

=

f(a),

which will be measured at specimens similar to the irra-

diation specimens.

Specimen temperature is measured by sheathed thermocouples.

Iron-nickel

wires are attached to the rig to monitor the fast fluence.

The electric cables and the pressure line for the controlling medium
penetrate the pressure vessel of the reactor via a measurement port.

The auxiliary systens are shown schematically in figure 3.
The pressure bellows VR of the loading assembly is connected to the
control cylinder VZ by a pressure line; both together make up a closed
system that is

filled with helium of high purity. The pressure within

this system which defines the loading force on the specimen string is
controlled by the piston position in

the control cylinder.

the load signal of the measuring ring F is

For control

compared to the command

variable signal delivered from a programmer in a controller.

The con-

troller acts via a disc armature motor on a worm drive that is
rigidly to the control cylinder.
The relevant experimental data

-

these are

- crack opening 6
- loading force F
- specimen temperature T
- number of load cycles N
-

pressure in

-

reactor pressure PR

-

pressure difference AP

the loading system P S

are continously measured and recorded.
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coupled

3.

Anticipated experimental conditions

The following experimental conditions are specified
- stress intensity

Klmax

1053 Nmm

-

(at the beginning)

AK

=

737 Nmm-3/2

-

316 Nmm-3/2

- stress intensity ratio

R

- load form

saw tooth without holdtime

- load frequency

f

- fluence (E>IMeV)

1lmin-

N

- number of load cycles

4.

0,7

-

2

.

=1.4

10 1 9cm2
.

10 5

Pre-experiments

to verify the design considerations two major pre-experiments are
in progress.
Firstly

a simplified irradiation rig will be inserted into VAK to

measure the temperature gradients in
gamma heating,

the specimen which result from

to measure the neutron field in

the irradiation position

and lastly to get experience in handling the whole device.
Secondly an autoclave is

under construction in which the environmental

conditions of. VAK can be simulated without radiation.

In this autoclave

the original irradiation rig will be outpile tested intensively.
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Directionality Effect on Fatigue Crack Growth Rate
for Forged 20 MnMoNi55 (A 508 Cl 3) Material

Abstract
In order to better understand directionality effect mainly related to MnS
inclusions on fatigue crack growth rate, fatigue tests were carried out
using CT specimens removed from two differently forged plates 3300 x 1500
x 250 mm and 1500 x 200 x 120 mm with a sulphur content of 0.011 %.
Specimen orientations were varied as L-S, L-T, T-S, T-L, S-L and S-T
for the first plate and as L-T and T-L for the second plate, where,

L, T and

S indicate longitudinal,

respect-

transverse and short transverse direction,

ively. Anisotropy was characterized by metallographic investigations and
tensile and impact toughness tests. Low and high cyclic stress amplitudes
were selected for the evaluation of stress amplitude dependency at room
temperature.

Cyclic crack growth rate was measured by microscopic

observation on both edges of the crack front. Although both plates showed
a strong toughness directionality effect of about 4 : 1 in Cv-impact
strength, no effect in fatigue crack growth rate resulted at low

AK values.

Directionality became efficient, only when AK was significantly above
800 N/mm-3/

2

(maximum acceleration factor about 2).

INTRODUCTION
It

is well known that plastic working such as rolling and forging in-

duces anisotropy in static mechanical properties as well as fatigue properties of-metallic materials.

In general,

this anisotropy is strongly intensi-

fied in the thickness direction of the materials. The causes of this anisotropy are usually attributed to the rolling- or forging-induced fibering
(0)-(4). Former studies by one of the present authors were related to a
fairly clean rolled steel plate for boiler and pressure vessel use (5),
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(6).

The primary interest of this paper is aimed to characterize microscopically
as well as macroscopically the MnS inclusion-induced directionality effect
on fatigue crack growth rate of two forged structural steel plates with a
sulphur content of 0.011 %. The second objective of this paper is the evaluation of the stress amplitude dependency.
crack
As the sulphur content plays an important role in environmentally assisted
growth (in high-temperature, pressurized water), (7), the aim of these results
is to contribute to a better understanding of corrosion fatigue in anisotropic
steels.

MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The supplied material 20 MnMoNi 55 (A508 Cl 3) with a comparatively high
sulphur content of 0.011 % (chemical composition in Table 1) and a purity
degree of KssO = 250 according to the German "Stahl-Eisen-PrUfblatt" was
forged in two different ways to produce different kinds of MnS inclusions.
Plate I was mainly forged in one direction, which produced board-shaped inclusions,

Fig. 1.The dimensions of plate I were 3300 x 1500 x 250 mm, the

forging ratio was 10.

The heat treatment after forging was 9 hrs 900

0

C/

water quenched/9 hrs 640 °C/air cooling which produced a bainite
structure (see also Fig. 7).

The static mechanical properties in the three

reference directions were checked at room temperature and the results are
tabulated in Table 2.

The material shows a definite trend in the three

directions: the tensile properties are rather isotropic, whilst those relating to ductility are anisotropic.Charpy V-notch impact tests were conducted at different temperatures using standard specimens (specimen orientation, see Fig. 4).
about 4 : 1 at 100

0

The results,

Fig. 2,

indicate a strong anisotropy of

C (LS-and SL-oriented specimens).

Plate II was forged in two directions (forging ratio 30) thus inducing
fiber-like inclusions,
x 120 mm.

Fig.

10.

The dimensions of plate II were 1500 x 200

The heat treatment after forging was 6 hrs 900 °C/water-quenched/

9 hrs 640 °C/air cooling/9 hrs 600 °C/furnace cooling and produced a typical
microstructure (Fig.

15).

The static mechanical properties were checked in

the L and T direction (Table 3) and showed no anisotropy with respect to
Rpo,

2

and Rm,

and little anisotropy with regard to A5 and Z. Obviously,

the

fiber-like inclusions do not affect the static ductility values as much as
the board-shaped ones.

However,

the Charpy V-notch impact values, which are
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shown in Fig. 11,
of 4 : I at 100

(orientation see Fig.
0

12),

indicate a strong anisotropy

C.

The fatigue tests were carried out with standard CT specimens,
plate I all the possible orthogonal specimen orientations,

Fig. 3. For

i.e. L-T,

L-S,

T-L, T-S, S-L and S-T, were selected as shown in Fig. 4. The specimen
orientations are designated as follows: for example,

L-S: the first letter

(L) indicates a precracked plane (or a loading axis) and the second letter
(S)

indicates the direction of fatigue crack growth. For plate II,

had fiber-like inclusions,
in Fig.

which

just two orientations were selected as shown

12.

In order to microscopically observe fatigue crack growth behaviour,

the

specimen surfaces were polished with an electric surface finisher and one
of two specimen surfaces was slightly etched with picric acid prior to
fatigue. The test frequency was 1600 to 1900 cpm (Schenck push-pull machine).
The fatigue crack growth was observed using an optical microscope.
Low and high levels of the cyclic load rangeAP (=Pmax-Pmin)

( P max = 19 kN and P min = 2 kN)

the specimens were selected asAP = 17kN
and AP = 30 kN (P max = 33 kN and P min

applied to

=

3 kN),

respectively. Only in the

case ofAP = 17 kN a higher repeated load of AP = 25 kN (P max = 27 kN and
P min = 2 kN) was initially applied to the specimens until the crack initiated
and reached

a length of about a = 14 mm (about 1 mm crack growth),

load level was lowered to the definite level of AP = 17 kN.

then the

In order to

exclude the influences of an initial slit-affected zone and the initial overload
cycling,

the crack growth data before the crack reached a length of a = 15 mm

were ignored in both cyclic load levels. Through the experiments it was found
that almost all the specimens showed a difference in the crack length of both
sides of the specimen surfaces during fatigue crack growth. This difference
was mostly within a length of 0.5 to 1.0 mm. Therefore,

an average crack length

of both sides of the specimen surfaces was adopted.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PLATE I
Macroscopic crack growth rates
Figs.

5 (a)

and (b)

show macroscopic crack growth curves in each specimen orien-

tation under the low and the high cyclic load range, respectively.
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In Fig. 5

(a) the results of the L-T specimen,

showing the fastest crack growth,

is

one exception in which a intermediate cyclic load range ofA P = 25 kN
(P max = 27 kN and P min

=

2 kN) was used. The number of the load cycles

during precracking under the higher cyclic load range of AP
about 2 x 105 cycles in each specimen.
in Fig. 5 (a)

=

25 kN was

The L-S, S-T and T-S specimens

showalmost the same crack growth curves, whilst the T-L and

the S-L specimens indicate a shorter crack propagation life than other
specimens.

In the case of the high cyclic load range shown in Fig. 5 (b),

the S-L and the T-S specimens show the shortest and the longest crack
propagation life, respectively, whilst the crack propagation lives of
the other specimens are almost the same.

In both figures no definite trend

of the crack growth curves in all the specimens is noticed except that the
S-L specimen indicates a slightly shorter crack propagation life.
Figure 6 illustrates the log-log relationship between cyclic stress intensity
factor range, A K and crack growth rate da/dN,
cyclic load range,

respectively, where the AK-value was evaluated by the

series expansion formula (8).

The least square method was applied in order

to determine each da/dN - dK relation.
range it

for the low and the high

In the case of the low cyclic load

is found that the crack growth rate of each specimen is only slightly

anisotropic and that the S-L and T-S specimens indicate the fastest and
the slowest crack growth rate respectively. Itis,

however,

noticed that

although each da/dN - AK relation indicatesa slightly different slope, the
crack growth rate of all the specimens falls on
serving them closer, it

a

narrow scatter band.

Ob-

is understood that anisotropy in crack growth rate is

slightly amplified as A K becomes larger. This trend becomes clearer when
the cyclic load range is

higher, where the S-L specimen shows the fastest

crack growth rate. The trend of anisotropy in the crack growth rate found in
Fig. 6 is in agreement with that found in the literature (2)

- (4).

The ani-

sotropy found in the macroscopic crack growth of the specimens is considered
to be caused by the directionality effect of the elongated inclusions, as
will be shown in the metallographic and fractographic examinations.
Metallographic examination
Through the observation of the microscopic crack growth behaviour it was found
that the MnS inclusions produce different types of crack growth mechanisms,
depending on the specimen orientation.
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These differences can be roughly classi-

fied as being caused by two factors: the plane of the crack growth, i.e. LT-,
TS-,

and SL-planes and the crack direction of the macroscopic crack growth.

Figures 7 (a)

- (e)

indicate typical examples of the microscopic crack growth

behaviour observed on each specimen.

In the case of the observed TS-plane,

the T-S and the S-T specimens showed rather zigzag-like crack growth as shown
in Fig.

7 (a),

whilst the L-T, T-L,

S-L and L-S specimens in the LT- and SL-

observed planes indicated relatively straightforward crack growth as exemplified in Fig. 7 (b).

The shape of the MnS inclusions in the TS-plane is more

or less elliptic. The major axis of the ellipse is located vertically to the
direction of the crack growth of the T-S specimen. The linking of the main
crack with the inclusions in Fig. 7 (c) was often observed to be zigzag-type
with branches in the T-S specimen.
shown in Fig. 5 (6).

Figure 7 (d)

This might retard the main crack growth
shows another example of the zigzag or

lamellar tearing-like crack growth observed in the S-T specimen.
the major axis of the ellipse
in which the main crack runs.

of MnS inclusions is

In this case,

parallel to the direction

It was observed that the main crack grew up by

linking with preceding "subcracks" originated at the inclusions which locate
in the different planes from the premature crack plane.
In the case of the L-T and L-S specimens,

the crack runs perpendicular to the

pattern of the elongated inclusions. The main crack tip lamellar branching and
the change in the crack growth path, as shown in Fig 7 (e),

were rarely observed.

The MnS inclusions in this case apparently gave little effect. The elongated inclusions might be too long to affect the crack path.

This might be the reason

why the L-T and L-S specimens showed rather straightforward crack growth.
Macro-

and microfractographies

The macro- and microfractographic examinations were only done in the case of

A P = 30 kN. Fatigue tests were interrupted in the course of the crack growth,
except the S-T and T-S specimens.
The macrofractography is shown in Fig. 8 for each specimen.

Characteristic

features of the fracture surfaces can be classified into following three prints:
(i)

the fracture surfaces of the S-T and S-L specimens are rough, which becomes
remarkable as the crack grows, whilst the other specimens show a compera-.
tively flat fracture surface.
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(ii)

In the case of the T-S specimen,

tounges or submacrocracks located per-

pendicular to the direction of the main crack growth can be observed in
the wide area of the fracture surface.
(iii) On the fracture surfaces of the T-L and S-L specimens,
crack ran parallel to the elongated MnS inclusions,

in which the main

stripes along the

direction of the crack growth are seen. Especially closely spaced stripes
can be observed in the case of the S-L specimen.
Concerning the first point (i),

the rough fracture surface observed in the S-T

specimen may correspond to the zigzag-like crack growth seen on the specimen
surface. This might be induced by the effect of the elliptic-form MnS inclusions,
as described in the foregoing paragraph.
specimens,

In the case of the L-S and L-T

the flat fracture surface observed can be interpreted that the

main crack ran perpendicularly to cut the elongated MnS inclusions and
as the result, the inclusions gave no effect to change crack growth pattern
and the flat fracture surface was formed. The second point (ii)

may corre-

spond to the result observed on the specimen surface; the tounges on the
submacrocracks may indicate steps which appear when the main crack changes
its growth path through the linking with the MnS inclusions.

These pheno-

mena might retard the main crack growth rate. Concerning the third point
(iii), it

is obvious that the stripes indicate the elongated MnS in-

clusions. Their appearances,

however,

differ depending on the specimen

orientation. The stripes observed in the S-L specimen are rather wide
because the flat inclusions lie on the crack plane, whilst the fine stripes
observed in the T-L specimen are due to the perpendicular crossing of the
crack plane and the flat inclusions.
Through the observation of the fracture surfaces with the aid of a scanning
electron microscope,

it was found that the effect of the MnS inclusions on the

crack growth differed depending on the specimen orientation and the stage of the
crack growth.
Figures 9 (a)

-

(f).show examples of the microfractographs.

In the case of the

L-S and L-T specimens in which the crack ran to intersect perpendicularly the
elongated MnS inclusions, the wide portion of the fracture surface was covered
with a typical striation pattern. Some amount of inclusions of which shapes were
elliptic or circular, as shown in Fig. 9 (a), were observed at the final stage
of the crack growth.

In this case subcracks running perpendicularly to the main
crack and parallel to the inclusions were originated. These subcracks might retard the main crack. This mechanism was more evident in plate II and is dis~ussed
later.
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In the case of the specimens inwhich the crack ran parallel to the
elongated inclusions,

i.e.T-L, S-L and S-T specimens,

the entire

fracture surface was covered with the MnS inclusions. Figure 9 (b)

indicates

an example of the elongated flat inclusions observed at the initial stage of
the crack growth in the S-L specimen,

in which the crack plane coincides with

that of the flat inclusions. At the final stage of the crack growth in the
S-L specimen,

elongated MnS inclusions were found broken into pieces due to

plastic deformation at the crack tip, as shown in Fig. 9 (c).
fracture surface of the S-T specimen,

a coarse step like pattern was observed

as well as the elongated flat inclusions,
in the figure).

On the whole

as shown in Fig.

9 (d)

(see an arrow

This pattern may indicate that the steps formed during the

changing of the crack growth path through the linking with the inclusions
located on another plane from the premature cracking plane.
the T-S specimen,

In the case of

a straight line pattern perpendicularly locating to the

direction of the crack growth was frequently observed as shown in Fig. 9 (e) + (f)
(see an arrow in the figure).

Along this pattern the inclusions were often

observed.
PLATE II
Macroscopic crack growth rates
In the case of plate II geometry was less complicated as the MnS-inclusions
were needle-shaped.

The crack growth of the most interesting orientations,

L-T and T-Lis shown in Fig.

13.

In accordance with the results of plate I

there is no detectable difference in fatigue crack growth for the L-T and T-L
specimens in the case of the low-cyclic load range of AP = 17kN.

For AP=3OkN

anisotropy becomes efficient and produces a faster crack growth for the T-L
specimen where the main crack runs parallel to the inclusions.
Looking at the da/dN -

AK relation in Fig. 14_it is clear that very little

difference in crack growth exists at low AK values.

With increasingdK

anisotropy becomes efficient leading to an acceleration factor in crack growth
rate of about 2 : 1 for AK = 1500 N/mm

3/2

Metallographic examination
Figures 15 (a)
surfaces.

- (d) show typical examples of the crack path on the specimen

It is apparent that both the L-T and T-L specimens showed rather

straight forward crack growth (Figs.

15 (b)
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and (d)).

At larger magnifications

the L-T specimen reveals a fine zigzag-like*growth (inclusions perpendicular
to the crack growth direction), whereas the T-L specimen has larger parts
of straight crack growth with sudden changes, Fig. 15 (a), where the crack
moves to a different, parallel plane.
Macro and microfractographies
For A P = 30 kN the macro-and microfractographies are shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
respectively. In the case of the L-T specimen, the inclusions have to be cut
by the main crack leading to a comparatively smooth surface. The scanning
electron micrographs clearly show subcracks running parallel to the inclusions at AK = 1500 N/mm3/ 2 (Figs. 17 (a) and (b)). These subcracks are
much less pronounced for AK = 700 N/mm3/ which are illustrated in Fig. 17 (c)
and Wd). The formation of these subcracks might be a mechanism to reduce the
crack growth rate. It becomes efficient for large AK values, where the plastic
zone is large enough to lead to an interaction between main crack and inclusions.
In the T-L specimen the main crack is led by the inclusions thus producing a
rough fracture surface. The way in which the main crack follows the path of
the inclusions is illustrated in Fig. 17 (e).
DISCUSSION
As described in the foregoing, the forged steel plates used showed relatively
strong anisotropy in ductility values measured in the static tensile and Charpy
impact tests. It is, however, found in the fatigue tests that, although the
strongly deformed MnS inclusions produced different kinds of the microscopic
crack growth behaviour, depending on specimen orientation, they resulted only
in a minor directionality effect on the fatigue crack growth rate.
Concerning anisotropy in fatigue crack growth rate of rolled and forged steel
and aluminum plates, much work has been done by several investigators (2) - (6).
It seems that most of the previous studies were conducted using rather clean
materials. A general trend obtained so far is that the deformed inclusion-induced
directionality effect on the fatigue crack growth rate exists, but it is usually
much less than compared with that found in the unnotched specimen (5). Regarding
this, Harada and Ohji (5) have clarified that the inclusions play a different
role in notched and unnotched fatigue process.
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According to the results of the previous studies (2)

- (4),

anisotropy in the

crack growth rate increases with an augmentation of the AK-value.

In this re-

spect the results obtained in the present study are well in agreement with the
previous results. This trend of anisotropy has been interpreted by considering
the relation in the plastic zone size formed at the crack tip and inclusion
size at the small AK-value (corresponding to the initial stage of crack growth).
Due to the difference of stress state at the surface and inside of a specimen,
some differences in crack growth mechanism should naturally exist between the
surface and inside of the specimen (9).

In this study it was found that the

strongly elongated MnS inclusions induced different kinds of the crack growth
mechanism observed through the metallographic and fractographic examinations.
is,

however,

It

recognized that the basic features observed in those crack growth

mechanisms indicated a fairly good correspondence between the surface and fractographic observations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The directionality effect, mainly related to the elongated MnS inclusions of
two forged structural steel plates with a comparatively high content of sulphur
(0.0 11 %)

on the fatigue crack growth rate was examined at room temperature

from the macroscopic and microscopic points of view. From the obtained results it
can be concluded as follows:
(1) The materials used showed significant anisotropy on ductility measured by
tensile and Charpy impact tests. The strength properties showed less
difference. The anisotropy was induced by the severely deformed elongated
MnS inclusions.
(2) In the fatigue crack growth tests at the low and the high cyclic load
ranges,

however, the materials showed no anisotropy in the crack growth

rate at low AK values. With increasingAK anisotropy became more and
more efficient.
(3)

The elongated inclusions induced different kinds of microscopic crack
growth mechanisms,

depending on specimen orientation.

The observed re-

sults of the microscopic crack growth on the specimen surfaces were
comparatively well in agreement with those on the fracture surfaces.
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Table 1: Chemical composition of the material tested (plate I + II)

Si I*Mn

P -C I CrMo Ni IAt ICuV

Sn

ICo
Assb

.010 1.15 1.02 .007.010 .0121.0051.0111

22 .33 114110111.0111.20 1.68 .

Table 2: Mechanical properties at room temperature - plate I

Z
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Table 3: Mechanical properties at room temperature - plate II
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ABSTRACT

Incorporating any time dependent failure process into codes for
practising engineers is

a much more difficult process than for those

failure processes where time is
understanding is

unimportant.

Ideally,

a mechanistic

required so that any extrapolation to plant conditions

beyond those tested in

the laboratory can be justified with some

confidence.
Corrosion fatigue crack initiation and crack propagation is

one

such potential failure mechanism for pressure vessel steels exposed to
typical LWR aqueous environments.
of influencing variables,

There are,

apparently,

a multitude

and only a limited understanding exists of the

mechanism and of any limits to the rates of corrosion fatigue crack
nucleation and growth.
In this paper, we consider how existing ASME codes,

which explicitly

or implicitly include quantitative procedures for estimating corrosion
fatigue lives,
of mechanisms.

may be improved on the basis of our current understanding
The requirements for safe and relatively simple calculation

methods are discussed and the demarcation between scientific certainty and
engineering judgement highlighted.
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CURRENT CODES FOR FATIGUE
Design rules for fatigue in engineering components and structures
(e.g. pressure vessels - BS 5500, ASME III; bridges - BS 5400) are based on
stress/strain-failure (S-N, E -N) curves linked to stress analysis which
defines a local 'field' stress for failure.
The S-N curves can be related
to basic material behaviour or some generic component feature (e.g. a
weldment) but they are derived by testing at relatively high frequencies in
order to generate the-whole fatigue rdlationship on a reasonable timescale.
The more recent development of in-service inspection schedules (e.g. ASME XI
App A) linked to a fracture mechanics analysis is forming the basis of
defect tolerant assessment procedures.
This could eventually be incorporated
into the design phase and lead to rules based on fatigue crack development.
The key materials input, equivalent to the S-N curve, is then the relationship
between crack growth rate, da/dN and some crack characterising parameter
(e.g.
A K).
Again this relationship is generated by high frequency testing.
but on pre-cracked rather than smooth specimens.
Judgment must be used to determine a factor on the baseline fatigue data
to provide a safe design curve.
In ASME III a factor of 2 on mean strain
range or 20 on mean fatigue life (failure) is applied and BS 5500 uses a
factor of similar magnitude.
Both use plain specimen tests to provide the
baseline data.
The ASME III curve is shown in Fig. 1. The design factor is
intended to cover effects of size, data scatter and environment.
Pressure
cycling tests at moderately high frequency on model pressure vessels were alsc
performed to provide confidence in the factors chosen.
In the UK, the new
Bridge code (BS 5400) use fatigue tests on a range of welded joints to provide
baseline fatigue data and recommended design curves are based on a lower
limit -2 a
fit
to the baseline data.
This covers data scatter
statistically and further design factors can be used as deemed appropriate
taking account of structural redundancy.
In ASME XI App A, the crack growth
curve recommended for use in assessment is shown in Fig. 2.
This is a simple
upper bound to dry crack growth data.
A factor on allowable crack size
related to fracture toughness is assumed to cover any further uncertainty in
fatigue crack growth rate behaviour.
Although environment is mentioned as an uncertainity covered in the
ASME III design factor, it is now recognised that in some circumstances the
factor could be inadequate in this regard. When the rules were first
defined,
no endurance data existed for the ferritic steels concerned tested in reactor
water at frequencies and strain rates relevant to plant operation.
Some
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recent limited GE endurance data on A-516 carbon steel in a BWR environment
is shown in Fig 1, but it is in the crack growth area that strong reactor
water environment effects have been observed (Fig 2).
The problem now recognised is that, because it is impossible to perform
endurance tests in
real time at plant strain/stress range levels, a relevant data base cannot
be obtained if significant deterioration of fatigue properties occurs over a
timescale of the order of plant operating life.
A similar problem has arisen
in the extension of the ASME III code to elevated temperature operation
(Code Case N-47) where creep effects can seriously erode fatigue
endurance.
Fig 3 shows data on Type 316 stainless steel typical of that used
to define the data base for design curves for high temperature fatigue in the
range 540-650 C. The design curve uses the 2 and 20 factors on an effective
lower bound fit
to the data.
However, the data has of necessity been
derived from short term tests (over a few thousand hours) at high strain
levels.
The extrapolation procedures used to enable a curve to be estimated
at plant strain levels are very uncertain.
The influence of an interaction
between fatigue and some other time dependent failure process such as corrosion
or creep is to broaden considerably the data base (Figs 2,3) to such an extent
that doubt is thrown on current design factors to contain it.
This does not
necessarily mean that the factors are inadequate at operating strain levels,
but it is not possible to generate endurance data at such levels and judgment
on factors must be made.
It is clear that mechanistic understanding of the
failure processes and their interaction must form a basis for confidence in
factors chosen.
Crack growth studies are a means of experimentally exploring a portion
of life in real time at relevant levels of strain/stress provided the basic
failure process is by crack growth.
Although they are limited by testing
techniques available, along with mechanistic studies they offer a route to
increased confidence in design factors.
Tests alone can provide data relevant
to only the specific test conditions and clearly it is impossible to cover
the whole range of service conditions.
What are the bounds to corrosion
fatigue data such as that shown in Fig 2 and how should it be used in the
assessment of plant? Such questions have taxed the international research
community in this area for several years.
Two approaches have been used to
date.
The first
is to take a simple upper bound to data available following
the 'dry' curve approach.
The second is to treat the data statistically
because the interaction of corrosion and fatigue produces a broadening of data
for testing under nominally the same conditions on the same material.
This
latter approach has been advocated in the new ASME XI Appendix A 'wet' crack
growth curves.
However, both approaches evade the central problem of the
adequacy of the data base for plant assessment.
The lowest test frequency
of data used (1 cpm) is at the upper limit of strain rates experienced by
plant transients and the highest R ratios tested (0.7) do not cover many
plant circumstances.
Statistics can only be applied to a clearly defined and
relevant database, whilst bounding curves are of value only if they truly
bound data relevant to all conditions under assessment.
The authors have
sympathy with the intention of the new ASME XI statistical approach but feel
that limitations in the database inhibitits value at present.
Mechanistic
studies are, however, providing us with an insight into the controlling
limits and rates of corrosion fatigue. processes relevant to ferritic steels
in LWR environments and current indications are that despite lack of data,
juogments can be made on likely performance under plant operating conditions.
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MECHANISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
The mechanisms of fatigue failure are now well understood following
decades of intensive research.
In metals, cracks initiate at free surfaces
following the cyclic irreversible movement of dislocations.
The fatigue
limit and high cycle fatigue behaviour is dominated by crack initiation, the
limit being often an effective cyclic yield point.
The limited life
region
of the S-N or
E -N curve is dominated by crack propagation so that the well
known empirical Coffin-Manson and Basquin laws are often simply
integrated crack growth laws.
Stresses in the high cycle region and below
the fatigue limit are essentially elastic and crack growth under such stress
cycles can be described in terms of the cyclic LEFM stress intensity factor
( A K).
Fig 4 shows a schematic plot of da/dN vs
A K for stresses in this
region.
At all stress/strain levels, crack advance is accomplished by the
same mechanism of local crack tip plasticity, which achieves a finite crack
opening when a crack is loaded.
Although overall boundary conditions may
vary considerably, the crack tip opening (CTOD) provides an upper limit to
crack growth rate in fatigue (cyclic CTOD in the case of positive R loading).
In practice da/dN falls below this value in the power law portion of Fig 4.
Apart from the high A K region where fast fracture is approached, the
crack growth relationship shows a distinct level of
A K (A Kth) below
which cracks do not grow.
This threshold decreases as R increases but it
probably corresponds to a reversible crack opening condition where the
cyclic CTOD is achieved by the shear mode II opening and is extremely small
(say 0.01 pm).
In this region local metallurgical structure strongly
influences crack advance.
The fact that the da/dN vs
A K curve is
essentially related to material continuum behaviour over most of its range
means that there is relatively little
scatter on data for a given material;
certainly for ductile pressure vessel steels, provided that the environment is
benign or only mildly oxidising.
Mechanistic considerations would
therefore support the use of simple upper bounds or mean curves through the
data as a basis for code rules.
In the case of S-N curves, uncertainties on crack initiation make design
factors always suspect in the high cycle region.
In addition, if significant
initial
defects or cracks exist in critical regions, the design margins can be
dramatically reduced throughout the fatigue range.
Fig 5 shows the curves
of Fig 1 together with an estimated failure curve based on crack growth
studies for material with a 0.5 mm surface crack.
Stress corrosion studies have paralleled fatigue studies although, because
of the wide variation in behaviour for different environment/metal systems,
mechanistic understanding has been slower to emerge.
However, in recent years
significant advances have been made both in relation to dissolution controlled failure
and hydrogen embrittlement. As with fatigue, stress corrosion has been examined by bot
failure tests on plain specimens, giving a stress (a )/time to failure (tf)
relationship, and crack growth tests, giving a relationship between da/dt and
K. (Fig 6)
The c-tf
relationship shows a need for plastic deformation in
order to initiate cracks but, more importantly, continued deformation with time
(i.e. time dependent plasticity or creep).
As a result, the threshold stress
for failure ( ath) under static loading is of the order of the macroscopic
yield stress.
The da/dt vs K relationship is shown in Fig 6a and has two
important features.
Firstly, there is a growth area, which is largely independent of K and is at a relatively high rate in engineering terms (of order
9
106 -10 -m/s).
This indicates a strict
corrosion controlled crack advance
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with the crack providing only a crack tip
plastic
strain
with continuing strain
rate.
The maximum crack advance rate is then simply related to electrochemical
material dissolution governed by Faraday's law.
Such levels of crack
extension rate are intolerable in engineering structures.
This indicates the
importance of the second feature namely the threshold or growth limit
(Kiscc)
This seems to be associated with a crack tip
strain
rate limit
(e*) or displacement rate limit ( S ), below which passivation wins and crack advance by
dissolution is impossible.
This is a zero crack growth condition.
Corrosion fatigue presents a condition in which both limits
and rates
from stress
corrosion cracking and fatigue can play a part in defining
behaviour.
The fatigue loading can set up plastic
strain
rate
conditions
over a wider range of applied stress
than in static
load stress
corrosion
cracking.
This leads to a reduction in threshold stress
(a th) and stress
intensity factor (KISCC) for corrosion effects.
Similarly corrosion can
lead to surface attack (e.g. pitting)
which can provide a stress
concentrator
for fatigue crack initiation
in nominally plain specimens.
This in turn
reduces the fatigue limit dramatically.
As far as crack growth is concerned,
important parameters in corrosion fatigue are clearly the cyclic frequency
which provides a dynamic strain
rate and the R ratio.
The latter
effect is
perhaps less obvious but R ratio
determines maximum CTOD and hence access to
the crack tip
for the environment.
In particular it appears that the transition from predominantly mode I to mode II crack opening (stage II to stage I
in fatigue terms) is important.
In stage I,
access to the crack tip
would
be particularly difficult.
The overall effect of process interaction is to
broaden out the range of K (or
AK) conditions over which corrosion influences
can seriously influence rates of crack growth.
In view ofthe
high rates
of static
stress
corrosion cracking which are possible under anodic dissolution
control, corrosion fatigue gives cause for concern where such effects
dominate.
In corrosion fatigue there will also exist a broader cut off in
terms of K for the transition
from the threshold to this
maximum rate
condition.
In fact, the simple dissolution rate may not be achieved but rather
a plateau with a da/dt rate determined by cation solvation and transport at
the crack tip.
Fig 7 shows corrosion fatigue data where this
is occurring.
Clearly at. very high crack growth rates the CTOD may exceed the plateau rate
giving a reversion to fatigue dominated behaviour.
Because fatigue naturally
involves such small amounts of crack extension per cycle over most of the
range, the presence of an aggressive environment can always be expected to
influence growth rate over the whole fatigue range where access to the
crack tip
is achieved.
This effect may be contained within the cyclic CTOD
on mechanics grounds as this
dictates the maximum advance by mechanics alone.
Fig 8 shows corrosion fatigue data from various tests
on A533-B steel
tested in simulated PWR water.
In the figure the apparent plateau crack growth
rate is plotted as a function of the estimated crack tip
strain
rate ý (defined
as 9 / 6).
The data is consistent with a dissolution controlled strain
rate
sensitive process giving an upper limit to da/dt at high ý and a threshold
e below which no corrosion domination is possible.
At intermediate i the
plateau rate is an ( E')/2 relationship consistent with cation transport as
a rate determining electrochemical step in the crack tip
region.
IMPLICATIONS FOR CODE RULES
If this
interpretation of the corrosion fatigue process is correct it
has considerable implications for code rules.
For crack growth, the impor-
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tance of frequency and R ratio in defining rates and thresholds means that
data generated, which does not endorse plant operating conditions in this
regard, cannot form a completely confident basis for assessment unless it
shows an indication of the threshold E.
For A533-B in PWR water, this
threshold seems to vary for tests in various laboratories, but there are
indications that the worst data obtained gives an ý of %,10-2/s.
If this could
be confirmed, then even the high plateau rates obtained to date would not be
relevant to most nlant transients.
Concern would arise if the i threshold
dropped below 10 4/s.
The t threshold and K threshold for environmental
access can define an envelope within which corrosion fatigue crack growth
rates lie in terms of a da/dN vs
A K plot. This is shown in Fig 9 using
the ý threshold value of 10-2 /s, and a K threshold of 28 MPaVm.
The latter
represents the stage I/stage II fatigue crack growth transition.
It can be
seen that the envelope lies somewhat outside of the existing data base used
in the latest ASME XI rules.
This indicates that it should be possible to
obtain data outside the data base under combinations of R ratio and
frequency other than those used in tests to date.
However such combinations
would also lie outside nominal and upset plant operating conditions.
Our view of the current ASME XI 'wet' crack growth rules is that they
are of limited value in assessing corrosion fatigue crack growth in PWR
steels.
Effort should be focussed in obtaining clear limits to the process
i.e. mechanistically based bounds.
This will involve experiments outside the
scope of current programmes but it is important to obtain data more relevant
to the plant.
Current indications are that this will alleviate rather than
exacerbate the problem.
It is likely that for future development the code
should look to expressing information in terms of limits and rates rather
than da/dN vs AK terms.
As far as design is concerned, we feel that the ASME III code factors
should be examined in relation to both time dependent crack initiation and
level of initial
surface defect tolerance.
The latter area is probably
covered by current fabrication routes and pre-service inspection schedules
which do not allow surface breaking defects.
The environmental initiation
area is a concern if ferritic material is exposed to the environment above
the pitting potential.
In general practice this should not be the case.
However, an appraisal of the 2 and 20 factors in terms of general defect
and stress concentration tolerance is desirable.

8 June 1981
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SUMMARY

This report describes the techniques used and results obtained for fatigue
crack initiation of notched compact tension (CT) tests of SA333 Gr.6 carbon
steel in air or in autoclaves mostly at 550 *F, 1500 psi oxygenated water conditions. The fatigue crack initiation life N, was quantitatively determined from a
cycle-by-cycle crack length measurement as the number of cycles to produce
0.003 in. of growth from the notch root. Results for several parameters of the
experimental program (including temperature, environment, oxygen content,
frequency of cycling, notch radius, R-value, and AK) are reported. A majority
of the tests were run in 550 *F water at 8 ppm 02 with 0.002-in. notch radii,
and showed a severe degradation in initiation life especially at low frequencies
(0.0125 cpm) in comparison to 550 "F air tests. On the other hand, at
1.25 cpm and 8 ppm 02, decreasing the temperature to 450 'F restored the life
to that of air. Reducing the oxygen level to 0.2 ppm in 550 °F water was also
beneficial. These latter two findings are preliminary because of limited testing.
The test results were interpreted in terms of conventional procedures in
which a notch root pseudostress amplitude S was calculated for each test and
compared to the ASME fatigue data curve for carbon steel. The quantity S
was obtained from the applied stress intensity range, AK, and Neuber notch
analysis procedures to account for elastic-plastic notch root conditions. The
worst-case notch concept was introduced to account for the observed maximum in the fatigue notch factor kf with decreasing notch radii and for the
environmental notch sensitivity. For the present study, the worst-case notch
radius p was 0.0065 in.
A procedure is described for calculating Sa and N, from crack growth data.
This procedure assumed a crack to be equivalent to the worst-case notch and
provided a good prediction of the ASME fatigue data curve from the ASME
crack growth curves in air, both for carbon steel. Using this approach and a
conservative threshold stress intensity value for fatigue crack growth in 550 *F,
8 ppm water, a value of So was determined, below which crack initiation will
not occur in this environment, regardless of defect sharpness or frequency of
loading. This value of S0 was consistent with the notched CT crack initiation
results obtained.
BET WORDS
corrosion fatigue, fatigue design,
CT specimens,
fatigue testing
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THE USE OF NOTCHED COMPACT TENSION TESTS
FOR CRACK INITIATION DESIGN RULES
IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE WATER ENVIRONMENTS
T.A.Prater and L.F. Coffin
INTRODUCTION
While there are two fundamental approaches
which form the design basis for fatigue life
prediction -crack initiation and crack growth-by far
the greatest attention has been given to initiation.
However, relatively little attention has been given to
that aspect of fatigue crack initiation where environmental conditions can act to degrade the fatigue performance of critical structural materials. Motivation
for interest in environmental fatigue crack initiation
and for initiating the present investigation stems
from observations on the performance of pipe components tested at General Electric's Pipe Test
14
Laboratory at San Jose. As reported earlier,( )
welded 4-in. diameter carbon steel pipes, when subjected to cyclic loads of up to 135% of the
materials's yield strength and pressurized at 550 TF
and 1500 psi with water containing 8 ppm oxygen,
exhibited a reduction in fatigue resistance of some
7 to 32 times greater than in similar tests in air at
550 'F. This decrease in resistance was associated
with a pronounced fatigue notch sensitivity in the
water environment, the notches arising from the
welds and their weld preparation geometry.
Although the loading on these components was very
severe and not directly related to service conditions,
the results were of sufficient concern to warrant an
investigation to better understand and predict the
fatigue crack initiation process in oxygenated, hightemperature water conditions. The present report is
one of two carried out on this topic.(5)
While many methods are available for developing crack initiation information in fatigue, including
standardized low-cycle fatigue testing,(61 the specific
features of high pressure and temperature in the
present situation require special consideration.
Since an investigation under this program was being
carried out in our laboratory on fatigue crack growth
in compact tension (CT) specimen geometries in
autoclaves, we decided to take advantage of this
specimen configuration, starting with notches rather
than precracks, and measuring the growth of cracks
from the notch as a basis for defining the cyclic life
for crack initiation. A number of attractive features
evolved from this approach including:
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" use of well-developed loading and crack
growth monitoring techniques
* ability to define quantitatively a crack initiation life in terms of an accurately measured
crack depth
" relatively simple means for determining crack
initiation at 550 °F and 1500 psi water
* use of geometry representative of notches or
other defects found to be controlling in component tests
" use of one specimen geometry to obtain both
crack initiation and crack growth test information.
This technique for studying fatigue crack initiation is not new, the procedure having been used by
Jack and Price( 7) on mild steel, by Barsom and
McNicol(8 ) on HY-130 steel in air, and by Clark(9)
to investigate the initiation behavior of Type 403
stainless steel in air and steam environments. Barsom and Rolfe"1 °• have reviewed the method
further, while Wilson"11 ) has performed elastic and
elastic-plastic analyses of notched CT geometries.
Whereas most crack initiation studies use uniaxially loaded, strain-controlled tests (the so-called
smooth specimen approach) with analytical techniques developed for applying the results to notched
bars, the present investigation employs the inverse
process. Here, results from notched bar tests are
interpreted for smooth specimen, uniaxially loaded
applications. Emphasis will be given to the relationship between these two testing methods. The
present approach is particularly attractive when
difficult environmental conditions are encountered
in testing and especially when notch fatigue resistance can be limiting in service applications.
This report describes the technique employed
and gives specific crack initiation results for carbon
steel in oxygenated pressurized water for several test
parameters of interest. Special attention is given to
the significance of the findings to design life prediction by crack initiation.
MATERIALS AND TESTING METHODS
All tests were conducted on 1-in. thick, side
grooved, standardized CT geometries fabricated

from SA333 Gr. 6 seamless pipe normalized from
1600 to 1700 'F. Specimens were cut from the pipe
such that a fatigue crack propagated either parallel to
the pipe axis (#CA-) or in the circumferential direction (#CC-).
Notch radii of either 0.002 or 0.02 in were
selected for study. Preparation of the surface was
critically important. The notch was machined using
a shaped milling cutter which was frequently sharpened without removing the cutter from the arbor.
No attempt was made to polish the root of the
notch; hence, any irregularity in the cutter resulted
in scratches parallel to the direction of machining.
Microscopic examination of the notch radii revealed
some shallow scratches, even though the cutter was
resharpened after preparation of each three or four
specimens. In all early tests, the contour of the
notch was examined on a comparator by measuring
the width of the notch at distances of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, and 5.0 mils from the root of the notch. A
curve was fitted to these points, and in all instances
the radius at the root of the notch was within
+/-0.001 in. of the intended radius. Figure 1 shows
a portion of the notch root near one edge at some
magnification, revealing the initiated crack and the
quality of the surface so prepared. Note that the
notch root contains some fine machining scratches,
a matter of interest later.
Testing was performed in stainless steel autoclaves to provide a water pressure of 1500 psi at
500 'F. A flow rate sufficient to displace the autoclave volume in one hour was maintained during all
tests. Autoclave feedwater flowed through a heat
exchanger prior to entering the autoclave to reduce
temperature gradients in the autoclave. The temperature over the height of the CT specimen was

Figure 1. Surface of 0.002 In.
oxide at Initiation
scratches.

notch
sites

root showing
and surface
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held within +/-2 *F of the temperature at the plane
of the crack. Temperature at the plane of the growing crack was maintained within +/-1 *F throughout
each test. Two oxygen levels, 8 ppm and 0.2 ppm,
were used in the test program. Distilled water was
passed through deoxygenating and demineralizing
columns before oxygen of the desired level was
introduced. To obtain 8 ppm oxygen, the water was
saturated with air at atmospheric conditions; to
obtain 0.2 ppm oxygen, a mixture of argon plus
0.5 percent oxygen was employed. Resistivity and
pH of the water were monitored and controlled.
Resistivity always exceeded one MU -cm, and pH
was maintained at approximately 5.
Cyclic loading was performed using a closed loop
testing machine. The most commonly used wave
shape consisted of a linear increase in loading for
90% of the total period, a linear decrease for 5%,
and a hold period at minimum load for 5% of the
cycle. Cycle periods employed were 0.8 and 80 min.
R values (minimum load/maximum load) of 0.2
and 0.5 were employed, with the majority of tests
being run at 0.5. Crack growth was monitored from
specimen compliance using an in situ linear voltage
differential transformer attached to the specimen
and by ac electrical potential using current leads and
potential probes. All tests were controlled through a
microprocessor which permits operation in a wide
variety of modes, constant Pmax and Pmin, constant
Krmix and Kmin, or modes in which P or K values
are changed at programmed intervals of crack length
or cycles. The specimen crack length was calculated
for each load cycle or as an average for a block of
cycles from measured loads and displacements using
the microprocessor and standardized compliance formulas." 2 ) Block sizes employed varied from one
cycle per block in low frequency, high K tests to
100 per block in high frequency, low K tests. Crack
length, Kmax, Kmin, Pmax, Pmin, and ac potential
were recorded for each block.
The continuous monitoring and recording of
crack length was particularly useful in determining a
quantitative definition of fatigue initiation and early
growth. In this report, crack initiation is defined as
0.003 in. of growth from the notch root. Figure 2
shows some typical responses of change in crack
length vs. cycles of loading. Note that the concept
assumes that the notch is in fact a crack, and the
crack initiation life is defined as further growth of
that crack by 0.003 in. The assumption becomes
exact as the notch radius approaches zero, while
1
Wilson("
) has shown that the elastic stress concentration factor for a 0.047 in. radius notch in
CT geometries differs by only 4% between that for
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Early crack growth from notch root of CT
specimens for three testing conditions. Note
improvement in scatter from early test CAS.

Figure 3.

the notch and that for a stress intensity calculation
based on a sharp crack.
VERIFICATION OF THE METHOD
It was established from crack growth studies that

Early crack growth from notch root of CT
specimen as measured from specimen compliance - SA333 Gr. 6 steel, 550 °F, 8 ppm
0.002 in., 1.25 cpm, AK =
0 2H 2 0,p
15 ksi Zin., R = 0.5.

0658

I
SA333Gr6

I

the sensitivity of both compliance and ac potential
550"F
0.657AIR SATURATED WATER
measurements are within +/-0.001 in. In view of
this, the criteria adopted for crack initiation as
growth of a crack to 0.003 in. was well in excess of
> 0656-/
the sensitivity of the measurement techniques being
employed. Since this criteria had been established
on the basis of growth of a crack already initiated, it
was necessary to confirm that this sensitivity could
be achieved during initiation. A CT specimen with
a machined notch of 0.002 in. radius was cycled for
270 cycles at 1.25 cpm with Kmx and Kmin values of
30 ksi N/i7• and 15 ksi V'iTi., respectively. Compliance measurements showed the crack to be 6 mils
030(
CYCLES
(Figure 3), and ac potential showed a change of
0.002 mV or about 3.5 mils (Figure 4). MeasureFigure 4. Early crack growth from notch root of CT
ments made at 19 equally spaced points along the
specimen as indicated by ac electrical potential change 0.001 mV - 0.00175 in.
crack showed the depth to vary from 0.0034 to
Same conditions as Figure 3.
0.0123 in., with an average of 0.0070 in. The fracture surface showing this irregularity is shown in and 550 °F), frequency of loading (v- 0.0125 and
Figure 5. Compliance readings appear to provide a
better measure of crack initiation than ac potential, 1.25 cpm), notch radius p (0.002 and 0.02 in.),
), and R
probably because of the irregularity of the crack stress intensity range AK (10 to 25 ksi .•Ti
value
(Kmin/Kmax
= 0.2 and 0.5). The use of AK
front during initiation and early growth. Consequently, all crack initiation data presented are from and R, while of meaning in crack growth investigations, requires further interpretation for crack initiacompliance measurements.
tion applications, as will be discussed later. Other
effects such as wave shape can be treated, but the
TEST RESULTS
above parameters, if thoroughly explored, require an
The method provides a wide variety of test
extensive testing program. Testing to date has
parameters for study. Those considered here
include environment (air, high-temperature water at yielded an incomplete survey of these variables.
oxygen levels of 0.2 and 8 ppm), temperature (450 Results completed are included in Table 1.
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Figure 5.

Fractured surface of CT specimen showing
Irregular, multiply Initiated crack front at
notch root. Conditions of Figure 3.

A survey of the results shows several interesting
cross comparisons of the effect of the several
parameters considered. These are summarized in
Table 2. Of special interest is the strong effect of
environment, particularly 8 ppm 02 water in degrading the fatigue life. Interestingly, the reduction of
the oxygen level in water to 0.2 ppm is strongly
effective in restoring the initiation life approaching
that of air. Temperature also appears to be a very
sensitive parameter. It is found that, based on two
comparisons, the air fatigue initiation resistance is
restored by reducing the test temperature from 550
to 450 OF.
Frequency is likewise a sensitive
parameter,
reducing
the
life tenfold
with
100-fold decrease in cycles per minute of loading.
Surprisingly, the specimen notch radius does not
appear to be a critical parameter, and more will be
said of this point later. The effect of stress intensity
range is interesting. The very large changes when
AK is doubled indicate a threshold effect on crack

Table 1

SUMMARY OF NOTCHED COMPACT TENSION CRACK INITIATION TEST RESULTS

Spec. No.

Notch
Radius
(in.)

R
Environment

550

Air

1.25

0.5

Air

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

CA 5

0.002
0.002

CCI l

0.002

CA16
CA17

0.002
0.002

550
550
550
550

CC 6
CC 9

0.002
0.02

550
550

8 ppm 0 2-H 20

CC 8
CA 6
CA 7
CA12
CC14
CC13
CA14
CA15

550
550
550
550

8 ppm 0 2-H 20

550
550
550
550
450
450

8 ppm 0 2-H 20

CC17
CC16

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002

CA20
CC18

0.002
0.002

550
550

8 ppm 02-H 20

CA18

Air
Air
8 ppm 02-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 02-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20
8 ppm 0 2-H 20

0.2 ppm 0 2-H 20
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Stress Intensity
Range

Icp
21:Kjx

Temperature
(OF)

(A K)

Cycles to
Initiation
(N,)

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

25
20
18
22.5
25

700
1500
1200
425

1.25
1.25

0.5
0.5

20
15

200
500

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
0.0125
0.0125
1.25
1.25
1.25

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.2

20
10
10
15

160
23230
23230
150

1.25
1.25

150

0.5
0.5

12.5
20
15
32
15
20

40
9000
1800

0.5
0.5

20
20

90
1000

300
10
30

Table 2

SUMMARY OF CROSS COMPARISONS
Parameter

A

B

Equivalence

Environment
Environment
Water Chemistry

Air

8 ppm 0 2-H 20

Air

8 ppm 0 2-H 20

AK = 20
AK = 25

0.2 ppm 0 2-H 20

8 ppm 02-H 20

p = 0.002 in.

Stress Intensity

0.02 in.
AK = 10
AK = 12.5

AK= 25

AK= 20
AK= 15
AK = 20
AK= 20
AK= 20
p = 0.02 in.
p = 0.002 in.

R-value

R = 0.2

R = 0.5

Km51 = 40

Temperature
Temperature

450 OF
450 OF

550 OF

Frequency

v = 0.0125 cpm

= 1.25 cpm

Notch Radius
Stress Intensity

p

=

550 OF

AK= 20

initiation above AK = 10 ksi V.
when p-0.02 in. When p = 0.002 in., the differences are
smaller, suggesting a threshold less than AK =
12.5 ksi AnT Further discussion of this behavior
will be given later. Finally, the R-value comparison
was made at equal values of Kinax, while the AK
values from Table 1 were 32 and 20 ksi iA'.,
respectively. The inference here is that AK rather
than KmWx is the important quantity in crack initiation in an 8 ppm 02 water environment. Recent
studies on the effect of frequency and R-value in
crack growth behavior, on the other hand, show that
Kmax is the controlling parameter.(4) This would
tend to suggest different mechanisms for the two
processes of initiation and growth.
The above results are incomplete and represent
more of a survey of the effects of the several variables considered rather than a thorough investigation of their effect on environmental crack initiation
in SA333 Gr. 6.

N,
A

N,
B

Spec. No.
A

Spec. No.
B

1500
700

200
150

1000

200

CA 5
CA18
CC18

9000
1800
10
160
23,230

150
200
200
200
160

CC17
CC16
CC13
CC 8
CA6,CA7

CC 6
CA17
CC 6
CA12
CC 6
CC 6
CC 6
CC 8

300
40

150
200

CC14
CA15

CA17
CC 6

provided p is sufficiently small. Wilson has shown
that for radii less than 0.047 in., the error in using
Eq. 1 to calculate the stress range is less than 3.8%
and decreases with smaller radii. The nominal stress
range Sn for the CT geometry, as calculated from
direct and bending stress considerations, is

Sf= Ap[w)2 +

I

(2)

where APis the load range per inch of thickness and
W and I are the total and notch depth of the specimen, measured from the load line. Thus,
k

Ao-

(3)

n"

For the radii and specimen dimensions used in the
present work, k, = 6.96 for a 0.02 in. notch and
ki = 22.0 for a 0.002 in. notch. More complete
results
are shown in Figure 6.
INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS
One
method of relating the notch conditions to
As indicated in the Introduction, an objective of
those
of
uniaxial loading is by use of Eq. 1. Here
this work is to interpret the findings of the notched
the
elastically
calculated stress is considered to be
CT specimens in terms of the conventional fatigue
the
pseudostress
range, assuming the strain distriinitiation life prediction approach of uniaxial strain.
Of interest in this connection is the CT elastic bution to be unchanged by elastic-plastic notch root
analysis for notches of various radii performed by conditions. Using this procedure, the calculated
Wilson.(1") The maximum notch stress range, Ao-, pseudostress amplitudes are determined. These are
can be derived from a calculation of the stress field listed in Table 3 and are plotted in Figure 7 for the
distribution at the tip of a crack, from which it can several notched CT tests. It is noted from Figure 7
that the air tests agree reasonably well with the
be shown that
fatigue data curves of pseudostress amplitude Sa vs.
Aor - 2AK/11•
(1 ) life for carbon steel from the ASME Boiler and
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NOTCH RADIUS p-in
Figure 6. Theoretical stress concentration factor k, for
notched CT specimen vs. notch radius p.
From Eq. 3.

Comparison of notched compact tension data
with ASME Section III fatigue data curve
for carbon steel. Pseudostress amplitude
determined from elastic calculation, Eq. 1,
and Table 1. See Table 1 for key.

Table 3
SUMMARY OF LIFE PREDICTION FOR NOTCHED
COMPACT TENSION CRACK INITIATION RESULTS
Cycles to
Initiation

(I)
Elastic Stress
Amplitude
A•K (ksi)

Spec. No.

NO

CA18

314.8

CCI I

700
1500
1200

CA16
CA17
CC 6

CA 5

CC 9
CC 8
CA 6
CA 7

Amplitude

AK

ki

1386

174.9

(4)
Neuber Notch
Stress Amplitude
2
(AK) (ksi)
oaa
412.5

252.7

912.2

140

287

226.8

745.5

126

425

284.4

1139.2

157.5

240
333

150

314.8

1386

174.9

412.5

200
5oo

252.7

912.2
70.1

140

109.5
37.7
37.7
508.5
390.1
912.2

140

287
180
287

160
23230
23230

59.8
79.7
39.8
39.8

150

183.9

CCi4

300

158

CCI3

10

CAI4

CC 16

30
40
9000
1800

CA20
CCI8

CCI7

(3)
Elastic Stress

"Cpra

CA12

CA15

(2)
Neuber Notch
Stress Amplitude
2
(AK) (ksi)

252.7

105
70
70
105

130

140

287

105

180
620
ISO
287

508.5
2175

224

183.9

508.5

105

252.7

912.2

140

90

252.7

140

1000

252.7

912.2
912.2
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180

87.5

403.9

183.9

90
90

140

287
287

Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, developed from
smooth specimen, uniaxial tests in room tempera-

me

(4)

so
-

-

2(Oa~eaE)'A

I

I 00

I
..~

-a

F0

By assuming that the local stresses at the notch are
given by or and e while the nominal applied stresses
on the component or specimen are S0 and e., it
develops that
ktS.

I

M

determine the notch root behavior for fatigue
processes where local plastic strain is developed at
the notch root, the Neuber notch analysis method is
introduced.(13) Here the theoretical stress concentration factor is broken down into stress and strain
concentration factors such that
k,2 - k.k.

I

*

ture air. It is disturbing, however, to observe that
the tests for p - 0.02 in. appear to be so much
poorer in life when calculated in this manner.
Further refinement is required. In order to better
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Thus, combining with Eq. 1,
k,S,-

2(-,,eE)h - 2(AK/."p).

(6)
I

To determine the pseudostress amplitude Sa in the
notch root for application to the ASME Section III
fatigue data curve, we have
S. - eaE.

CI
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Figure 8. Cyclic stress-strain curves for various carbon steels from several investigators. From
Reference 4, Section 5.1.

Applying Eq. 6
S.- e 8 E

-

AK 2 /lvpoa.

(7)

In the application of Eq. 7, smooth specimen cyclic
stress-strain data are used to establish the relationship between e. and cra for the particular temperature and frequency of interest. Thus, Eq. 7 provides
the means for determining the notch root pseudostress for direct application to the ASME Section III
fatigue data curve. To assist in the specific calculations for Eq. 7, the cyclic stress-strain data as
presented in an earlier report(4) is provided (Figure 8). Thus, assuming a value of So, e0 and hence
0a are determined. The quantity AK/._p is then
obtained from Eq. 6. The calculation process is
simplified with the graphical solution provided in
Figure 9. Thus, given AK and p, S can be derived.
When this procedure is applied to the CT test
results listed in Table 1, the values indicated in
Table 3 (column 2) are obtained. It is immediately
seen that the pseudostress quantities so calculated
are, in general, significantly greater than the
corresponding air fatigue data curve of the ASME
Code. This situation is not unusual when dealing
350
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0,0

200 ,300

So: EoE =AK/rpo'o

400
KSI

Figure 9. Graphical determination of local stress
amplitude Ta, and elastic and Neuber derived
notch pseudostress amplitudes for notched
CT specimens.
with sharply notched fatigue data as reported by
many investigators, and further consideration is
required.
It is well known in fatigue investigations that
smooth specimen and notch fatigue test data corre-

late very poorly for sharply notched conditions.
Some years ago, Peterson,04) for example,
developed the empirical equation:
k1 - I + k,-1
1+aI
P

(8)

to treat this situation, where kf is called the fatigue
notch factor and a is an experimental parameter. A
variety of physically related arguments have been
offered to explain why sharp notches are more resistant to fatigue crack initiation than can be predicted
from analysis, but these will not be considered here.
Other investigators have studied this problem. Jack
and Price(7 ) first proposed the use of Eq. 1 for treating notch fatigue problems, with the restriction that
it be applied only for notches above a specific notch
radius value. In room temperature air, fatigue lives
of uniaxially loaded notch bar tests on mild steel
were found to correlate well with AK for values of
A K from 5 to 40 ksi %Fn- with a specific notch
radius; but for varying notch radii at a specific stress
range, there was no influence of the notch radius
below 0.010 in. Barsom and McNicol(s) reported a
similar finding for a high-strength steel HY-130,
using notched CT specimens. In tests in which the
quantity AK/-Jp was maintained equal to 230 ksi, it
was found that, for p <0.008 in., the fatigue crack
initiation life remained constant. Reemsnyder,(' 5 ) in
reviewing notched fatigue data for mild steel and
constructional alloy steels, martensitic stainless
steels, and maraging steels described an insensitivity
to further degradation in fatigue resistance as the
notch root is decreased below 0.010 in. The above
analytical procedures follow closely the analysis he
used in interpreting his findings.
Of particular importance to the present investigation is the work of Lawrence(16) on the application
of the Neuber notch approach to welded components. Since such components contain notches of
wide variety and description, he identified in the
Peterson relationship (Eq. 8) that a particular notch
radius existed which gave a maximum in kf. This
he called the worst-case notch, a situation where,
for values of p either smaller or larger, the fatigue
notch factor was always less. In a structure such as
a welded component containing a multiplicity of
notches the probability for finding such a notch is
very high. If not, use of the worst-case notch would
be conservative.
It would appear very attractive to apply this concept to the design of nuclear piping systems using
the same logic. It also seems reasonable to extend
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the concept somewhat further, that is, to treat all
notches and cracks in this aggressive environment as
the worst-case notch. The basis for this assumption is
that for cracks it is conservative, while for blunt
notches there is a strong likelihood that scratches in
the notch root can act to make the notch more
sensitive to crack initiation in the aggressive
environment than would be predicted by the notch
geometry. Figure 1 is an example of a notch with
scratches.
To that end, the procedures described above for
calculating Sa were adjusted using the worst-case
notch for the CT geometry. The four air tests were
fitted to the ASME fatigue data curve shown in Figure 7, choosing Eq. 7 as the most reasonable life
prediction approach. Here, p was treated as a
disposable parameter. By this procedure, it was
found that the worst-case radius was ý - 0.0065 in.
Columns (3) and (4) were then computed for 5 in
Table 3. Results for this approach are presented in
Figure 10 for comparison with the ASME fatigue
data curve for carbon steel. Aside from the fit of
the air data to this curve, it is observed that certain
tests now fall very close to or above the air curves,
indicating, by the assumption of the method, an
insensitivity to the environment for some conditions. Included are the two low A K tests with a
0.020 in. notch (CA6 and CA7), both tests at
450 *F (CC16 and CC17), and the one test at
0.2 ppm 02 (CC18). The remainder of the tests in
which a notch radius of 0.002 in. was used at 8 ppm
02 and at two frequencies, fall well below the
ASME air fatigue data curve, indicating environmental degradation.
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Figure 10. Comparison of notched CT data with
ASME Section Ili fatigue data curve for
carbon steel.
Pseudostress amplitude
determined from Neuber notch analysis,
using worst-case notch. Dashed lines from
Figure 12. See Table 1 for key.

APPLICATION OF CRACK GROWTH
RESULTS TO CRACK INITIATION
Based on the above worst-case interpretation of
notch fatigue crack initiation, it would seem possible
to utilize crack growth data to predict crack initiation
results. The relationship between crack initiation
and crack propagation has been considered by many
investigators, notably Solomon(1T) and Mowbray(18 ).
The present treatment is built around the worst-case
notch concept. As is shown in Figure 6, the worstcase notch radius is 0.0065 in., giving k, a value of
12.2 for the elastic stress concentration factor. An
interpretation can be given to Figure 6 that for
notch radii of less than p - 0.0065 in., k, remains
constant. This is the implication of the work of Jack
and Price, Barsom, and Reemsnyder. The concept
can thus be extended to the sharp crack. Given the
crack growth behavior in the form of daldN vs. A K,
the initiation life can then be defined as
(9)

Nj - 0.003/(da/dN).

Correspondingly, the value of Sa can be derived
from Eq. 7 where

Sa

-

(10)

(AK) 2/(rýrar ).

)

Figure 11. CT cyclic crack growth data summary at
8 ppm 02 vs. Km.x, SA333 carbon steel,
550 'F water.
which there will be little environmentally enhanced
crack growth. For the present purposes, then
AKh - 22 (l-R) ksi V"Th

The explicit value of Sa can be determined with the
help of Figure 9. Alternatively, the ASME air crack
growth curve can be respresented as
da/dN -1.456 x 10-1" AK

3 8 78

.

(11)

Combining this equation with Eqs. 9 and 10, an
expression for S, results as:
105 N7-0
S1'_-* 9.36 x

.KiMAX( ks.,I,

515

(12)

The concept can be further extended to relate
oxygenated high-temperature water crack growth
data to crack initiation in the same environment.
As indicated earlier, a parallel program is underway
in our laboratory to obtain such data for
SA333 Gr. 6 steel. It was- determined from that
work, for a range of frequencies of 0.0125 to
1.25 cpm and for R values of 0.2 to 0.8, that a limiting environmentally affected crack growth stress
intensity factor existed that correlated well with
Kjscc, the threshold value of mode I stress intensity
for static stress corrosion crack growth. This correlation was based on representing the fatigue crack
growth results in terms of da/dN vs. Kmax, as is
shown in Figure 11. For this figure, a conservative
estimate for Kmax - 22 ksi A-n. is assumed, below
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(13)

such that from Eq. 1 and Figure 9, for R - 0.5,
(Sa),h-

103 ksi.

(14)

The complete da/dN vs. AK environmental crack
growth data of Figure 11 can be transformed into
plots of Sa vs. N, by this technique. Figure 12
shows the various representations described qbove
for pseudostress amplitude vs. N,, including the air
results (represented as an upper bound), the
environmental crack growth results (represented as
a lower bound), and the plateau environmental
crack growth results found for the three frequencies
employed in the crack growth tests represented in
Figure 11. An overlay of Figure 12 onto Figure 10,
seen by the dashed lines in Figure 10, provides a
basis for comparison of this approach for using crack
growth data to predict crack initiation.
APPLICATION TO CRACK INITIATION
DESIGN
Figure 10 in a large measure summarizes the
work reported in this investigation and interprets the
findings in terms of a design approach for fatigue
crack initiation for various environmental conditions.
All of the crack initiation results, including those
obtained from CT specimen initiation tests or

WUy104

AK A<•K 1 103 x4957.5) J

SA35 Gr6, 550F, s8PPM

CPM

CPM

CPM

\LOWER BOUND -BASED ON
AK- KNAX(I-R)

I01

10

102

S, •(103~6.1
12.6 ksi.
x 57.5)h _-126ki
;O4

I0II

CYCLES TO CRACK INITIATION-Ni

Figure 12. Crack initiation design criteria based on
crack growth results. Kmxh

-

22 ksi rin-.

Worst-case notch.

deduced from crack growth data, are shown in this
figure and are represented in terms of a pseudostress
amplitude, based on the worst-case notch =
0.0065 in. This pseudostress relationship can be
expressed in various forms depending on the analytical approach being considered. For example, if the
notch or defect is described in terms of fracture
mechanics, then
(AK) 2

Sa-

-

49.0 (AK) 2

VP~O a

(15)

(7 a

and Figure 9 can be used to obtain a.. On the
other hand, if a nominal stress S, h'is been calculated, then from Eq. 6,
a

Ik 1S" 12.

(18)

since, from Figure 9, o-- = 57.5 ksi. Note that the
AK so computed is the AKth determined from crack
growth tests.
If the nominal stress is determined in the design,
then Eq. 17 becomes

UPPER BOUND -BASED ON
ASME -SECTION
Eq. II Xr AIR
DATA

1v .2

103

- 1111 ksi -fn

(16)

Since k/, the worst-case theoretical stress concentration factor, is 12.2, then Eq. 16 becomes
2

0a(17)
Sa - (6.1S.)
Again, Figure 9 is useful in the calculation, since,
from Eq. 6
2AK

(19)

Although this nominal stress might appear low, it
should be pointed out that spec. CC 14, having an
initiation life of some 300 cycles with a pseudostress
amplitude of 180 ksi, has a nominal stress of some
17.2 ksi.
Finally, some comments are in order as to when
the worst-case concept and the above equations
should be applied. The worst-case notch condition
is assumed to apply in any structure where the notch
conditions cannot be explicitly defined, and particularly in weldments. For those cases where the notch
radius is known, as for machined surfaces, and
where the environment is air, Eq. 7 or 16 is applied
unless p <0.0065 in., in which case Eq. 15 or 17 is
used. When the environment is 8 ppm 02 in 550 *F
water, Eqs. 15 and 17 apply for all notches, since it is
presumed that for all notches, scratches and surface
irregularities will exist equivalent to the worst-case
notch and the aggressive environment produces a
sensitivity to these surface effects not exhibited in
air. Further work is needed to define the limits for
other temperatures and water conditions.
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SUMMARY

Results of an extensive investigation on the stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue crack growth of
SA333 Grade 6 carbon steel in 8 ppm oxygen water at 1500 psi and three temperatures are reported.
These results provide a background for the crack growth phenomenology of this material/environment
interaction as well as serving as a data base for a suggested defect tolerant design approach and for
failure analysis.
Using a sawtooth waveform and a constant load range, da/dN vs. AK crack growth data exhibited
plateau regimes (amA) for three frequencies (1.25, 0.125, and 0.0125 cpm) at R - 0.5 in 550"F water
such that a tenfold decrease in frequency produced a fourfold increase in growth rates. The plateau
behavior was also observed at R-values of 0.2 and 0.8 and at 450*F but disappeared at 300*F. For
load shedding (decreasing load iange), on the other hand, the plateau also disappeared. Static crack
growth data were obtained at 550°F and were linear on a plot of log da/dr vs. log K. KISCC was determined to be 31 ksi inm'.
When plotting the above cyclic data in the form da/dN vs. Kmasx, it was
shown that the environmental crack growth acceleration mostly took place above KiSCC.
Using the Wei-Landes linear superposition model, calculation of the cyclic growth from static crack
growth data underestimated the growth except at high Kmax at the lowest frequency. It was interpreted that the occurrence of the plateau region represented a retardation in crack growth for constant
load range tests and was associated with increasing crack depth and reduced environmental sensitivity.
Support for this view came from load shedding tests where, for the same AK and shorter cracks, the
plateau disappeared, and from the peaking and subsequent falling off of the growth rate for constant
load range tests when the oxygen concentration was lowered to 0.2 ppm.
Similarity between the cyclic crack growth rates in air at 550°F and water at 300°F, together with
the similarity of the static crack growth behavior with that of creep crack growth, suggests that timedependent deformation plays an important role in the stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue processes
of carbon steel in air-saturated high-temperature water.
A defect-tolerant design approach for situations involving corrosive environments is discussed
whereby the fatigue life of the structure is determined by allowing cyclic crack growth from preexisting defects until the sustained load stress intensity factor approaches, but does not exceed,
KiSCC. Thus, cyclic but not sustained load crack growth is permitted in the design. Application of
this approach is discussed in light of the test results obtained.
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CRACK GROWTH STUDIES ON A CARBON STEEL IN OXYGENATED
HIGH PRESSURE WATER AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES
T.A. Prater and L.F. Coffin

INTRODUCTION
Experience in the testing of welded carbon steel
pipes in oxygenated high-temperature water at General Electric's Pipe Test Laboratory at San Jose has
revealed that cracking can be greatly accelerated
relative to comparable air tests. As reported earlier,( 1' 4 ) welded four-inch diameter carbon steel
pipes, when subjected to loads up to 135% of the
material's yield strength and pressurized to 1500 psi
in 550 OF water containing 8 ppm oxygen, exhibited
a reduction in fatigue life of some 7- to 32-fold in
comparison to similar tests in air at 550 OF. This
decrease in resistance was related to the initiation
and growth of cracks mostly occurring at notches
associated with welds and weld preparation
geometry and their propagation around and through
the pipe wall. Although the loading on these piping
components was very severe and not directly
related to service conditions, the wide usage of carbon steel piping in LWR systems warranted further
investigation of the problem to better understand
and predict the fatigue behavior of carbon steel in
oxygenated high-temperature water conditions.
In general, a failure process usually involves
crack initiation followed by crack propagation,
whether the cause of the failure arises from fatigue
or stress corrosion or some combination thereof.
One of the concerns associated with these environmentally enhanced pipe failures was the relative
importance of crack initiation or crack propagation.
In a companion study, the crack initiation behavior
was investigated, wherein notched compact tension
test specimens were subjected to high-temperature
oxygenated water and the effect of a variety of testing parameters explored. () The present report considers static and cyclic crack growth behavior of carbon steel under similar testing conditions.
Various uses can be made of crack growth information obtained for the material of interest in an
environment thought to be representative of service. One of these is the development of a quantitative description of the response of carbon steel to
various environmentally sensitive parameters.
These include the effect of frequency of cycling,
the slope of the applied load vs. time (waveshape),
the R-value (ratio of minimum to maximum load

or stress intensity factor), temperature, and oxygen
level. From this testing experience, a qualitative
and possibly quantitative model can be constructed
which may be useful both in explaining the
observed phenomenon and in sorting out the critical variables controlling the behavior.
A second need for the generation of crack
growth data in the environment of interest is for
failure analysis. Here one is interested in predicting
the consequences of cracking in structures found,
after some service, to contain growing cracks.
From appropriate crack growth information, an
assessment of the significance of the appropriate
actions can be made: for example, to replace the
part, to reduce the severity of the loading, to
modify the environment, etc. This is essentially
the function of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section XI. One of the purposes here
is to compare the behavior of carbon steel in exaggerated high-temperature water conditions to the
data base of the code.
A third use for crack growth information pertains to the development of a design life prediction
approach based on the assumption that the structure contains cracks to begin with. This is in contrast to the present design procedures for nuclear
components based on crack initiation. For that case
the component is assumed to be free of defects.
While the ASME Code acknowledges and allows for
the presence of acceptable manufacturing defects,
compliance with the code fatigue design procedures
assumes that crack initiation will not occur during
the component's expected design life. However,
preexisting or service-occurring defects can be
present as a result of a variety of special conditions
(including water chemistry, material fabrication,
heat treatment and loading), whose presence may
be undetected and whose effect may not be properly accounted for when using a "defect-free"
design concept. Examples might include:
1. Pitting due to exposure to off-nominal or
out-of-specification water chemistry.
2. Surface cracks due to grinding or improper
machining.
3. Undetected weld cracks.
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4. Service-induced cracks initiated from unanticipated high-frequency mechanical or thermal stresses.
5. Cracking at crevices under highly aggressive
local chemical conditions.
If a design approach is considered which assumes the presence of cracks in a given component, a knowledge of the specific crack growth
behavior associated with the design is essential in
determining if or how far cracks might grow during
service to compromise the performance of the component.
The present report summarizes the findings to
date from our Laboratory for the crack growth
behavior of carbon steel SA333 Grade B in 8 ppm
02 water at temperatures up to 550 °F for a variety
of testing parameters. A similar investigation has
been carried out at General Electric's Nuclear Energy Engineering Division at San Jose in 0.2 ppm 02
and will be reported separately.(6) Emphasis in the
present report will be given to the significance of
these results as they relate to a preexisting flaw
design procedure and to the interactive effects
between cyclic dependent and time-dependent crack
growth.

ously monitored and always exceeded 1 Mil-cm.
The pH of the 8 ppm oxygen water was approximately 5 and that of the 0.2 ppm oxygen water
approximately 6.5.
Cyclic loading was performed using a closed
loop testing machine. The experimental setup
employed, including ancillary equipment used to
control tests and record data, is shown in Figure 1.
The most commonly used waveshape consisted of a
linear increase in loading for 90 percent of the total
period, a linear decrease for 5 percent, and a hold
period at minimum load for 5 percent of the cycle.
Variations of this waveform were used in some
tests to differentiate between the effects of loading
time and total period. Cycle periods employed were
0.8, 8, and 80 minutes. R-values (minimum
load/maximum load) of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 were
employed, with the majority of tests being run at
0.5. Crack growth was monitored from specimen
compliance using an in situ linear voltage
differential transformer attached to the specimen
and by ac electrical potential using current leads
and potential probes. Schematic drawings of these
two systems are shown in Figures 2 and 3. All
tests were controlled through a microprocessor
which permits operation in a wide variety of modes,
constant Pmax and Pmin, constant Kmax and Kmin, or
modes in which P or K values are changed at programmed intervals of crack length or cycles. The
specimen crack length was calculated for each load
cycle or as an average for a block of cycles from
measured loads and displacements using the
microprocessor and standardized compliance formulas.(7) Block sizes employed varied from one cycle
per block in low frequency, high K tests to one
hundred per block in high frequency, low K tests.

TEST PROCEDURES
All tests were conducted on one-inch thick, side
grooved, compact tension (CT) specimens fabricated from seamless pipe previously normalized
from 1600 to 1700 °F. Some specimens were
machined with the notch parallel to the pipe axis
and some with the notch in the circumferential
direction; however, tests showed that crack growlh
rate was insensitive to orientation. The notch was
machined with a shaped cutter which was frequently sharpened to maintain the desired notch
radius. Tests were conducted in stainless steel
autoclaves to provide a water pressure of 1500 psi
at 550 °F. A flow rate sufficient to displace the
autoclave volume in one hour was maintained during all tests. Autoclave feedwater flowed through a
heat exchanger prior to entering the autoclave to
reduce temperature gradients in the autoclave. The
temperature from top to bottom of the CT specimen was held within + 2 °F of the temperature at
the plane of the crack. Temperature at the plane of
the growing crack was maintained within ± 1 OF
throughout each test. Two oxygen levels, 8 ppm
and 0.2 ppm, were used in the test program. To
obtain 0.2 ppm oxygen, distilled water was passed
through deoxygenating and demineralizing columns
after which a mixture of argon plus 0.5% oxygen
was bubbled through the water. Eight ppm oxygen Figure 1. Experimental equipment employed In moniwater was obtained by bubbling air through detoring crack growth of CT specimens tested
mineralized distilled water. Resistivity was continuunder cyclic loading in an autoclave.
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Crack length, Kmax, Kmin, Pmax, Pmin, and ac
potential at maximum load were recorded for each
block, indicated in the appropriate columns of Figure 4, together with the cycle count. (Column captions read downward.)
A curve relating crack length to cycle count as
depicted in Figure 5 was constructed for each test.
Since the stress intensity range is known at each
point along this curve from the printout shown in
Figure 4, a da/dN vs. AK plot could be prepared by
plotting the slope of the a vs. N curve against the

stress intensity at small increments of change in the
stress intensity. Hence, many data points are used
in determining each point plotted in -the several
figures showing the relationship between da/dN and

AK.
Constant load tests were conducted in an autoclave identical to that employed for cyclic tests with
the load being applied through a lever system. At
infrequent intervals, a small fraction of the load
was removed to facilitate crack growth measurements by compliance; hence, the tests are not truly
at constant load. However, the amount of load removed was small (about 15 percent) and the intervals between load removal were sufficiently long
(12 hours) so that the crack growth measured is believed to be nearly the same as would be attained
under constant load. Crack growth in these tests
was also monitored by ac potential drop.
TEST RESULTS

Figure 2.

Measurement system employed to monitor
crack growth by specimen compliance.

Frequency Effects
The effect of frequency can be noted by comparing the results of three tests conducted in 8 ppm
oxygen water at 550 *F and frequencies of 0.0125,
0.125, and 1.25 cycles per minute using the ramp
shape waveform described earlier. In each test
the precracked specimen was initially cycled be1
12
tween Kmax = 30 ksi in. / and Kmin = 15 ksi in. /2

6nf

CURRENT LIMITING RESISTOR

Figure 3. Measurement system employed to monitor crack growth by ac electrical potential.
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Figure 5. Crack growth of a CT specimen cycled at
0.125 cycle per minute, with R - 0.5, in
550 OF, air-saturated water.
0.5). Both maximum and minimum loads
maintained constant throughout the test,
Kmax and Kmin increased steadily as the crack
A feature of this mode of testing is that the
.AOL 'IIA 'IA crack depth at any given values of Kmax and Kmin
'
was the same in all tests. Since crack depth will be
VAD CAD PM
'X X #%p'%P shown later to influence crack growth rate, this is
an important feature of the test procedure. The
increase in crack length a with cycles N is shown in
E-5 E-7 E41 E-5
Figure 5 for the specimen cycled at 550 *F and
0.125 cycles per minute. Note the linear relationship between a and N over a broad range of crack
J
9
11
growth. This indicates that the crack growth process for this material, environment, loading condi653 8193 259 319
652 8937 245 312
tion and frequency is one of constant da/dN for a
broad range of AK values. Two similar tests were
652 8935 246 313
conducted at 450 OF at frequencies of 0.125 cpm
W934 247 315
653
and 1.25 cpm. In each of these tests, except for a24N
316
8039
653
brief initial period, the increase in crack length also
654 8928 Z48 317
653 8932 248 316
is approximately linear with loading cycles. The
653 8929 248 417
results of these tests are plotted in Figures 6 and 7.
Each curve exhibits a plateau value of da/dN above
6D3 8929 247 315
615 8025 248 31M which further increases in stress intensity range
654 8928 247 317
cause no further increase in crack growth rate.
654 8033 248 317
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI
crack growth rate curves for tests in air and water
653 8929 247 316
are shown for comparative purposes in Figures 6
316
247
653 8928
and 7.
654 8125 z48 417
Figure 8 shows the variation of the plateau crack
655 8931 247 317
growth rate with test period r. For the range of
655 8931 247 318
655. 8#34 L47 317
test conditions investigated, this relationship is seen
6Ui 8931 Z47 317
to be linear on a logarithmic scale; the 550 *F data
655
248 319
655 89129
828 248 319
can
be represented by the equation:
656 81128 246 218
(R =
were
hence
grew.

.

(da/dN)plat = 7.19 x 10-6
Figure 4. Printout of microprocessor input and test
data for crack growth test in autoclave.
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where
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T
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in./cycle

(1)

is expressed in seconds. For crack veloci-
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C

M

4

i
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Figure 6.
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Crack growth rates for 550 °F cyclic tests of
three frequencies.

I
10
CYCLE PERIOD (min)
Figure 8. Effect of frequency on cyclic crack growth
rates at 450 and 550 *F.

-J

.

o 0.125 cpm
a

1.25 cpm

10- 5
ASME MX
WATER
10

ASME XI
AIR
10

102

103

AK (ksiVT'n')
Figure 7. Crack growth rates for 450 *F cyclic tests of
two frequencies.

(da/dt)plat-- 7.19 x 10-6

r-0.403

in./sec.

(2)

The limited test data at 450 'F exhibit a very
similar relationship. The only test run at 300 *F,
which will be described later, did not exhibit a plateau, but the crack growth rate at AK =
25 ksi in.1/2 is included in Figure 8 for comparison.
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Each of these tests was continued until invalid
crack extension conditions were reached as defined
in ASTM specification E399;(8) however, in all
cases plane-strain conditions appear to exist
throughout the entire test. To be assured that plateauing is not related to entering the invalid
regime, a test was run in air, but otherwise under
conditions identical to the specimen tested at the
intermediate frequency (0.125 cpm) at 550 *F. The
crack growth rate in this test showed no tendency
to plateau (Figure 9). Similarly, in a test conducted
in 300 *F water at a frequency of 1.25 cpm, the
crack growth rate increased continuously with
increasing AK (Figure 10). In both cases, the crack
growth rates at a given A K were considerably lower
than reported in Figures 6 and 7.
To gain further insight into the plateauing
phenomena, tests were run in a "load shedding"
mode at the two highest of the three frequencies
used to obtain the data plotted in Figure 6. Again,
complete da/dN vs. A K curves were constructed
from data of a single specimen, but in these tests
the crack growth at small values of a was accomplished at high Krax and A K values, while growth
after a had become large was done with low values
of Kmax and A K. Data from these tests are plotted
in Figure 11. No plateau is exhibited in the plot of
these data. Since, in the previous tests, the high
AK and Kmax values were not reached until the
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Figure 11.

10
AK (Wksi,0
Figure 9. Rate of crack growth
cycled In air at 550 TF.

100
in a CT specimen

Figure 10. Rate of crack growth in a CT specimen
cycled at 300 *F in air-saturated water.

crack was quite deep, the tendency to form a plateau is apparently caused by some interaction of the
loading, deep cracks, and the environment.
Waveform

Tests performed to establish the effect of frequency give no indication of the portion of the
cycle which contributes most to crack growth nor

Crack growth rates in "load shedding"
compared to those obtained in tests with
steadily increasing K.

the relative importance of the loading time as distinct from the cycle time. A constant Pmax and
Pmin (R = 0.5) test was run at a cycle frequency of
0.125 cycles per minute, but with the loading rate
that had previously been employed in the test run
at 1.25 cycles per minute (i.e., a loading time of
43 seconds). The maximum load was held for 6
minutes 53 seconds, while the unloading time was
the same as had earlier been used for the
0.125 cpm frequency test. This cycle has the same
total period as the 0.125 cpm test and the same
loading time as the 1.25 cpm test run earlier. The
results of this test, plotted in Figure 12, lie closer
to the 1.25 cpm data than to the earlier 0.125 cpm
data. This suggests that rate of loading is more
important in controlling crack growth rate than is
the length of the cycle.
R Value
Three tests identical except for R value were
made with R = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 by cycling under
constant Pmax and Pmin throughout the entire test.
Cycling was done at 0.125 cpm and was started with
Pmax selected to yield Kmax = 30 ksi in.1/ 2 The
results of these tests are displayed in Figure 13.
Again, all three curves show a plateau, the plateau
value of da/dN increasing with decreasing R value.
The rate of crack growth at low values of AK is
greatest for R = 0.8 and least for R = 0.2.

Kim=
Kiscc has been found to be approximately
31 ksi in. 1/2 by statically loading CT specimens at
550 *F in 8 ppm oxygen water. No measurable
crack growth took place in 500 hours at
361

Figure 12. Effect of waveform on rate of crack growth
in cyclic tests.

Figure 14. Crack growth rate under static loading conditions.

Figure 13. Effet of R value on rate of crack growth in
cyclic tests.

Figure 15. Crack growth rates vs. K.. for various
frequencies, R values, and waveforms.

30 ksi in. 1/2, but significant growth took place at
32 ksi in.1 /2 and above (Figure 14). When data
from Figures 6, 12, and 13 are replotted replacing
AK with Kn,, (Figure 15), it becomes clear that
there is a minimum value of Km. below which

environmentally influenced crack growth will not
take place, and that this minimum value is
unaffected by frequency or R value. This value
appears te be close to K 1scc as determined in the
constant load tests.
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FRACTOGRAPHY
Cyclically Tested Specimens

After completion of a test, the CT specimen was
fractured after cooling in liquid nitrogen to allow
examination of the crack surface. The crack depth
was measured to confirm the last depth calculated
by the microprocessor. The agreement was generally within five percent, with the actual depth
tending to be slightly greater than the last calculated value. The crack front of all specimens tested
in 8 ppm oxygen water was straight or showed
slightly more growth along the centerline than at
the specimen edge. Figures 16 and 17 show typical
crack profiles. The fracture appearance is independent of specimen orientation, as is the crack growth
rate. Figure 16 depicts the fracture of a specimen
with its notch cut in the circumferential direction,
while Figure 17 depicts one with an axial notch. In
each of these specimens, there is a crystalline deposit on a portion of the fracture developed during
the early stages of precracking. This has been
identified as iron oxide. It has also been noted on
some other fractures, but its presence has not been
related to any particular environmental or test conditions. The only instance in which growth along
the centerline was less than that at the edge was the
one test performed in 0.2 ppm oxygen water. This
specimen is shown in Figure 18. The specimen
tested in air at 550 *F exhibited a straight crack
front (Figure 19). Specimens cycled at 550 *F are
characterized by smooth fracture surfaces, while
those tested at 450 *F exhibit considerably greater
roughness (Figure 20), and the one test conducted
at 300 *F shows marked "ridging" parallel to the
direction of crack propagation (Figure 21). This

Figure 16. Fracture
surface of specimen with
cicumferentlally oriented crack cycled at
550 OF in 8 ppm oxygen water; typical
crack front.
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Figure 17.

Fracture surface of specimen with axially
oriented crack cycled at 550 OF in 8 ppm
oxygen water, exhibiting faster growth
along centerline than at edges.

Figure 18.

Fracture surface of specimen with circumferentially oriented crack cycled in
0.2 ppm oxygen water showing slower
growth along centerline than at edges.

Figure 19. Fracture surface of specimen with circumferentially oriented crack cycled In air
at 550 *F.

front during this test developed its marked curvature during the later stages of crack growth when
restraint at the specimen surface was reduced
through plastic deformation.
Constant Load Tests
Crack front profiles in specimens tested under
constant load are similar in shape to those tested
under cyclic conditions, but the fractured surface
has distinctly different appearance. In each
instance, deep fissures parallel to the direction of
crack growth were noted on the fractured surface
and extending well beyond the crack front (Figure 22).
Figure 20. Fracture
surface
of specimen
with
cicumferentially oriented crack cycled in
8 ppm oxygen water at 450 *F. Note roughness of surface.

Figure 22. Fracture surface of specimen with axially
oriented crack grown under constant load
exhibiting fissures parallel to direction of
crack growth.

DISCUSSION

Figure 21. Fracture surface of specimen with axially
oriented crack cycled in 8 ppm oxygen
water at 300 *F exhibiting extensive ridg-

ing.

ridging is believed to be related to the temperature
and environment. The two other distinguishing
features of this fracture (namely, the accelerated
growth rate along the centerline and the plastic deformation of the specimen depicted by the curved
surfaces) are believed to result from growing the
crack to a "nonvalid" depth. It will be noted that
this crack depth is greater than any of the others
pictured. Similar plastic deformation was noted in
other specimens when a values exceeding 1.2 in.
were attained. It appears probable that the crack
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Elements of a Defect-Tolerant Design Approach
Prior to a detailed discussion of the physical
aspects of the above findings, it would seem desirable to develop further the concept of a defecttolerant design approach. As indicated in the Introduction, this concept is built around the recognition
that complex fabricated components will possess
preexisting flaws or may develop flaws in the course
of their service. Since it has been shown(1-5 ) that
notches are especially important as sources for
crack initiation in oxygenated high-temperature
water and that sharp noches cannot be avoided in
welded components, one approach to a design of
piping components is to accept the fact that crack
growth is possible during service and base the
design on limiting the growth to some acceptable
size.
A detailed discussion of the background for a
defect-tolerant design approach was presented ear-

lier.01 ) It will briefly be reviewed here in order to
show its connection to the present investigation.
The basic concept for this approach assumes the
existence of a threshold stress intensity for environmental crack growth under static loading conditions, defined as Kiscc, determined from the
applied stress and the dimensions of the assumed
defect. When the structure is under sustained loading, if Kmax exceeds K1scc, static crack growth will
occur. Referring to Figure 23, an initial flaw size
a0 is assumed to exist in the component. - For the
sustained load portion of the load-time history of
the component, the K for this flaw is initially well

SUSTAINED LOAD
GROWTH REGION

a

00

b

0

crit

CYCLIC LOAD
GROWTH REGION

below that for acrit, where acrit is the crack length

obtained from a limiting curve representing the
design conditions for sustained load crack growth.
An appropriate factor of safety could be included in
this limiting curve. The process, whereby the crack

CRACK DEPTH

Figure 23. Model for cyclic crack growth margin for
designing with defects and environment.

length a grows from a0 to acrit by the cyclic portion

of the load-time history, is referred to as the cyclic
growth margin. Thus, cyclic crack growth from the
defect is allowed during the component's life until
it reaches a size where the environmentally caused,
sustained-load, crack growth limit is exceeded. The
assumption is that most of the life of the component is under sustained load, and crack growth
under such conditions is undesirable.
Of particular interest with respect to this concept, is the cyclic crack growth margin and its prediction in the presence of environments which can
influence crack growth processes. Two situations
can be envisaged, as shown schematically in Figure 24. Here, the action of the nominal applied
stress is shown for a given cycle of loading of the
component, the current crack size now being

.Kscc DETERMINED LIMIT
\ •'
m--•''•o,.,mW

nSUSTAINED

co

GOTH REG ION

LOAD

REGION
GROWTH

LI-

U)

,,r.

.j

CL

CYCLIC LOAD
GROWTH REGION

a0 < a < acrit. Two material-environment condi-

tions are represented - one by the solid curve, the
other dashed. The solid curve is for a material
highly resistant to the environment and possessing,
for a given flaw size, a high Kiscc-determined limit
resistance. In this case, Kmax associated with the
flaw size and nominal stress is well below, or at the
most, approaches this limiting curve. For the
dashed material-environment combination, however, Kmax exceeds the Kiscc-determined limit during the cycle, although the sustained load stress
remains below it. In the present work, it is
assumed that the factor of safety used in each of
these limit curves is unity. Thus, for the solid line
condition, Kmax < KIscc, while for the dashed line
situation, Kmax > KIscc.

The behavior described in Figure 24 can at the
same time be related to the specific cyclic crack
growth response of the material in the environment
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I

CRACK DEPTH
Figure 24.

Model for cyclic stressing at a specific crack
depth for two materials with differing Klscc
determined limits.

of interest. A schematic representation of the
response for the present case based on the results
shown in Figures 6 and 15 is shown in Figure 25.
Thus, when the cyclic load conditions are below the
Kiscc determined limit (the solid curve) in Figure 24, the crack growth regime described in Figure 25 is entirely that for inert (time-independent)
conditions. On the other hand, if the cyclic load
growth condition of 'Figure 24 exceeds the Kjscc
determined limit (the dashed line), the correspond-
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Figure 25. Cyclic crack growth for carbon steel in oxygenated high-temperature water.

ing crack growth response of Figure 25 crosses into

the aggressive (time-dependent) regime for a portion of the cycle. Prediction of crack growth under
these conditions is necessary, and an appropriate
methodology for this prediction is required.
Applicability of Experimental Crack Growth
Results to Design Criterion

Implementation of the above concept to the
material, geometry, and environment of the present
problem is dependent on many considerations.
Exclusive of analytical aspects, from a stress corrosion and fatigue viewpoint, a knowledge of Klscc is
critically important. From the present work (Figure 14), the static crack growth behavior of SA333
Grade 6 steel in 8 ppm 02, 550 *F water can be
compared to that found generally for metals in
aqueous environments. A typical K-da/dt (called
K-velocity) plot is shown in Figure 26, after Speidel
et al.(9). In the present work, it would appear that
only Region I exists, at least for the limits of the
present
testing
procedures,
where
Kjscc < 31 ksi in. 1/2 for the conditions indicated.
Above this value it is found that, for Region I
da _ AKn = 8.9 x 10-14 K 5.1 in./min
(3)
dt

for K < 45.5 ksi in.1/ 2 Tests performed above
45.5 ksi in.1/ 2 are invalid for ouir specimen size, but
indications suggest an enhanced crack growth rather
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Figure 26.

Influence of stress intensity on stress corrosion crack velocity (after Speidel et al(9)).

than the more beneficial plateau growth pictured
schematically in Figure 26. The absence of
Region II in the present work suggests that stress
corrosion is controlled by physical processes other
than those commonly found in aqueous stress corrosion. It is to be noted that the behavior found in
Figure 14 is much like creep crack growth,(1°) and
what may be involved here is an interplay between
the oxidizing environment and continued film rupture brought on by localized time-dependent deformation.
Quantitative cyclic crack growth is also important for the implementation of a defect-tolerant
design.
According to Figure 24, quantitative
growth information is needed for values of AK
when K.x is both less than and greater than KIscc.
While useful results have been obtained
(specifically Figure 15) showing good correlation of
cyclic crack growth resistance with Kmax for various
frequencies and R-values where
Kmax

=

AK/(1-R),

(4)

nevertheless, generalized quantification of da/dN vs.
AK or Kmax for various frequencies, waveshapes,
and R values remains incomplete. Some information has evolved from this work relative to the
effect of frequency. This is shown in Figure 8.
Here, a pattern appears to be emerging regarding
the effect of frequency on the plateau crack growth
rate for various temperatures. Clearly, very low

frequencies seem to be a crack growth accelerant,
and results shown in Figure 8 indicate that saturation in plateau crack growth rate has not occurred
for the lowest frequency tested to date.
It might appear that at very low frequencies high
growth rates occur with increasing values of Kmax
when Kmax > Ktscc, from the view that the
behavior is largely due to static growth. However,
because of the plateau phenomenon shown in Figure 6, the situation is not quite as simple as this.
Factors such as the plateau behavior at 450 and
550 *F for deep cracks in increasing AK tests and
the absence of a plateau for shorter cracks during
decreasing A K are complications to this simple
model. Further discussion regarding these complications is given below.
Application of Linear Superposition Model to
Predict Crack Growth
A reasonably accurate method for determining
the interactive effects between cyclic-dependent and
time-dependent crack growth would appear to be
critical in the application of crack growth data both
to damage assessment and to a defect-tolerant
design. This interaction would be operative over a
broad range of waveshapes, and would even include
a simple triangular wave form of equal ramp rates,
particularly when considering the effect of cyclic
frequency. Thus, a base set of experiments is
needed to describe pure cyclic-dependent effects
and would have to be obtained in the absence of
the environment at very high frequencies. The
present set of experiments (Figure 6) involving a
waveform consisting of a slow loading rate and a
rapid unloading rate at three different frequencies
clearly has a time-dependent contribution, and
requires consideration from this viewpoint.
To this end, certain aspects of the Wei-Landes
linear superposition approach"') were applied to
these data to determine whether this model is useful in explaining the plateau cyclic crack growth.
Specifically, the static crack growth information of
Figure 14 was introduced into an analysis for the
waveform used to generate Figure 6. Referring to
Figure 14, the K-da/dt relationship found to

Zone H
1
33 < K < 45.5 ksi in. /2

da/dt = AK n= 8.9 x

10-14

(6)

K 5.1

Zone III
45.5 < K
da/dt unbounded

I

(7)

The applied K vs. time behavior is shown in
Figure 27 where the constant value of Kiscc is replaced by that expressed in Eq. 6. Beyond a K
value of 45.5 ksi in.1 /2, the assumed static crack
growth is infinitely fast, and the analysis has no
meaning. Using the waveform of Figure 27 with
R = 0.5, it can be shown that for the rising portion
of the loading

(8)

K = (Kmax/2)(1 + t/T)

where I is measured from Kmin, and where r is the
period of the cycle. The unloading portion of the
cycle is neglected in this analysis. For Zone II, it
can also be shown that
AKndt

da/dN =f

(9)

T-Tt

where
T'
is
the
time
spent
when
33 < K < 45.5 ksi in. 1 / 2 Substitution of Eq. 8 into

Eq. 9 and integration results in the expression:
da/dN = (rTA/ n+l)(Kmax/2)nI2n+l (10)

Kmox

-72

IeTAK

_A_

represent the experimental behavior was broken
down into three zones:

KISCC

Zone I
0 < K < 33 ksi in.t/2*
da/dt = 0
*

I

(5)
TIME

While the measured Klscc was 31 ksi in. 1/ 2 , a value of 33
was the first value of K where crack growth rate could be
measured.
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Figure 27. Applied K vs. time behavior for prediction
model for cyclic behavior from static crack
growth at Kiscc.

Selecting the experimental conditions used to
generate the data shown in Figure 14, a comparison
of those data with the analytical prediction given in
Eq. 10 is shown in Figure 28. This figure shows an
interesting comparison in the use of the static crack
growth data to predict the shape of the cyclic crack
growth response of SA333 Grade 6 carbon steel in
oxygenated water. Similar comparisons have been
made using the data of Figure 13 for various R
values.
Factors Influencing Cyclic Crack Growth of Carbon Steel in Oxygenated High-Temperature Water
Use of static crack growth data to predict cyclic
behavior as seen in Figure 28 shows, for the three
frequencies considered, an underprediction of the
actual growth rate. However, at the lowest frequency and the highest value of Kmax, the prediction and the experimental results converge.
Presumably the cyclic effects (not accounted for by
the above analysis) act to accelerate the growth
rate. Various explanations can be offered for this
10 -1 _.

1 [.

1

. . ...

10- 3

. . . . ....

behavior. For example, the added contribution of
cyclic loading to film rupture could accelerate the
corrosive action at the crack tip. Another possibility is the enhanced flushing action associated with
the cyclic loading, introducing fresh fluid and
renewing the depleted oxygen supply at the crack
tip, and thus increasing the corrosion rate.
The plateau effect can be looked upon as being
a retardant to crack growth. It is possible that the
behavior arises from the geometry such that, independent of K, the crack growth rate depends on
the depth of the crack. Comparative results shown
in Figure 11 suggest this possibility. Here it could
be argued that, as the crack deepens, the crack-tip
chemistry becomes less aggressive, possibly because
of oxygen depletion, and crack growth is retarded.
It will be recalled that the crack depths achieved in
producing the high AK portion of the load shedding
results of Figure 11 were considerably less than
those used in developing Figure 6. This is shown
in Figure 29, where the crack depth is correlated
with Kmax for cyclic tests implying increasing or
decreasing K values during growth, other conditions being the same. If one assumes that the
aggressiveness of the environment decreases with
increasing crack depth, such that crack growth rate
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Figure 28.

0
0

Comparison of cyclic crack growth rates
calculated from static crack growth data
with experimentally determined cyclic
crack growth rates.
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Figure 29.

0.1
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CRACK LENGTH (in.)

0.4

Correlation of crack depth and Km.x for
cyclic tests employing increasing and
decreasing K values during crack growth.

da/dN will vary with crack depth, all other factors
being equal (including AK, r, R, etc.), then qualitative agreement between the behavior shown in
Figure 29 and the results in Figure 11 exists.
Further work is required to confirm these results.
There is other evidence to suggest a crack depth
dependence on the corrosion fatigue processes for
this system. Investigations performed at San
Jose(6) reveal a dropoff in fatigue crack growth rates
after reaching a peak rather than the plateau
behavior with increasing AK when the oxygen level
is maintained at 0.2 ppm. These oxygen conditions
were duplicated in the present testing configuration,
and the results, for a single test at 550 OF and
1.25 cpm, are supportive of the San Jose findings
(Figure 30). The argument that further reduction
in the aggressiveness of the crack-tip environment
with a lower oxygen level and increasing crack
depth over the 8 ppm 02 results can be offered as a
possible explanation of this behavior. The concave
crack front (i.e., one which exhibited slower growth
along the specimen centerline than at the edges)
developed in this test (Figure 18) but never observed in specimens tested in 8 ppm oxygen water,
may be associated with the reduced aggressiveness
of the environment. Further work is required to.
confirm these results.
Another factor of some importance in characterizing the crack growth behavior of carbon steel in
10-3

1

1 1 11

1

1
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1

10
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oxygenated water environments is the effect of
waveshape. With reference to Figure 12, it is seen
that a nearly square wave consisting of a rapid loading, a hold period, and rapid unloading repeated at
a frequency of 0.125 cpm has a much lower growth
rate at the same frequency than the ramp loading
waveform used in this investigation. According to
the linear superposition analysis presented earlier, a
sustained holding of the peak load would produce a
larger growth rate than a ramp loading to that peak
value for the same frequency of cycling. This is
not found to be the case, as seen in Figure 12, supporting the notion first reported by Barsom(12) that
waveform is important. The present results indicate that a rising ramp rate waveform is more
damaging than a square waveform. Mechanistically, it would appear that the lower the crack-tip
strain rate, the more environmental influence on
the crack growth rate, assuming constant environmental conditions. While Barsom has found no environmental enhancement in crack growth in an
aqueous environment over air for a square wave
loading at room temperature, in the present case
the crack growth obtained for square wave loading
in 550 °F oxygenated water is greater than that in
air presumably because a crack-tip strain rate
develops from time-dependent deformation (creep)
to interact with the more aggressive environment.
A final factor considered in the present experimental program is test temperature. At 450 OF, in
air-saturated water, the same plateau behavior is
obtained with increasing AK as is found at 550 OF,
although the plateau crack growth rate is reduced
(Figure 7). Reducing the temperature to 300 OF
further reduces the growth rate and eliminates the
plateau behavior altogether. In fact, the water
crack growth rate at 300 OF is quite similar to that
of air at 550 °F, at least at 1.25 cpm. Thus, it
would appear that the environmental acceleration in
crack growth of carbon steel in oxygenated water is
largely a high-temperature problem. An important
consideration in this view is the role of creep in
contributing to crack-tip strain. The existence of a
time-dependent deformation rate at the crack tip,
the resulting film rupture, and subsequent local oxidation provides an attractive model for explaining
the role of temperature on static crack growth, and
of frequency. More work is required to develop
this viewpoint.
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Figure 30. Crack growth rates for 550 'F, 1.25 cpm cyclic tests in 0.2 ppm and 8 ppm oxygen
water.
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Introduction
It is possible to characterize the fatigue crack growth by the
Paris law
da/dN =

C

(

K)n = C "(e-'iL-

T(a/w)

(1)

taking account of test conditions such as environment, temperature
and frequency.
Using specimens the parameters C and m can be determined experimentally, specifically for material and test conditions.
There are problems in

predicting the amount of fatigue crack growth

for a component, if the initial
crack geometry is imprecisely known
if the geometry factor F(a/w) for the component can only be estimated
and if the stresses have primary and secondary portions which can
be assessed in

several ways.

Therefore to cover some uncertainties an analysis is conducted on
the basis of conservative assumptions. If the assumptions are too
conservative this leads to a needless rejection of the component.
An example will be used to illustrate how the fatigue crack growth
can be realistically estimated.

The problem
A pipe had long axial flaws, which originated in the manufacturing
process. The load in operation is primarily swelling internal
pressure and secondarily an alternating strain-controlled deformation
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caused by thermal expansion.
a sketch is

The data are listed in Table 1 and

given in figure 1.

Table 1:
outside diameter:

38 mm

wall thickness:

5.6 mm

material:

ferritic,

internal pressure

deformations

(primary):

low-alloy steel

0 up to approximately 200 bar,
swelling
compression

(secondary):

tension
initial

min =

-

0,05 mm

• max = fJ + 0,05 mm

-1 mm depth, longitudinal

flaw:

0

phase displacement:

: p = 0, 6=0

tz : Pmax'

min

: p max'

0
max

Z

P = 0,

6

=

0

The stresses for the defect-free component were determined by the
finite element method. The changes in temperature cause external
compression with tensile stresses at the inner pipe surface.and
external tension with compressive stresses at the inner pipe surface.

The programme could not be used to calculate the shift of

stresses for the existing flaws.
A conservative calculation of the fatigue crack growth according
to the ASME-Code showed that fatigue crack growth was not negligible
and for that reason the possibility of failure could not be excluded.
Therefore detailed studies were required to determine the realistic
number of cycles which could be tolerated by the component under
the given pre crack and load conditions.
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The following questions had to be resolved:
1) Which effects do the stresses have for crack growth behaviour?
2) Is it possible to predict the fatigue crack growth realistically?
3)

How much fatigue crack growth can be expected depending upon
other loads, precracks and numbers of cycles?

Methods
a) Characteristic values of the material
For a rough characterisation of the crack growth behaviour under
various conditions based on service conditions (temperature) the
crack growth rate was determined experimentally using SEN-Specimens.
The reduced data lie in a common scatter band. More detailed
measurements were not taken since the various conditions selected
had no significant effect on crack growth within the scatterband
(figure 2).
b) Component tests
The conditions given in table 1 were simulated as far as possible
in component tests:
Pipe sections approximately 500 mm in length were welded between two
bulky steel blocks. The planes perpendicular to the crack plane and
parallel to the pipe axis were parallel face ground. By means of
these blocks the tensions and compression were produced in the test
specimens by a servo-hydraulic closed loop test machine.
The internal pressure was also produced using a closed loop servo
hydraulic system. The pressure medium was hydraulic oil (figure 3).
The set points were produced by a digital microcomputer. The actual
values were recorded using a multichannel y-t-recorder. These were
internal pressure, deformations at three points and force.
In

each test up to 20 000 cycles were applied.
.25 cps.
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The frequency was

After each test

metallographic sections were taken at three or
more points in order to measure crack growth.
The remaining sections were all broken at low temperature in order
to establish the depth of the initial
flaws and the extent of crack
growth over the whole test length. Examples of the results obtained
are shown in

figures 4,

5 and 6.

c) Fracture mechanics analysis of test results
There are a number of possibilities for the formulation of stresses:
1)

G'

G.(p)

, assuming that the secondary stresses with growing
crack are shifted and can be integrated to zero
at the crack tip.

2)

3)

6=

)

G(PL*()

, assuming that the secondary stresses have the
effect of primary stresses and are to be added
in toto to the primary ones.
, assuming that the secondary stresses only partially
have the effect of primary stresses.

Bowie's solution /1/, /2/ was taken as the geometry factor F (a/w).
For a numerical integration the Function F(a/w), given in graphic
form, was linearized with an accuracy of ± 3% (figure 7). Other
solutions give similar results (e.g. /3/).
The integration was performed numerically and stepwise (e.g. as in
/4/).
With the procedure employed here the difference between the initial
crack depth ai and the final crack depth a end (A& a = aend - ai) was
divided into constant intervals of the length .04 to .004 mm and
KI was calculated for the centre of the interval.
A comparison of the calculated results with the measured results
obtained in the component tests shows that only the formulation
lt = Gt (pi S6 ) leads to satisfactory agreement

(figure 8).

Equal agreements between experiments and calculations were obtained
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for all component tests carried out. For the calculation the
scatterband in

fig. 2 was used. There was no further adjustment

of parameters.

This verifies the applied fracture mechanics
method for calculating crack growth experimentally.
For the user however not only a correct description of the experiments is interesting but also a transfer to a wide range of parameters for initial

crack lengths and load amplitudes.

With the method developed here transfer to this range of parameters
is possible.
Two diagrams illustrate this. Figure 9 shows the calculated number
of cycles up to failure related to initial
stresses i

flaw depth ai for various

*

Figure 10 shows the tolerable number of cycles related to hoop stress
flaw depths. For these calculations the upper
c& t for various initial
bound of the da/dN versus a K curve was used.

Summary
For pipes with flaws which were subjected to load both through primary stresses and secondary stresses it was intended to determine
flaw growth over the operating time. Since the effect of the combined primary and secondary stresses on the fatigue crack growth
could not be determined on the basis of present knowledge component
tests were carried out. The experimental results were then subjected
to fracture mechanics analysis.
It

was found that in a first

approximation the secondary stresses

should be evaluated in the same way as additional primary stresses
in the analysis of fatigue crack growth.
Because of the agreement between experimental and analytic results
a transfer to other parameters is possible.
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CRACK INITIATION AND CRACK GROWTH AT THE INNER NOZZLE
CORNER SURFACE UNDER THERMAL SHOCK LOADING
Jansky, J.,

1.

Sauter, A. and Beissw~nger, F.

Objective

The investigations conducted within the scope of the HDR-Safety Programme
are concerned with research into operating and emergency and its effects on
Reactor Pressure Vessels (RPVs)

and Piping. Within these investigations,

the

effect of the thermal shock on the RPV-structure and piping system under
operating conditions has been examined. This programme is sponsored by the
Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT).
2.

Basic Statements
The progression of a vessel damage,

not only under thermal shock, can be

divided into three phases:
- crack initiation
- crack propagation
- failure (leak or rupture)
The time history and crack properties during the three damage phases in
structure depend on the kind and degree of loading as well as on the material
properties (local,

global)

and on the flaw conditions due to manufacturing

and operating process.
Thermal shock loading on a RPV primary system is usually associated with
emergency cooling nowadays. In the last time, the examination of the crack
failures in the nuclear plants shows that during certain operating conditions,
parts of the primary or secondary reactor system are subjected to thermal
cycles /1, 2/ which necessitate research into the propagation rates to estimate
the safety margin with respect to component failure.
This consideration leads to the experimental matrix shown in Fig. 1. The
first phase consists of. thermal fatigue tests on plates (ferritic with and
without stainless steel cladding) to investigate cycles to crack initiation, and
the possibilities to detect a crack by nondestructive testing.

In addition,

the

plate experiments should give some hints concerning crack shape and crack propagation rates in the plate under thermal shock loading.
1 Staatliche MaterialprUfungsanstalt
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The second phase of the thermal shock tests was identical with the second
part of the structural damage with crack propagation and crack formation tests
under constant internal pressure. The number of cycles to crack initiation was
to be checked to compare the results of the plate tests with the possible influence of ratcheting deformation on the initiation and propagation of the
crack.
The last phase of the thermal shock tests is conducted on a cladded RPVnozzle corner and deals with crack initiation,

propagation and possible

ratcheting deformation.
During the three phases of this programme,

the finite element calculations

were performed with values representing thermal shock experimental conditions.
3.

Theoretical

Conclusions

The theoretical abstraction of the thermal shock loading, Fig.

2, shows the

variables which are derived from plant operation conditions, and which shall
occur in conservative amounts in the tests. This Figure shows variables which
have all been verified for constant temperature difference AT during cooling:
- The slope of the stress intensity function

A K versus hypothetical

crack depth becomes steeper with increasing heat transfer coefficient
at the cooled wall
- the crack initiation depth, defined here as the starting line of crack
propagation in the form of striations,

reduces with increasing heat

transfer values
- the stress intensity values icnrease and penetrate deeper into the wall
with prolonged cooling time.

The maximum,

hereby,

is asymptotically

attained by higher cooling times (for 250 mm RPV. wall thickness,
30 min; this has been investigated by Cheverton et al /3,

4, 5,

6/

within the scope of NRC testing series)
- the maximum stress intensity A K becomes greater with increasing thermal
expansion coefficient
- the cooling penetrates faster into the wall with increasing thermal
conductivity of material.

Therefore,

the same time of thermal shock

penetrates deeper into the ferritic than into the stainless steel
because the stainless steel has an insulation effect
- the thermally produced stress intensity versus wall thickness has a
maximum and diminishes afterwards,
crack is arrested.
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when a threshold value is reached the

The test parameters were conservatively chosen with respect to operation
conditions in RPV and primary systems:
- maximum temperature difference AT = 300 K
(operation temperature: 320

0

C, feedwater = cooling water: 20

0

C)

- maximum heat transfer between cooling medium and cooled wall realized
by water jet cooling vertically against the wall
- tap water having an 02 content of 300 pp overestimates operational
feedwater chemical compositions (corrosion influence)
- high strength material with relatively low toughness (Charpy-V-values
*of approx. 55 J (0 ft-lbs) at room
temperature)
- with respect to vessels, the thermal shock stresses are superimposed
at a nozzle corner on the highest pressure induced stresses.
4.

Test Devices and Material
The devices which have been developed for pressurized thermal shock test

on a model vessel are shown in Fig. 3. The plates and the model vessel were
heated by electrical surface heating. The cooling modes were:
- ata

point (in the plates) with one jet

- at a circumferential

line (in the model vessel) with 160 jets in the

radial direction
Utilization of water jetting produced very high heat transfer values in
the range of 100 000 W/m3 . The pressure relief valve in the outlet line maintained a constant internal pressure.
The plates were made of StE 36, the cladding was austenitic (18 % Cr,
9 % Ni,

Nb) and the model vessel was made of 0.6 % Cr, 0.5 % Mo steel.

The toughnesses were specified with av/20 oC = 55 J.
5.

Crack Shapes
The ferritic plate was thermally shocked 22 900 times; for the cladded

plate,. three different areas were thermally shocked with 8 000 cycles each.
The cracks on the cooled ferritic plate surface are shown in Fig.

4. Their

direction depends on the direction of the principle stresses at cooled area.
The model vessel nozzle area has been cooled with N = 4 300 cooling
cycles. The cracks are concentrated in the axial section of the nozzle and
are parallel to the nozzle length axis; the rectangular section of the
nozzle had no significant cracks.
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6.

Ratcheting Deformation
If a component is simultaneously subjected to constant membrane stresses

and cyclic thermal strains greater Rp 0.2

it will eventually undergo a rearrange-

ment in membrane stress to behave mo-relastically in a sense, as shown in Fig. 6,
the membrane stress component becomes smaller. The remaining constant membrane
stress will on behalf of the plastic strain cycles monotonically increase structure deformation (ratcheting).
The plastic drift of the circumferential
the nozzle cross-section,

strains results in ovalisation of

Fig. 6; the inside circumferential

stress is super-

imposed by a positive component in the axial section, and a negative one in the
rectangular section.
This ratcheting deformation nearly stopped in the model vessel in axial
direction after 2 000 cycles,

as the first cracks occurred (2 E,<Rp_0.2).

and by 3 000 cycles in the rectangular section as the fully elastic properties
were obtained.
7.

Crack Initiation
The biaxial thermal shock strains induced in the plates and the model vessel

(calculated by the FE-Method,
(Mises)

Fig. 7) were transformed into equivalent strains

and plotted against crack initiation cycle number.

Figures 8 and 9 show

the crack initiation curves for thermal shock compared with the ASME-designcurves. The comparison showed that by less than 0.3 % strain rate, the ASMEdiagram (ferritic material)

seems to be not conservative in a sense of crack

initiation.
8.

Crack Shape and Crack Propagation
The thermal shock cracks were semi-elliptical with a relation a/2c

1/4 to 1.6. The long cracks are composed of several small linear crack

=

which

have been connected by sharing. The composed cracks again grow to a crack depth
in the same relation a/2c as mentioned above,

Fig. 10.

The first striations resulting from cyclic crack propagation were found in
depths of 0.22 mm (ferritic plate) and 0.35 mm (model vessel).
relation between heat transfer and crack initiation depth,

it

Due to the inverse
can be assumed that

the heat transfer on the surface of the model vessel was lower than the heat
transfer on the surface of the plate.
The documentation of striation within the fracture surface can be seen for
the ferritic plate in Fig. 11 and for the nozzle corner crack in Fig. 12.
Recalcualtion of stress intensity factors according to ASME-XI reference
crack growth curves for air and water shows in comparison with theoretically
384

predicted LK-values through the wall thickness that the ASME-curve for water
describes nearly the actually occurred crack growth under then selected boundary
conditions for thermal loading, Fig.

13. The highest crack growth reached in a

-3

ferritic plate was 1_10

mm/cylcle (cooling time: 0.3 s) in the 0.5 mm depth

under the cooled surface. The max. crack growth rate could be measured with
-3

2.26.10

in the depth of 3.1 mm of the model vessel nozzle crack,

Fig.

14.

The crack growth rate in the ferritic plate after having reached a maximum,
shows a decreasing tendency to striations with da/dN = 3.10-4 by the stress
intensity of

A K

=

14.1 MN.- 3/2. For the cooling time of t = 0.3 s and number

of loading cycles N = 22 000,

the maximum possible crack depth was reached

because the stress intensity value was in equilibrium with the material threshold value. The crack growth rates of the model vessel are

progressing

within the examined fracture, because of longer cooling time. The theoretical
maximum of the crack growth rate could be expected by a selected cooling time of
of 10 s, in a depth of 4 mm under the cooled nozzle surface.
Because of striation spacing scatter band in the the cyclically produced
fatigue fracture, Fig. 15 according to /7/,

more experimental work especially

with deeper cracks must be carried out. One of such a step in this direction
will be the HDR-thermal shock experiment on reactor pressure vessel under
operating conditions (summer time 1981).
Summary
Within the scope of the HDR-safety programme sponsored by the BMFT,

the

thermal shock loading with
A T = 300 K
under operating condition
p = 14Obar
T = 320 °C
on the decommissioned superheated steam reactor pressure vessel is

being

prepared (summer time 1981).
This pape.r reported about preliminary experimental work for estimating
crack initiation loading cycles on ferritic and austenitic materials and
crack growth rates.

The maximum crack growth rates under operating conditions

and with a high content of oxygen in the pressurized water (7,00 ppm) is
2
comparable with the ASME-curve water within a AK range to 40 MN-m-3/ .
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Fig. 1:
.Fig.

2:

Experimental matrix
Thermal

loading of vessel wall

Fig. 3:

Test rig for model vessel

Fig. 4:

Crack formation on the ferritic plate

Fig.. 5:

Description of ratcheting mechanism, by thermal
shock and internal pressure

Fig. 6:

Ratcheting deformation of nozzle cross-section

Fig.

7:

Theoretical stress analysis for model vessel

Fig. 8:

Crack initiation curve for ferritic material
by thermal loading

Fig.

Crack initiation curve for stainless steel material
by thermal loading

9:

Fig. 10: Formation of striations at the nozzle corner crack
Fig. 11: Striations

on the crack surface (ferritic plate)

Fig.

12: Striations on the crack surface (nozzle corner)

Fig.

13: Stress intensity versus wall thickness in a ferritic plate
at t = 0.3 s; AT = 300 K

Fig.

14: Stress intensity versus wall thickness in a model vessel
at t = 10 s and
T = 300 K

Fig. 15: Fatigue crack growth rate versus crack depth
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THERMAL FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS IN A NOZZLE CORNER

J.G. Blauel and L. Hodulak
Fraunhofer-Institut fdr Werkstoffmechanik,

7800 Freiburg/FRG, Rosastr. 9

Parallel to experimental investigations described in the accompanying paper by
Jansky and Beiffwanger [1], calculations of the crack growth under local thermal
shock fatigue are performed. Estimates of crack growth are based on stress distributions obtained by a finite element analysis for thermal transients in the
structure without crack. Stress intensity factors are calculated using interpolation formulae derived from known "basic solutions" for part-through cracks under constant and linearly varying load. The crack propagation at selected parts
of the crack front is calculated stepwise by integration of the Paris law with
material constants C and n interpolated from test results on compact specimens
at constant temperatures. Experimental results for the model vessel test MB1 at
an internal pressure of 14 N/mm2 and a temperature of 320 0 C exposed to a repeated local spraying with cold water are presented and compared to predictions.

presented at IAEA CSNI Specialists' Meeting on Subcritical Crack Growth,
Freiburg FRG, May 1981
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1. Introduction
To simulate a situation of highest criticality for the integrity of a reactor
pressure vessel,

thermal shock tests are conducted in the framework of the HDR

(superheated steam reactor) safety research program sponsored by the German
Ministry of Research and Technology.

In particular,

it

is intended to initiate

and grow cracks in the nozzle corner region of the HDR pressure vessel by repeated local cooling shocks under PWR service conditions. To develop the experimental methods and qualify the tools of analysis, experiments together with preand posttest calculations on plates and model vessels have been conducted and
are still in progress (see the accompanying paper by Jansky et al.

[1]).

This

paper discusses an approximate calculation of the crack growth for complex geometrical and loading conditions in the nozzle corner of a pressure vessel under
thermal shock fatigue. Specific results are prepared for comparison with experimental findings from first tests on model vessel MB 1.

2.

Problem and method of solution

Fig. 1 shows the geometry and the loading as well as the material

conditions of

the model vessel MB 1 with a thick walled nozzle. The MB 1 operated at an internal pressure of 14 N/mm2 and a temperature of 320 0 C and experienced cyclic
thermal shocks by rotationally symmetric line spraying with cold water. The
spraying time was typically 10 s.

It then took a time of about 600 s to restore

0

the surface temperature to 320 C before starting the next shock. A few thousand cycles were necessary to initiate cracks at the nozzle corner and to make
them grow to a depth of approximately 4 mm.
nozzle

104 mm

57mm
ferritic steel
13CrMo 44

thermal shock:
wall temperature:

35rm

vessel

320 *C

cooling water:

20 0 C

cooling time:
reheating time:

10 sec
600 sec

internal pressure: 14 N/Mm

240mm

Fig. 1 Nozzle geometry and loading of model vessel MB 1
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Estimates of the crack growth are based on stress distributions obtained by a 2D
finite element analysis of Jansky and Sauter [2] for thermal transients in the
nozzle without a crack. In the upper part of Fig. 2 lines of constant circumferential stress oz and a possible development of a crack at a 12 o'clock position in the nozzle initiated at the locus of spraying are shown schematically.
Within the framework of LEFM the crack propagation at a selected part of the
crack front can be calculated stepwise through integration of the Paris growth
law, provided the stress intensity factors (SIF) can be found for all crack geometries developed and the relevant material data are known. Simplifying assumptions are made for the crack shapes and the stress distributions to avoid extensive FE calculation and to allow the use of known SIF relations. The material
crack growth data characterizing thermal fatigue are tentatively interpolated
from small specimen fatigue tests for MB 1 material under pure sinusoidal
loading at constant temperatures.
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Fig. 2: Estimation scheme for stress intensity factor and crack growth
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Because only limited experimental results are presently available for comparison, the crack growth calculations are made for hypothetical cracks.

These cal-

culations are mainly used to show the sensitivity of the results to the choice
of the input data and the various assumptions and simplifications made.

3.

Estimation of the SIF

All cracks are assumed small compared to the dimensions of the nozzle

and two

simplified crack growth models are studied:
1. crack growth is calculated in only one direction (the depth,

a, that

is the vessel axis) under the assumption of a self-similar crack shape
development
2. crack growth is

calculated in two directions (the depth, a, that is
b, that is the nozzle axis) and the

the vessel axis and the length,
crack shape (elliptical)

is adjusted in each calculation step.

The SIFJs are then estimated using interpolation formulae derived from known
"basic solutions" for the given geometry and loading conditions (see also [3]
and [4]). The "basic solutions" are solutions for the straight, the circular,
and the elliptical crack in a semi-

(quarter-)infinite space under constant or

linearly varying stress distributions. A general formulation for mode I loading
can be written as,
K = F (Mconst

Oconst + Mlin

Olin) f-a

(1)

Here oconst and Olin are a constant and a linearly varying component
ximating the actual nonlinear stress profile over the local depth,

appro-

a, of the

crack; if appropriate, a correction is made for the two-dimensional character of
the real thermal stress field (see Fig. 2,

upper right). Mconst and Mlin

take account of the influence of crack and nozzle geometry. The correction function, F, is

used to take account of the transition between semi-elliptical and

quarter-elliptical crack shapes during growth for the geometry of interest. Specific results are summarized below:
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For the evaluation of the crack growth only in depth-direction under the assumption of a constant crack shape the stress intensity factors at the apex, Ka,
are calculated using eqs (2)-(4). The factor Mconst and Mlin for straight
cracks in eq. (2) are taken from Tada, Paris, Irwin [5]. In eq. (3) the corrections Mconst and Mlin are taken from Kobayashi, Enetanya and Shah [6] and
Hayashi and Ab6 [7], respectively. In eq. (4) Mlin is modified to include the
influence of the stress gradient a (y) in the second direction for the specific
geometry and loading of the MB 1. The function F approximately interpolates between the SIF of a small semi-circular crack at its apex (for a--•.o) and the SIF
of a quarter-circular crack at the crack front portion somewhat beneath the vessel surface (for a---18 mm).
The crack growth evaluation in two directions is based on SIF's for the apex,
Ka, and the surface, Kb, which are calculated using eq. (5). Depending on
the aspect ratio a/b, which is adjusted in each step of the propagation calculation, Mlin can be approximated as Mlin = 0,439 - 0.234 a, while Mconst
is approximated as 1,05/
where Q is the shape factor according to ASME [8].
For Kb the nozzle geometry correction, Fb = 1.2 is chosen to yield Mconst
= 1.25/fQ, which corresponds closely to the SIF of semi-(quarter-) elliptical

/,

cracks at the part of the crack front near the specimen surface.
Resulting SIF's as a function of crack depth for the geometry and loading conditions of Fig. 1 are plotted in Fig. 3. From the behavior of the thermal stresses for each crack model the initial increase of the SIF with crack depth is
followed by a gradual decrease after a certain crack depth is exceeded. The influence of the crack model on the results shown here is even more apparent in
Fig. 4, where the crack growth is plotted. It should be noted that the results
obtained with eq. (5) depend strongly on the aspect ratio ao/bo of the starter crack, with in Fig. 4 is assumed ao/bo = 0.43.
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4. Treatment of material constants
For the calculation of the crack growth by integrating the Paris relation
da/dN

=

(6)

C.AKn

that is

a

+ .C.AKn. AN

+ ZAa = a

=

0

0

a
(7)

N = ZAN = E(Aa/(CAKn))
b = b0 + zAb = bo + E (AKb/AKa)n • Aa

Since C and n mea-

the material parameters C and n must be found experimentally.
sured under mechanical fatigue depend on temperature,
R = Omin/amax and the surrounding atmosphere,

frequency, stress ratio

their use for thermal fatigue

conditions poses problems: Firstly in thermal fatigue the stress cycling may be
accompanied by some temperature cycling at the crack tip which will influence
the growth rate; the amplitude and the mean value of the temperature cycle will
depend on the crackdepth. Secondly the SIF as a function of time during a thermal cycle depends on the crack depth (Fig.

5)

and is different from a sinus

function usually used in tension-tension fatigue tests in the laboratory.
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1 for dif-

The strong dependence on temperature and other parameters of the crack growth
for the model vessel-material

13 Cr Mo 44 as evaluated by PrUmmer,

Blauel and

Kofler [8] is shown in Fig. 6 together with the ASME B and PV Code Limit
curves [9] for a general ferritic material.
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Fig. 6 Fatigue crack growth. data of the model vessel material (ferritic steel
13 Cr Mo 44) measured under pure tension loading with 28 mm thick compact
specimens [8] - the ASME-Code limit curves [9] are shown for comparison
For the model calculations using eq. (7) C- and n-values are chosen by interpolating the results in Fig. 6 for a mean temperature T = 120 0 C, a meanstress
ratio R = 0.3, and an approximate frequency of 0.1 Hz as estimated from Fig. 5
for relatively small cracks and an internal pressure of 14 N/mm2 . An influence
of the spraying water. has been neglected for this frequency. As a further step
of refinement, C- and n-values are interpolated for the temperature at every
crack front location, a and b. Then the crack growth calculation is made as
follows:
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a= a + 0E C (a).AKn(a).
a

AN

b =b

AN

+ Z C (b)-An'(b)Aa

N=

C (a)-AKn(a)
Fig. 7 demonstrates the influence of the material paramters C and n on crack
growth for the semi-/quarter-elliptical crack model under the thermal shock loading of Fig. 1.
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5.

Application and.concluding remarks

The inexpensive approximate calculation method as developed so far for the specific case of nozzle corner cracks in model vessel MB 1 under thermal shock loading has been used by Blauel and Hodulak [10] to investigate the influence of
crack depth and initial crack shape, of cooling time, and of material parameters
C and n on the SIF and crack growth. As an example, the influence of the cooling
time on the crack growth is shown in Fig. 8.
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In figure 9 the experimental findings according to Jansky [1] are compared to
calculations based on the estimation scheme of Fig. 2.

Depending on the choice

of the material parameters C and n relatively close correspondence or under- and
overestimations are found for either the local crack growth rates da/dN as compared to the striation spacing on the fracture surface or the predicted number
of cycles and that actually applied during the test.

It is obvious that the bad-

ly defined starter notch away from the spraying center poses problems in the
analysis; other discrepancies may be explained through differences between the
thermal boundaries assumed in the stress analysis and those prevailing in the
test. The limited number of test results does not yet allow a verification of
the fracture mechanics analysis.

Further experiments are being prepared.
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Apart from hypothetical cracks, the experimentally observed crack phenomena in
MB 1 were also analyzed.
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Abs t r act
Paper deals with the problem of subcritical crack growth in the
transition zone between base material and austenitic stainless steel
cladding. As a material under the study steel of Cr-Mo-V type (15Kh2MFa)
has been chosen.
Crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity factor has been
measured for pure base and clad materials likewise for the transition
zone, too. In the latter case, cracks started both from the surface
(cladding materials) and from the base material. For base and cladding
materials treshold stress intensity factors have been determined as a
function of stress asymmetry.
Results received in this study show to the decelerating effect of
the boundary base material/cladding material which is explained by the
role of this boundary.
Discussion of these results is made with respect to the other
literature results, and to the reactor pressure vessel lifetime and
safety.

1. INTRODUCTION
Defects in nuclear reactor pressure vessels, cladded by austenitic
stainless steel and situated near the boundary between base material and
stainless steel cladding, could be the source of a substantial decrease
of pressure vessel wall strength, especially from the following points of
view:
- pressure vessel wall strength (decrease of net section),
- pressure vessel fatigue (decrease in endurance limit of
material),
- brittle fracture initiation from this defect that can substantially increase during vessel lifetime.
Last problem becomes the most important because necessity of
ensuring practically 100 % pressure vessel safety from the point of view
of brittle fracture is required.
At this time only one method of defect evaluation including
calculation of its allowability in reactor pressure vessel wall exists in
codes [1]. This method is prepared only for types of steels, used for the
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for steels of
PWR, resp. BWR type of reactors in western countries, i.e.
ASTM A 533B and ASTM A 508 types. Moreover, this method explicitly does
not contain necessary material constants for underclad defects, only
characteristics of base material are presented, without the effect of
heat affected zone.
stainless steel cladding and its
This work has been aimed to the determination of the most important
material characteristics of 15Kh2MFA type of steel and the influence of
austenitic stainless steel cladding on the subcritical crack growth rate
in the transition
zone between base material and stainless steel.

2.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Crack growth rate under cyclic loading has been measured in the
15Kh2MFA type steel, manufactured for nuclear reactor pressure vessels;
specimens were cut off fromthe base material, stainless steel cladding
and bimetal junction of base material-stainless steel cladding. All
materials and cladding were manufactured by SKODA CONCERN, Plzen, CSSR.
Austenitic stainless steel cladding were prepared by automatic
welding of steel strip
under flux; first
pass by Sv07Kh25Nl3, other three
by Sv08Khl9NIOG2B types of steel;
the whole thickness of cladding in
maximum reaches 10 mm.
Crack growth rates in base material have been measured in flat
specimens of net section equal to 80 x 8 mm with side cracks. The same
type of specimens has been used also for measurements in separated
austenitic stainless steel cladding and in the transition
zone between
base material and stainless cladding in both directions of crack growth.
For this purpose specimens with side crack or inner throughcrack (centric
or excentric position) have been used, too. Ini all
cases specimens have
been loaded in tension with coefficient of asymmetry in the range of 0.1
to 0.9, small part also with R = - 1. Loading frequency has been chosen
equal to 35 and for comparison 0.2 Hz, too. Part of the experimental
programme has been carried out with specimens under three-point bending
loading with crack situated in outer surface; crack has propagated into
base material or into stainless steel, depending on specimen cutting
orientation.
Crack growth has been evaluated from gradual crack length
measurements. This measurement has been carried out using special
prepared measuring microscope (accuracy equal to 0.01 mm) and with
resistometric method.

3.

METHOD OF EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

Evaluation of crack growth measurement
known Paris-Erdogan equation of type
da = Co

.

(4K)n

has been carried out using

(1)

dN
where

a
N
Co,n
K

- crack length,
- Number of cycles,
- material constants,
- amplitude of stress intensity factor.
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For evaluation of measured values statistics
methods have been used
- regression analysis with determination of mean curve of scattering band
and bilateral
tolerance band (probability of values equal to 90 % with
0.5 % risk).
Moreover, threshold conditions for crack growth have been studied,
too. This treshold value is determined for zero crack growth rate in
106 loading cycles. These threshold values are determined by gradual
increases or decreases of cyclic loading in a very narrow interval.
Dependence of threshold values of stress intensity factor amplitude on
coefficient of asymmetry can be written as
(AKts
where

4.

dKts,o , A,

-,Ktso

).(l

-

R)A = B

(2)

B - material constants,
R - coefficient of cycle asymmetry.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results can be divided into three groups depending on
studied materials:
- base material,
- austenitic stainless
steel cladding (separated),
- transition
from base material to cladding (heat affected zone
and fusion line).
Moreover, according to the planning of experiments our results can
be evaluated also from the point of view of:
- treshold values for crack growth,
- crack growth rate.
4.1.

Threshold conditions

Threshold conditions for crack growth have
according to equation (2).

been evaluated

Threshold values of stress intensity factor amplitudes,
,dIts,
are lower for austenitic stainless
steel cladding in comparison
with base material, independently of larger scattering of results. The
largest difference, according to the equation (2)
is received for
coefficient of asymmetry R = 0, when ,Kts
for base material is equal
to 15 MPa.mI/ 2 , while for stainless
steel cladding is equal only to 6
MPa.mI/ 2 : it means approximately 2.5 smaller.
According to the equation (2)
received results show a sharp
hyperbolic dependence on coefficient of asymmetry. Decrease of threshold
stress intensity factor values is more pronounced for base material in
comparison with stainless cladding - for both material and coefficient
asymmetry equal to R = 0.9 threshold values of stress intensity factors
are close to 2 MPa.m.l/2.
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4.2.

Crack growth rate

three mentioned
Crack growth rate has been measured in all
fig.l.
in
materials, received results are summarized
Results, measured in separated austenitic stainless steel cladding
band I (loading frequency equal to 35 Hz) and
are represented by scatter
band 2 (loading frequency equal to 0.2 Hz). It is seen that decrease in
loading frequency has positive influence on decrease of crack growth rate.
of
At lower loading frequencies very frequently the initiation
This
branching
by
microscope.
observed
has
been
repeated crack branching
growth of both branches only
after
some parallel
occurs in the crack tip,
one branch remains as dominant and the growth of the second one stops.
is
this situation new branching in the crack tip
Very early after
It is
observed again and the process is going on in the same way.
dividing of deformation energy is a reason
possible to suppose that this
for lower crack growth rates in the interval of low stress intensity
factors. This effort in these conditions probably overbalances the effect
and cyclic creep that must play some
of increased cyclic plastic strain
at lower loading frequencies. For bainitic materials,
role in crack tip
in crack
this difference in cyclic straineffects
as studied steel is,
tip
is probably of lower pronounced, thus practical no difference on the
effect of loading frequency for base material is observed.

in

Scatter band of experimental
as band 3.
fig.l

results

for base material is

also shown

Application of Paris-Erdogan equation to the results, shown in
given the following dependencies for upper band boundaries:
fig.l,
- base material:
da

[mm.cycl-

1

]

= 4.8 x 10-9(AK)

2

,

78

(3)

dN
- austenitic

stainless
da

steel cladding:

[mm.cycl-I]

= 4,8 x 10-

8

(AK) 2 , 6

2

(4)

dN
Examples from the study of crack growth through the boundary between
In two cases
austenitic cladding and base material are shown in fig.2.
cracks grew from the austenitic cladding into the base material, in one
K
cases accordance to increasing
case in opposite direction (in all
values).
Summarized results show that these crack growth rates, determined
for the bimetallic materials, are in a good agreement with results,
received in pure base or cladding materials.
for base and cladding
i.e.
For comparison equation (3) and (4),
materials, are also shown. Crack growth rates in stainless steel cladding
steel cladding - see
are in cases lower than in pure, separated stainless
fig.l.
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Before the crack penetrates from the cladding into the zone near the
boundary cladding-base material the crack growth rate is substantially
decelerated. These results
are very clearly seen in fig.2. Nevertheless
the crack growth rates in the heat affected zone closely under the
cladding are higher than in base, nonaffected material.
Observed deceleration of crack growth rate in the neighbourhood of
the fusion line cladding-base material is probably connected withthe
deceleration of plastic zone growth and cyclic strain
processes in the
front of the crack tip
at the moment, when this plastic zone reaches the
fusion line with higher hardness (approximately by 100 HV). Only after
breaking of this fusion line further, normal crack growth can take place.
With respect to some degradation of heat affected zone properties the
crack growth rate is still
higher than in base materials. Only after
reaching the non-affected zone in base material by the front of plastic
zone at the crack tip, this crack growth rate is fully close to the rate
in normal base material. This distance is equal to approximately 10 to 15
mm from fusion line.
More pronounced changes in crack growth rate have been observed in
specimens, loading by tension-compression. During this type of loading
the plastic zone dimension in the front of crack tip
is limited; in this
case crack growth rate in heat affected zone decreased to the values very
close to the base material.
Very similar picture has been observed also in the opposite case,
when crack has propagated from the base material into the cladding, as it
is also shown in fig.2. Crack growth rate in base material is practically
equal to the rate, determined in pure base material. In this case some
plateaus near the fusion line can be also observed. As in the previous
case, a partial
deceleration of crack rate takes place which means that
the crack plastic zone reaches the heat affected zone. After the crack
penetrates into the cladding material and acceleration of crack is again
observed. This acceleration is supported by free growth of a large
plastic zone in the front of crack tip
and by a nonfavourable casting
morphology of cladding. Fast acceleration of crack growth in cladding
leads to the sudden breaking of the material bridge to the surface after
relatively low number of cycles - in this case low-cycle fatigue loading
takes place as plastic zone dimensions reach the outer surface of
cladding.
Another two cases of results from three point bend tests
are shown
in fig.3. Even though larger scattering near the fusion line is seen,
very similar dependencies in both base material and cladding have been
also observed. The most characteristic effect in all
cases is the
plateau, situated in the region with thickness of several mm in front of
the fusion line.
Comparing the dimensions of plateaus a very good agreement with
calculated plastic zone sizes is received - for higher stress intensity
factor this zone size is larger and thus the plateau dimension, too.
Difference in these zone sizes is seen also in base material and in the
cladding, in the dependence of their yield.strength v$lues.
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5.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Experimental study of the crack growth rate under cyclic loading is
very important for the evaluation of allowability of cracks, resp. of
other type of defects especially from the point of view of the reactor
pressure vessel safety and lifetime. These values of crack growth rates
are authoritative for the evaluation of real or hypothetical crack "life"
in different places of pressure vessel.
Comparison of received results with known information from world
literature
shows to the very good agreement, resp. to the some stock of
safety with respect to the existing codes, containing design curves and
formulas.
Thus in fig.4 curves 1 and 2 represent the reference curves
according to 1 for the crack growth rate in pressure water of PWR (WWER)
type reactors (curve 1) and for the air
atmosphere (curve 2).
Curve 3 in the same fig. represents experimentally determined
scattering band of results, received in this work for austenitic
stainless steel cladding, while curve 4 represents the same results
base material of 15Kh2MFA steel.

for

For comparison the crack growth rate in austenitic stainless steel
cladding as curve 6 according to [3] is also shown. Curve 6 has been
proposed as a design curve for AISI 316 austenitic stainless steel that
is very similar to stainless cladding. It is seen that experimentally
determined values lie
lower than the design curve 6.
Similarly curve 5 according to [2] and [4] is added - this
dependence was received for the 15Kh2MFA steel. It is also very nice seen
a very good agreement with results received in this work - our
experimental ones are in the whole interval of stress intensity factors
smaller than the design curve 2 that was evaluated, likewise curve 1, for
the ASTM A 533 B and A 508 type steels. Thus it can be mentioned the
15Kh2MFA steel and its
austenitic stainless steel cladding do not
substantially differ
from materials, being used in western countries for
the manufacture of nuclear reactor pressure vessels, comparing their
crack growth rates under cyclic loading. In some cases and for the larger
part of loading interval these crack growth rates are substantially lower
than design curves for ASTM and AISI type steels according to [1,2,3,41.
Using all
aforementioned results the calculations of the allowable
sizes of defects in the underclad region of the most exposed parts in
reactor pressure vessel have been performed.
It can be shown that the
hypothetical elliptical
defect 10 mm deep and 60 mm long practically
during its
lifetime (40 years) would not become critical,
moreover it
practically does not change its
dimensions: the whole growth represents
less than 0.1 mm which can be neglected. Similar results are received
also for defects, situated in the most stress exposed place - for defects
in nozzle ring. Results of such a calculation is seen in fig.5 for
different defect sizes having shape factor equal to 1:6. It is shown how
initially
inner, underclad defect will grow during the whole reactor
lifetime. It is again seen that defect that is 10 mm deep practically
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size ao =
does not change its dimensions - only a defect with initial
25 mm could grow in such a way to penetrate the stainless steel cladding
and thus it will change into surface type defect, even though not yet
critical.
Thus, all received results in this work, in a good agreement with
other ones [2,4] show to the high resistivity of the l5Kh2MFA type steel
and its cladding against subcritical crack propagation under cyclic
loading; and at the same time to the high exploitation safety of the
whole reactor pressure vessel.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In the framework of the summarization of material characteristics
for the evaluation of the WWER-440 reactor pressure vessel safety and
reliability very important results of subcritical crack growth rates have
been received for base material and for material with stainless steel
cladding, all under cyclic loading.
The main results received in our experimental study of the 15Kh2MFA
type steel and its austenitic stainless steel cladding and dicussed
earlier, are:
1.

Threshold values of stress intensity factors have been
determined- for base material lie in interval between
15 MPa.ml/ý for R=O, and 3 MPa.ml/2 for R=0.9, while
for austenitic stainless steel cladding lie between 2.5,
resp. 2 MPa.ml/2. Dependence of these values of
coefficient of asymmetry, R, is more pronounced for base
material as for cladding, in both cases it has an
hyperbolic type.

2.

Statistically evaluated dependence of crack growth rates
using Paris-Erdogan formula has been received for base
material and stainless cladding of the 15Kh2MFA steel:
- base material (upper boundary curve)
da

[mm.cycl- 1 ] = 4.8 x 10-9 (AK)

2,78

dN
- austenitic stainless steel cladding (dtto)
da

[mm.cycl- 1 ] = 4.8 x 10-8 (AK)

2,62

dN
Crack growth rate in cladding is approximately 4-to 5-times
larger as in base material, in thewhole studied interval
of loading.
3.

For cladding material the effect of loading frequency has
been observed. Comparing crack growth rates for frequency
equal to f = 35 Hz and 0.2 Hz we can observe that lower
frequency is characterized with higher steepness (i.e.
larger exponent in Paris-Erdogan formula). On the contrary
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at lower values of stress intensity factors lower absolute
values of crack growth rates have been received for lower
= 0.2 Hz. This effect is probably
frequencies, i.e.f
connected with the branching of cracks in their tips - this
phenomenon was observed especially at lower frequencies.
In base material no similar effect has been found.
4.

In specimens with stainless steel cladding (bimetal) and
surface crack three different stages in growth dependencies have
been found. In surface region subcritical crack growth runs with
high rate, practically equal to the rate in austenitic steel.
Reaching the crack tip to called fusion line, i.e. boundary between
base material and cladding characterized by higher hardness, in
crack growth rate some plateau (at R = 0) or decrease (at R = -1) is
observed. Further crack growth rate under the cladding, i.e. in the
heat affected zone, does not substantially differ from the results
of base material, even though this rate is somewhat higher than in
base material (approximately in distance of about 10 mm from fusion
line).

5.

In the case of crack growth from the underclad region the crack
growth rate is firstly controlled by the dependence, determined for
pure base material. At the fusion line again some plateau is
observed, probably from the same reason, as in the aforementioned
case. After overcoming this barrier of higher hardness a very fast
crack growth starts; its rate is similar to the rate determined for
pure separated stainless steel cladding material.

6.

On the basis of received results some model of this effect has been
proposed - decreasing of the crack growth rate in the neighbourhood
of fusion line can be explained by the process of touching and
penetrating this fusion line of higher hardness by the plastic zone
in front of the crack tip. Overcoming this line somewhat slows down
growth rate of the crack, nevertheless this crack penetrates from
cladding to base material or in the opposite direction.

7.

Comparison of received results in this work with literature values
for the same steel shows to a very good agreement. Similarly,
comparison of subcritical crack growth rates for the l5Kh2MFA steel
and its cladding with literature values for steels, used in PWR
pressure vessels [1,31 shows that studied material is in agreement
with design curves, in most cases even with some stock of safety.
This fact shows to a good resistivity of studies steel against crack
growth under cyclic loading and thus also to the sufficiently high
exploitation safety and reliability of WWER type nuclear reactor
pressure vessels, manufactured in SKODA Concern.

8.

Calculation of the growth of hypothetical underclad cracks shows.to
the fact that their growth is practically negligible for the whole
reactor lifetime: crack growth is practically equal to about 0.1 mm
for the initial
dimension equal to 10 mm. This result is from the
point of view of calculation accuracy and non-destructive methods
possiblity naturally negligible. Such a growth cannot affect the
reactor pressure vessel lifetime, nor its reliability.
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DIAGRAMS
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Appendix A
Rahka K. - Fatigue crack growth characteristics of a
Cr-Mo-V steel 12Kh2MFA in air.
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of ASME Section XI, Appendix A.
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(1978)
Rahka K., Forsten J. The growth of underclad flaws in
fatigue loading. Report VTT-RMR-64 (1976).

Crack growth rate in base material,3, austenitic
stainless steel cladding at loading frequency
1, and at f=0.2 Hz, 2.

f=35 Hz,

Fig.2.

Crack growth rate during penetration of fusion line
(vertical dashed line)
open symbols - cladding
solid symbols - base material

Fig.3.

Crack growth rate during penetration of fusion line
(vertical dashed line)
open symbols - cladding
solid symbols - base material

Fig.4.

Comparison of crack growth rates in base material of the
15Kh2MFA steel and in the austenitic stainless steel
cladding with literature
values for the same steel [2,4]
and with design curve for low-alloyed steels [11
curve I - ASME XI - water
curve 2 - ASME XI - air
curve 3 - austenitic stainless steel cladding
curve 4 - base material
curve 5 - base material [2]
curve o - austenitic stainless steel [3]
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CONCLUSIONS
Reproducible crack-growth data can be obtained in RPV steels in an interlaboratory test programme when the effects of the environment are minimised
eg high cyclic rate. However in order to obtain reproducible results in an
aqueous environment the test conditions must be controlled within narrow
experimental limits.
Factors which have been shown to influence crack growth rates are:
-

frequency
loading variables eg 'R rati-o
wave form
material variables
water chemistry

Increases in growth rate are obtained when the cyclic frequency is below
0.1 Hz, the R ratio Kmin is increased, the wave form is sinusoidal rather
than saw tooth, and the sulphur content of the steel is increased (>0.010%).
These factors are inter-related thus the bulk of the data on low sulphur
steel (ie < 0.010%) is bounded within the ASME XI 74 wet line. Sodium
and chloride contamination does not significantly increase the growth rate
and additionally does not enhance the effect of oxygen. However oxygen
contaminationhasbeenhsftown to increase the cyclic growth rate by a factor
of 10 at low AK values.
Within the limits of the variables discussed above there does not appear to
be a significant difference in growth rate between RPV quality plate, forging,
weldmetal or HAZ material.
Experiments on simulated HAZ material have shown
an acceleration in growth rate but all the data available is contained within
the ASME 74 wet line. It should be noted that this data was obtained on
0.006% S material.
The effect of residual stress should be included in
determining the growth rate when testing weldments.
Tests on irradiated material do not shown an enhancement in growth rate,
compared with the unirradiated material. However, there are some indications
that under the particular cyclic condition examined that the fracture surfaces
differ between the irradiated and the unirradiated tests. It is noted that
the FRG intend to carry out an experiment in 1981/82 to determine the effect
of simultaneous irradiation on the growth rate in the KAHL ractor,
The bulk of the data has been obtained in tests where the stress intensity
at the tip of the crack varies continuously during the test. Data is now
becoming available under constant AK test conditions. The growth rates are
comparable under both test conditions at low R (R = 0.2) but the constant AK
tests do not show a large acceleration in growth rate under high R conditions
(R = 0.7).
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Tests in SA533 Gr B in high temperature oxygenated water have shown that
the use of the Neuber notch stress amplitude based on the worse case NDTCH
have a better approximation to initiating conditions than an elastic
analysis. To minimise crack growth Kmax must be kept below KISC,
Pipes with flaws were subjected to both primary and secondary stresses
in order to determine crack growth. To a first approximation it was found
that the secondary stresses should be added to the primary stresses in the
fatigue analysis.
The effect of thermal shock on the RPV and piping system has been investigated,
Crack initiation based on ASME III was marginally unconservative, but the
maximum growth rates are comparable with the ASME 74 wet curve. The
analysis emphasised the need for an accurate determination of the stress
intensity at the crack tip and the ability to apply this data at complex
geometries.
Studies have been made on the growth of cracks in the zone between the base
metal and the stainless steel cladding. As the crack progresses there is
a de-acceleration in growth rate at the base metal/cladding interface. This
is thought to be due to an inter-action of the plastic zone with the fusion
line. The residual stress pattern would also be expected to reduce the
crack growth rate.
Recommendations
1. Consideration should be given to separating the crack growth curves
in aqueous environments in the ASME XI/80 codefor low and high sulphur
steels. The existing curves are not thought to be representative of
current steel making practice.
2.

The attention of the appropriate standards and coding authorities should
be drawn to the uncertainties in crack length measurements associated
with the autocalve experiments.

3.

The use of potentiometric measurements is advised for all experimental
rigs.

4.

Several models are now available to explain the observed growth phenomena,
There is a need for some critical experiments to define the limits of
application of these models and their validation to reactor operation.
It would assist in this task if the problem areas could be clearly
identified. Work in this area is to be encouraged.
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Test data on RPV steels under the high oxygen conditions relevant to a BWR
indicate that an oxygen effect exists but the upper bound of all the data is
almost identical to that obtained under PWR conditions. There is evidence
that under high oxygen conditions oxide entrapment within the crack can
influence the growth rate.
Crack growth studies on sensitised stainless steel under cyclic and static
loading indicate that environmentally controlled cracks under static loading
will be the most important contributor to crack extension in the weld HAZ
of BWP piping. Microstructural changes during service (low temperature
sensitization) do not seem to lead to any substantial increase of growth rate
in environmentally controlled cracking although crack initiation times are
greatly reduced. Tests on stainless steel in PWR environment under cyclic
conditions have not shown an enhancement in growth rate compared with data
in air. Some enhancement was observed in high Nickel alloys but this was
small compared with that obtained in RPV steels.
Attention was drawn to the uncertainties in the measurement of crack length
using compliance techniques. An additional source of uncertainties is
noted in processing the experimental a versus n data to obtain a da/dn
versus K plot of data. The ASTM criteria needT to be re-assessed in the
context of autoclave testing.
Fractographic studies of specimens tested at room temperature have shown
evidence for both ductile and brittle crack advancement mechanisms. Tendency
to brittle fracture advance is related ýo microstructure environment and
frequency. For specimens tested at 280 C there is evidence of quasi
cleavage facets associated in particular with regions of high manganese sulphide
inclusion content but there is no general- agreement that this indicates a
brittle crack advance mode. Although brittle fractographic features indicate
a role of hydrogen in crack advance the mechanism is unclear. The effect of
local areas of hydrogen influenced crack advance on the overall crack growth
rate is also unclear.
A model to explain the different behaviour observed in water environment
was proposed on the basis of crack tip strain rate. The influence of flow
rate and its effect on corrosion potential was emphasised. Without supporting
potentiometric measurments the relevance of low flow rate tests to reactor
conditions was questioned. It is clear that electro chemical potential
consideration could explain may of the anomalies observed in the experimental
data.
A mechanism based on slip dissolution gives good agreement at low temperature
between theory and experimental data covering both static and dynamic loading
conditions. At higher temperatures qualitative agreement between theory
and experiment is not yet established. Under high crack propagation rates
liquid diffusion in the crack seems to be the rate controlling factor.
A model was proposed which showed that at any AK value the maximum growth
rate in a da/dn versus AK plot could be parallel to the growth rate in air.
In order to increase confidence in applying experimental data to reactor
plant operation it is necessary to have a good understanding of the basic
mechanism, with an ability to define the limits and rates of the controlling
processes.
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